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A failure establishes only this, that
our determination to succeed was not
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••• strong enough.—Bovee.

(Park Street, Rockland)

JOIN RED CROSS

Our Chicken and Steak Dinners

Mayor Carver Appeals To
the Public To Take Out
Membership

ARE A POPULAR SUNDAY SPECIAL
AT $1.00

MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
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By ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOC1ATION FIVE HUNDRED MORE DEPOSITORS.
We HELP YOU by DIVIDENDS which have been

at the rate of 5’/2% PER ANNUM since 1905. Your
deposits enable us to HELP YOUR NEIGHBORS
AND FRIENDS. They are loaned to them on FIRST
MORTGAGES ON REAL ESTATE in this vicinity,
which is the best security obtainable anywhere. Your
monthly deposits may be as LITTLE AS $1.00, or as
MUCH AS $50.00, or any sum between, and they
may start at any time. WHY NOT COMMENCE

NOW ? Come in and find out more about the
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION. We love to answer questions and our office

is at 18 School street (first floor) opposite the Postoffice.
lS58tr

*
|

To the People:
The American Xational Red Cross
is asking you today to support its
humanitarian work in the coming
year by taking out memberships, it
is by memberships that the Red
Cross exists. Without such support,
the Red Cross could not maintain its
services, including its trained dis
aster relief personnel. It asks the
public to remember that giving to a
disaster relief fund is giving only to
a particular group of sufferers, and
contributes nothing to the support
of the Red Cross treasury in minor
disasters.
To join the Red Cross is to be a
member of a society that works for
good of humanity without regard to
artificial social barriers. It means the
support of service at home and over
the nation and American overseas
possessions, and to foreign coun
tries prostrated by calamity.
The people of Knox County should
give the services of their Red Cross
their personal attention and spread
the Red Corss message to the end of
the Red Cross message to the end of
successful enrollment.
J. F. Carver. Mayor

Government Will Be Asked To Issue a Stamp—Popular
i
Idea Originates In Rockland
Because he has been a lifelong de there will be presented to the Post
votee of philately Dr. E. W. Gould of master General a petition headed
24 School street, Rockland, recently thus:
"We, the undersigned representing
conceived the excellent idea that the
the Maine Association of Philatelic
Government should issue a stamp in
Clubs respectfully request that the
memory of Gen. Henry Knox, for
Post Office Department issue a com
whom a notable monument will he
memorative stamp for Major General
dedicated in Thomaston the coming
Henry Knox of Thomaston, Maine,
month. A campaign to that end has
the Chief of Artillery of the Conti
already been set in motion, and as the
nental Army of the Revolution and
result of it Uncle Sam will be re
the First Secretary of War and Xavy
minded that this Revolutionary War
in the Cabinet of President George
hero, was not only one of Gen. Wash
Washington. The Knox Memorial
ington’s most valuable aides, but
Association is reconstructing in
earned a lasting place in history as
Thomaston, Maine, a replica of'Mont
the country’s first Secretary of War
pelier,' the former home of Knox at
and Navy.
an expense of $165,000, and the same
It was quite natural that Dr. Gould
will be dedicated with impressive
should seek the co-operation of the
ceremonies on his birthday, July 25,
Maine Association of Philathelic
on which date it is requested that the
Clubs, which has a keen interest in
commemorative stamp be issued.—
stamp issues, and which would feel
Maine Association of Philatelic Clubs"
deeply honored if the Government
The matter was brought before the
chose as the subject of one issue, a
board
of managers of the Knox Me
man who brought so much distinction
morial Association, Inc., at a meeting
to the State of Maine.
His communication brought a very held in the rooms of the Thomaston
prompt response from Abbott B. Xational Bank Thursday afternoon.
Cragin, secretary of the Association, Speedy endorsement was given to the
who writes that the Augusta Stamp proposition.
The Government, it is understood
Club is "very keen regarding the mat
ter,'' and who announced his inten issues four commemorative stamps
tion of bringing the subject to the each year, and often their significance
attention of the Penobscot Valley is purely local. In this instance the
Stamp Collectors’ Club in Bangor. movement calls for recognition of a
The proposition will also be broadcast national hero, a friend of Washington
/
through the medium of the Philatelic and a member ot the nation’s first
press. In consequence of these efforts cabinet.

IMPORTANT AVIATION

DEAL

AN HISTORIC SITE

+
* D. A. R. To Mark Place
|
Where Forts Andros and
George Stood
*
* The marking of the site of the old
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Carrying Sound Principles
Into Everyday Practice
Carefulness in the management of the affairs of
this bank, helpfulness in serving others, have led
steadily and surely to our present position of strength
and prestige.
By putting into actual day-by-day practice the
principles which years of banking have proved sound,
we have won confidence and patronage.

We shall be glad to serve you with the same
care, the same helpful consideration, for your best
» interests.
Z

.

KNOX

COMMEMORATE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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NOTICE

Fort Andros and Fort George will
take place with public exercises in
July, when the Maine Daughters of
the American Revolution will meet
in Brunwick for their annual field
Jay. A bronze tablet placed on a
granite boulder is to be unveiled at
that time.
This boulder is being
placed under the direction of the
committee on marking historic spots
from the Brunswick chapter. The
committee has'secured a boulder with
the co-operation of Dr. Edmund X.
i Lippincott from his estate in North
Harpswell. It is to be placed inside
the fence of the Cabot Mill property
on Maine street, and work of excavat
ing for the base has already been
I started.
The site of Fort Andros, the first
fort erected upon the banks of the
j Androscoggin river, hy ♦Englishmen.
- was undoubtedly that built by Gov.
Andros in 1688, which has been
named for him. This fort was de
molished in 1694. This vicinity had
no protection from that time until
1715, when on a site nearby another
fort was erected In August. This
fort. Fort George, served the town
until the latter part of 1736, or early
in 1737, when Ihe General Court of
Massachusetts decided to dismantle
it the property reverting back to the
proprietors.

The latest development in aviation !
circles was the purchase yesterday of ’
the Burrows field, by a syndicate of j
Rockland men, comprising Everett A. i
Munsey. S. XIlo Spear, Rhiraa E.
Philbrick and Chester Fissette.
Eventually they will organize the
Rockland Airport, Inc., and develop
it for the purposes customary to such
an institution. The syndicate already

owns one plane, and every member of
the group has had valuable experience in flying, Mr. Munsey’ having
made several flights to Boston and
return.
The Burrows field will be readily
identified as the place where recent
circuses have been held. The deal
was made through R. U. Collins' real
estate agney.

SPOKE ON THE DAY

The Red Cross

Rev. Mr. MacDonald Talks ( To Rotary On Some Les
Henry L.
State of the
sons of Nov. I I

Yesterday at Rotary luncheon ob
servance was given to Armistice Day
in an address by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald. pastor of the First Baptist
Church. He was preceded by Rev.
Walter S. Rounds, club member, who
spoke briefly out of his own experi
ence as a Y.M.C.A. official In France,
recalling the memorable day as it
broke upon the war-worn soldiers.
Mr. MacDonald, opening with quo
tation of the immortal poem “On
Flanders Fields," queried whether we
have been true to the challenge of
that poem. Have we learned the les
sons that our boys in that mighty
struggle through their bravery and
sacrifices taught? If ever we find
ourselves inclined to let down In our
devotion to country and our God, re
NAMED AS ASSISTANT
membrance of their deeds by this day
__ •
; The appointment of Leroy R. Fol celebrated Should urge to a girding
som of Norridgewock as an assistant up anew of that devotion. It should
attorney general, to be assigned to be not a duty hut a privilege to meet
service of the state department of the tasks today facing the world, as
public welfare was approved Tuesday they met them. It was ideals of the
by the governor and council. Mr. highest for which they fought. Amer
Folsom's duties will consist largely ica today harbors those same ideals,
in the collection of funds from par- to which its people would be true—
I ents whose children are in custody of and successfully to be true we must
! the welfare department and in the look to that higher power which
i prosecution of non-support cases keeps religion in the heart and only
[when it is advisable.
through which those ideals of the
American people can find realization.
Mr. MacDonald's earnest and mov
ing address was lightened by a vein
of humor discoverable in a number
of capitally told stories, in which his
own Scottish race prominently fig
ured. and he was given a warm testi
monial of applause.
James Kent, doctor of osteopathy,
was officially received into club mem
bership. President Harding of Bel
fast, whose club has registered 100
per cent in attendance for nine con
secutive meetings, told of the ac
quired spirit of club loyalty on the
part of individual members, which
made attendance easy.' The clubs of
the district are contesting throughout
Xovember in this essential of weekly
attendance and Rockland hopes not
to be outdone.
Visiting Rotanians present at the
luncheon included Joseph Brewster,
Marcus Chandler. Robert Jamieson,
Frank Morrow and Alton French of
Camden; and Edgar Harding. Oscar
Langer and Donald Clark of Belfast.

Stimson, Secretary ol
United Sjates, says:
When the American Red Cross ex
tends help to a foreign country
stricken by a great calamity, it speaks
for the mind and heart of the
American people. Such beneficence,
with the Red Cross, representing the
American public, has made for our
country widespread good will over
the world among peoples who have
suffered. There are monuments and
buildings and names of streets to com
memorate this good will in many
parts of the world.
During the last year, there were a
number of instances of this sincere
and generous help to countries pros
trated, by disasters. For this, the
American Red Cross, has received
warm expressions of gratitude from
the sufferers.
To continue and expand these good
deeds and to enlarge the field to use
fulness in.our homeland, the Ameri
can people should consider it a privi
lege and an opportunity for service
to belong to their national Red Cross.

MICKIE SAYS—
-THE BOSS SEE THAT AU.
CHURCHES. SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES’,
LODGES AMO ORSAWIZAYIOMS
WHICH ASK -THE HOME PAPER.
TO PUBLISH LOTS OF FREE
STUFF SHOULD HOT FORGET
TO BRJUG IL1 THEIR PRIMTIMG
ORDERS TO -TH1 SAME
PLACE•

In order that the people of the United States may recall “the high purposes for which thia nation
entered the world war,” President Hoover has issued a proclamation naming Monday, Nov. 11, aa Armiatice Day.

a » * *
By the President of the United States—A Proclamation

Whereas, the eleventh of November, 1918, marks the cessation of the most destructive, sanguinary,
and far-reaching war in human annals; and,
Whereas, it is fitting that the recurring anniversary of this day should be commemorated by exer
cises which shall recall the high purposes for which the nation entered the world war, the devotion and
sacrifices of those who gave service to our country in its peril, and the memory of those who died to
bring peace, and which likewise shall recall the nation's obligation to those dead that we shall apply
ourselves to measures which shall contribute to prevent repetition of such devastations of humanity;

and,
Whereas, by concurrent resolution of the Senate and the House of Representatives, in 1926, the
President was requested to issue a proclamation for the observance of Armistice Day:
Now, therefore, I, Herbert Hoover, President of the United States of America, in pureuanee of the
said concurrent resolution, do hereby order that the flag of the United States be displayed on all govern
ment buildings on Nov. 11, 1929, and do invite the people of the United States to observe the day in
schools and churches, and other suitable places, with appropriate ceremonies, giving expression to our
gratitude for peace and the hope and desire that our friendly relations with other peoples may continue.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused to bo affixed the great seal of the
United States.
Done at the city of Washington, this seventh day of November, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-nine, and of the in dependence of the United States of America the onehundred and fifty-fourth.

HERBERT HOOVER

Buker got some information con
cerning the escape, which, as Twitchell expressed it, was done on the
Leads To Recapture of Escaped Prisoners By Warden spur of the moment.
On the night of the escape they
Buker In Person—Taken In Searsport
worked their way northward through
the woods until they struck the Union
A woman’s keen intuition was re- j short distance beyond the Thistle j and West Rockport road at Hope Cor
ner. Following this road in ithey
sponsible Thursday night for the re camps. The headlights shone full in ,
their faces and the fact that one of ( swung off on the road toward Cam
capture of Allan A. Twitchell and
the men wore glasses recalled to her , den,
Herman L. Cronkite, the convicts who mind the description of the convicts
On the second night after the es
escaped from the yard of tne Thom which she had read during the day. I cape they passed through Camden at
aston State Prison lale Tuesday aft Continuing her journey as though 6 o'clock and bought food in two
ernoon. The scene of the capture in thing had happened, Mrs. Sargent stores, passing so closely to a police
was in the town of Searsport, about notified Sheriff Frank A. Cooper in officer that they almost rubbed el
three miles out from Belfast, and the Belfast, who with other officers start bows.
They adopted the plan of resting
ed immediately on the trail.
The fugitives were working cau by day and walking by night. Thurs
tiously, however, and probably took day found them almost Into Belfast
to the shrubbery as Sheriff Cooper's and they retreated to the woods until
car approached. Before departing night came on. They passed through
from Belfast Sheriff Cooper had noti Belfast at 6 o’clock, stopping once at
fied Warden Buker at Thomaston, and a store to purchase needed supplies.
that official left at once for Sears What happened a few hours later,
port, accompanied by Henry Chand- while they were hitting the trail to
I ler. At 11.30 p. m. the warden’s car ward Bangor has already been told.
When captured tho convicts wore
I was in the vicinity in which the two
convicts should have reached, afoot, over tholr regular prison garb blue
artd the occupants Haw two forms denim coats and overalls and caps
ahead which they had no difficulty in obtained from the prison supply chest.
Warden Buker expresses his grati
recognizing as the ticket-of-leave
tude over the splendid co-operation
men.
....
he received from the National Guard,
To attempt to “Jump" the fugitives State Police, tho Sheriffs of Knox
after bringing the car to a stop might and Waldo Counties, with their depu
, have resulted disastrously, for the ties and the general public, which
I men would probably have fled into was exercising a helpful degree of
the woods.
watchfulness.
Warden Buker took the chance that
Twitchell and Cronkite are now In
i Ills car would not be recognized, and solitary confinement, repenting at
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent Whose Quick ' kept on going, Increasing the speed leisure.
Wit Led To Recapture of Prisoners as he did so. Twitchell and Cronkite
and State’s Reward of $100.
The People's Laundry, Limerock
were probably too much engrossed t
Identify the familiar ear, and the street, is prepared to lighten your
household burdens at only nominal
information which had made it pos scheme worked.
expense. Telephone 170 and let us
Warden Buker stopped the ma call for your family wash and return
sible was furnished hy Mrs. Lena K.
Sar&ent, proprietor of the Rockland chine halt a mile away, extinguished It to you Immaculate. The cost is
surprisingly low.
124-tf
Commercial College, who, it is under the lights, and with his companion
stood will receive the State’s reward started back over the road. They saw
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of $50 for the apprehension of each Ihe convicts approaching, dodged Into
the bushes, awaiting the favorable
convict.
If I had to live my life again 1 would have
a rule to read some poetry and listen
As the fugitives came made
It was “poetic Justice.” in a man moment.
to some music at least once a week. The loss
ner of speaking, that tho fugitives 1 nearer there was no difficulty about of these tastes la a loss of happiness.—Charles

A WOMAN’S TIMELY TIP

Darwin.

THOSE WHO SLEEP IN FRANCE

When all is dark
And Life’s frail baubles tire,
I turn again Intake the pathway winding
Where brooding pines are touched by sunset
fire ;
Mid friends of yore, assured of finding
A welcome warm that still will show
No change from long ago.
Though all seems dark.

Christmas Club Members of the
Rockland Savings Bank

The date of the last payment on the
1929 Christmas Club is November 18,
1929. Club will be open until Novem
ber 28 and if payments are not made
in full on that date no interest will be
allowed.

And smiles again
I know will greet me there,
The same—alas! the same In future never;
For some met Fate amid the unbound air.
Beneath the sea some sleep forever.
And far In France on vale and hill
The legion lies who will
Not come again.
Mid faces strange
Far from their home they He ;
And shall we leave them there, nor have, to
treasure,
Those poor remains— not feel they still are
nigh?
Yes. leave them there! A higher measure
Of Justice bids them steadfast stand
Forever In that land
Of faces strange.

Solicitor—So these arc the exact
facts? Client—Yes, and it's up to you
to twist 'em.—London Opinion.

ARMISTICE BALL
TEMPLE HALL'

Christmas Club for 1930 opens Dec
ember 9. Payments may be made on or
before that date.

Monday, Nov. 11
Auspices:

Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1,
American Legion

Adm 50c

DEAN’S ORCHESTRA

Adm 50c
133-135

Allan Twitchell, Who Had Served Six
Years of a Life Sentence

Herman Cronkite, Who Was Due For
Parole the Coming Month

should be taken in custody by Col.
George A. Buker, warden of the State
Prison. For while Col. Buker was
absent from the Institution on busi
ness when the two convicts decamped
it was he who directed the search
within a few hours after the escape,
und planned a campaign which resuited In success even earlier than he
expected.
Motoring home from Searsport,
whither she had gone to convey a pu
pil from her Belfast night school. Mrs.
Sarjren* oneauntered the two men a

recognizing their voices. When they
were within 10 feet the warden
flashed a searchlight onto them and
their expression showed them to be
ciumb-founded.
They made not the slightest at
tempt at resistance and offered no
comment as the warden fastened the
bracelets on them. Warden Buker
stopped in Belfast long enough to
send word for Sheriff Cooper to come
in, as the men were in custody.

Their comrades gone,
The armies are no more.
They wait that those unborn may learn the
story.
How men could die In days of yore.
Take pot their sole remaining glory!
What boots a little empty clay?
They yet shall mark the way
When we are gone.
'Henceforth those dead
No more are ours alone.
They are the heritage of all the ages.
Of all far quests and high desires known
To yearning dreamers, poets, sages.
Nor yours the right to bring them back,
Twas they that chose the track—
Those more than dead.

Leave them in peace.
Break not their last loug post
Where In the dark before the Paris portal
They stemmed the tide and broke the Teuton
boast

Or where their blood will leap Immortal
In poppy flame In Flanders' fields

on the homeward journey the con And valiant striving yields
To dreamless peace.
victs “loosened up" a bit, and Warden

•—Erik Achoro.
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Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle. wlio
on oath declared that he la Pressman in .tfic
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that oj®ie
Issue of this paper of Nov. 7, 1939, there, was
printed a total of 6225 copies.
Before me.
FRANK n. M1LWR.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day
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WHY WE’RE GRATEFUL

President Hoover Issues His
First Proclamation Naming
Thanksgiving Day

were signed.

He remarked that he I

had to have it right now and then j
.
.
as his broker was waiting to sell him ’
Practical Viewpoint of the out, and it he didn't get it. the comD
• D CA
panv would pay the whole $100,000, as
w all street ranic By One he woul(i kI1I himself. He got the
money.
We will give Absolutely Free a New All Electric
Who Knows
A drug store clerk in Times
*j Square said that orders for sleeping
Philco Radio. See it in our window. Ask for de
(By Harry A. Daniels)
| potions, sedatives, and nerve tonics,
tails.
There has been so much written were incredible, and that an average
about tlie stock market crash of Oct. of 50 packages was leaving the store
29. now known in Times Square as for hotels and apartments every three
"Stock Crash Day," about the whfrs hours.
and wherefores, and the technical j
• • • •
points as to what to do and what not j At times like this there is always
to do. that a little sidelight on an- j the fear that big losses in the market
other phase of the subject may be in- will hurt general business. A numteresting. Strang things happened on I her of luxury lines will feel decreased
that memorable Tuesday and the day purchasing power for several months,
following. It has taken a few days Oi more. However, the base is laid
for many interesting points to leak for better business. The gamblers
out, through the trade papers;
have been shaken out. Most people
The New York Central has a crack who owned their stock outright, still
train daily to Chicago, called the 20th have it. It is just as good as it ever
Century Limited. It is one of the w’as if it was bought at a fair price,
fastest ar.d most popular trains in and is in a responsible organization.
the world, so popular jn fact, that it Credit, the great business builder, is
often leaves New York in four sec hound to be plentiful.
tions with every lower berth and
Not one person in a hundred was
drawing room taken. The day fol- playing the market on margin or lost
1 wing the crash, this crack train, for an^’ money in this last crash. We
the first time in its history, left New hear and read of the thousands in the
York with not a single drawing room arger cities who were gambling on
engaged.
margins and lost, but we do not hear ,
• * • »
of the hundreds of thousands who :
One prominent Fifth avenue jeweler have their good stocks that they own ,
received 260 cancellations on holiday outright, safely put away in their |
orders within a week after the crash. strong boxes, where they are just as
One steamship ticket office reported goed as they ever were.
IS cancellations of world cruises,
When men gambling in stocks push
i The night clubs in New York re the prices up. they add nothing at all
ceived the worst wallop of their to the value of the companies in
career. They were deserted for a v hose shares they trade. Like the
r'• eek after the crash, and will not get Miami boom, they buy today to sell
Lack to normal again for a long •time, tomorrow at a better price.
if ever. The dealers in expensive
This gambling d< es not affect the
furs for women, with shops on Fifth eal value of the stock in the least.
find Park avenues, were receiving \nd when these fictitious prices that
| cancellations for Christmas furs for t.he gamblers create, go down, nothing
days after tlie first tumble.
is taken from the real value of the
Times Square took the slap, and stock. Your copper mine, or factory,
Northend Drug Store
: took it harder than any other section rr railroad, or electric company earns
in the United States. The sports, the no More money for your dividend
gamblers, the night clubs, the speak when the gambler forces its price up
WITH THE BOWLERS easies, the pool rooms, the crap games —and be sure and remember that it
THE STORRS CONTEST
____
—all of that great aggregation of earns no less when the gambler loses
The howling team from the Coast | I'aras^es that live without labor and ir. his betting and the stock goes
Fine Showing Made the Past .Guard Cutter Kickapoo was only a han*
tn tlle Times Square sec- down.
Year Bv Hawes Brothers boat's length astern at the conelu- 1:0,1 "ere Hit. an,l hit hard, h or two
Bartley J. Doyle says “T here is al
.
! Sion of Its match with the Thomaston > 'U1S
had found that an easy roll ways business for the man who de
Barred Rocks
Knights of Pythias at Carrs alleys 'vas obtainable at the drop of the hat serves it and will go after it. You
Thursday night, This however w is by ^ettln^ in ‘ n the bull market. They wouldn’t go irumourning and close up
One hears a great deal about the not the fault of Earl Drinkwater | had won time and again, and the more shop, and think the whole world
10 best sellers, but this little story who wound up with a string of 124. they won the less they worked. Some wrong just because your friend sat in
' of them had run their rolls up to a ftoker game up at the club last
concerns the 20 best layers as record
one. two and three hundred thousand night, and lest his shirt, would you?
ed by the Storrs Laying Contest. arrears. Closson was high line for I dollars.
Well, that is just the way to Ipok at
The final report for the year ending the K. P.’s, falling only two pins
• • • •
this stock market affair.”
Oct. 23 shows Pen No. 4 quite well up short of Drinkwater’s three-string
They were buying stock on margin
Your real prosperity consists «in
on this “20 best" list, the entrant total. The score:
in thousand share lots, and making a mines, farms, factories, stores, wages.
being made by Hawes Brothers of
Thomaston K. of P.
thousand dollars every time a point Will the wheat stop growing because
Union with Barred Rocks, which land Lindsey ......... ............ 107 97 $0 234 was gained. Their money wojvt TO'the
stocks crashed ? Will the mines str p
2439 eggs.
Burnham ...... ............ 69 61^93 22.: night clubs, the gold diggers, for ex
The contest runs 52 weeks starting Closson ........ ........... M 110 101 307 pensive apartments, furs, jewelry, for mining coal. iron, copper, silver, just
because some gamblers bet the wrong
the first of November. Each week
Smalley ........ ........... 107 88 89 284 high priced motors, and expensive
report is sent to the contstants Stone ............. ............. 95 108 78 281 theatres. They had given up work way? Certainly the sun flowers will
crow’ 14 feet high next summer just
stating the number of egge laid by
ing many months ago and were fl< at- is they did last, regardless of what
each hen during the week, and giving
474 464 441 1379 ing along on the winning side of the happened in Wall street or Times
the rating of the pen in its own class.
speculative tide. A majority sincere Square. And who ever heard of a
• Kickapoo
There are 10 hens and three reserves
ly believed that many stocks would drop in stocks taking the bloom off a
to each pen. This year there were Royall .......... ........... 91 V, 83 262 reach $500 a share. Then, on Oct. 29. peach, or'Mne kernel of corn off an
100 pens entered. The past year, Karnes ......... ............ 103 78 79 260 they woke up. And such a cry of dis ear? Worry about the corn borer.
when the contest started, the Barred Dickerson .... ............ 104 86 91
tress was not heard in any other sec-' He’s the fellow* to worry about—never
...... 89 78 94 261 tion of the country. With joy for
Rocks owned by Hawes Bros, stood Bray ....
mind the gamblers.
Drinkwater
.
124
............
88
97
309
sixth best pen in the Barred Rock
sale, there are now no buyers on the
Main Stem—on the Great White Way.
class. As the months went on these
Have sparerihs and sauerkraut for
475 422 476 1373 No buyers of joy in the Roaring For a change. Select two well-padded
hens kept creeping up with their
ties.
egg production until by July they
ribs. Wash them and cut them into
A DAMARISCOTTA BLAZE
Eddie Canftor. the comedian, said pieces suitable for serving. Cook
had gained third place and in a short
that
a
friend
went
to
the
Commodore
time they went to second place which
with the sauerkraut in sufficient
Fire which started in the basement Hotel late that night, in an effort to
they held to the end. with a total of
water to cover for ; bout an hour.
get
some
sleep,
and
asked
for
a
room
2439 eggs. When the contest ended of the Chase block in this village
When tender drain off the liquid and
above
the
17th
floor.
They
put
him
they stood in twentieth place out <
shortly before midnight Wednesday
serve.
on
a
lower
floor.
The
clerk
was
the 100 pen entries.
did about $5,000 damage before it was
Hawes Bros, keep about 2000 hens placed under control. The blaze ori afraid he would use the room for a
place from which to jump. Cantor
this year. The coming spring they
plan to install another all-electric ginated near a battery charger in the I also told his audience that he knew
Mammoth incubator, together with quarters occupied by the American a hundred men who would now* leave
the machine which they have been Express Company, worked its way up their sweethearts and go back to their
operating very successfully for two to the first floor and greatly damaged wives. Broadway, or Mazda Lane, is
years. They hope to he able tQ take the new stock of goods in the Wom all washed out.
On the night of the crash a man
care of all the orders for baby chicks an’s Shop, conducted by Mrs. Lillian
Nash. The telephone quarters on 1 drove up in front of, a class cafe in
next year which they have been unthe second floor were filled with the uptown district, and offered his
cble to do In the past.
smoke and little damage was done $12,000 imported motor car for $1,500
on the third floor, which is occupied cash as he had to have the cash when
We are featuring glass lunchc n by Lincoln Lodge, Knights of I’ythias. the market opened in the mernin
sets in green and rose. A service for 1 The telephone operator. Miss Leah No buyers.
six at $3.65 or eight at $4.65. \\ * ;ilso Pryor, sent in the alarm, sticking to
Another man carrying $100,000 life
have the grill plates to match if de- j the switchboard until she was told to insurance went to the company to
sired. Just the thing for your bridge leave. She was nearly overcome by borrow $10,000 on his policy, and was
parties and a wonderful Christmas 1 smoke before making her way to the told that he could have it in a few
gift. Gonia’s.—adv.
open.
days as soon as necessary papers

The American people are asked to
give thanks for blessings bestowed
The Stars and Stripes will again upon them during the last year in a
For I will give you a mouth and
Thanksgiving proclamation issued by
wisdom, which all your adversaries Ve flown over the Public Library President. Hoover. In the first docu
shall not be able to gainsay nor re premises, the new flag presented by ment of this kind he has issued, tlie
the American Legion Auxiliary to be
sist.—Luke 21:15.
hoisted for the first lime on Armistice President said assurances of peace at
home and abroal had been strength
Day.
ened, that the harvest had been
....
The Courier-Gazette has already abundant and that both capital and
told how the pole, (flagless since 1916) labor bad enjoyed ‘an exceptional
succumbed to a recent gale. It was prosperity.”
The proclamation set Nov. 28 as the
rc-erected Nov. 2 and set in cement,
the work being done gratuitously by day t f Thanksgiving. Its text fol
lows:
Central Maine Power Company
By the President of the United
crew.
'
States of America.
• « • •
At this season of the year when
The Library is going to be very
the harvest has been gathered in,
proud of its handsome new flag, as
the thoughts of our forefathers turned
Eleven years ago, on the eleventh well as lastingly grateful to the loyal toward God with thanksgiving for
women of Winslow-Holbrook Auxili the blessings of plenty and provision
day of the eleventh month of the year, ary. who have made it possible for
the world broke into thanksgiving for the institution to once more thrive against the needs of winter. They
came by custom to look to the chief
the day that marked the end of four under the emblem of American pa magistrate to set apart a day of
years of dreadful and devastating triotism. The flag formerly flown prayer and praise, whereupon their
•from this staff was used in a political thanks as a united people might be
war, an occasion now obesrved by campaign back in 1916.
given with one voice in unison. God
* • ♦ •
general celebration as Armistice Day.
has greatly blessed us as a nation in
The Library will be closed Monday the year now drawing to a close. The
It is a day in which the mind profit
earth has yielded an abundant har
ably may dwell upon the horror and —Armistice Day.
vest in most parts of our country. The
utter futility of war, and the wisdom
Flowers lovers attention! The Li fruits of industry have been of unex
that should address itself to the brary has just that book that you are ampled quantity and value. Both
bringing of the whole world into a in need of, in planning your 1930 gar capital and labor have enjoyed an
dens. We have borrowed for six exceptional prosperity.
pact of amity and perpetual peace.
months, a fascinating collection of
Assurance of peace, at home and
25 books, all about gardening, from i abroad, have been strengthened and
Sad are the tales arising out of the State Library. It includes books enlarged. Progress has been made
the debacle In the stock market on dahlias, peonies, bulbs, annuals, in provision against preventable dis
There is little ground for worry upon biennials, hardy perennials, rockeries. asters from flood and pestilence, en
the part of those who are the actual i idf“V
b°‘V, the
a"d, Sn'a" lightenment has grown apace in new
I garden, as well as a few costly gar relations of scientific truth and in
owners of real stocks, for theirr j den books that are pure joy just to diffusion of knowledge, educational
sources of dividends are not affected look at. Ask at the desk for the spe opportunities have steadily enlarged.
•by the present shrinkage in market cial traveling library on gardening, Enduring advances have been gained
then choose your hook or books, have in the protection of the public health.
values, but upon tlie adventurers on
them checked on your number, and Childhood is measurably more secure.
the thin ice of margin speculation then you may enjoy them in your own New experience and new knowledge
in many fields have been recorded,
•there has been visited grievous home for two whole weeks.
from which a deeper wisdom may
losses, in a multitude of instances
grow. We should accept these bless
wiping out the entire savings of men
A TOWN TIM SAW
ings with resolution to devote them to
service of Almighty God.
and women little able to suffer such
Now. therefore. I. Hei*bert Hoover
cruel loss. It is the opinion of those Elizabethtown, Tenn., Grow
President of the United States of
qualified to analyze the situation that
ing From Hamlet To America, do appoint and set aside
the fundamentals of the business sit
Thursday, the 28th day of Novem• her. as a day of national ThanksgivMetropolis
uation have not been altered by this
1 ing, and do recommend that all our
collapse of security speculation which
On his recent Southern vacation people on that day rest from their
has overshadowed all other events in tour, which has already/ been de- j daily work, that they should extend
business in the past month. Such is scribed at some length in these col-I to others less fortunately placed, a
the view of that leading financial umns, Timothy E. McNamara was share in their abundance, and that
impressed with the town in they gather at their accustomed
authority, the First National Bank of especially
which President Hoover made his one Places of worship, there to render up
New York, which in commenting upon Southern campaign speech. He now thanks to Almighty God for his many
the violent decline in prices declares adds the following interesting in blessings upon them, for his forbear
ance and goodness.
that the “losses have been losses fo formation:
In witness whereof. I have here
individuals, not losses reducing the
The earliest settlement of what is unto set my hand and caused to he
country’s productive capacity. The now Elizabethton. Tenn.. dates back affixed the great seal of the United
country’s farms, mines, mills and to 1760. The. Scotch Irish who first States.
Done at the City of Washington, this
settled in this section were of a type
factories are intact.”
of people noted for their bravery and fifth day of (November, in the year of
“It is a grave mistake,” the bank
determination. They located at the our Lord one thousand, nine hundred
says, “to think that the great rise of junction of the Watauga and Doe and twenty-nine, and of the inde
stock values in recent years has been rivers in a beautiful and fertile val- pendence of the United States the one
hundred and fifty-fourth.
without any solid foundation or has ley. surrounded by mountains filled
Herbert Hoover
with mineral ore of all kinds in
been due to mere speculative fervor.
abundance.
Despite exaggerations there has been
KNOX MEMORIAL LOT
Elizabethton is 1575 feet above sea
a solid basis, of achievement as shown level in the part of Tennessee known
by the review of corporation earnings as “the land of the skv." The water Presented To Association By
supply is one of thd most wonderful
in the first three-quarters of the
Gen. Knox Chapter )Vhich
in America, furnished by an enor
year,” And as to the outlook, the mous spring 250 feet above the city.
Also Gave $3500
bank concludes:
This spring flows ten million gallons
per
day.
“With an end of the frenzied buy
It was Knox Memorial Night, Mon
The Watauga and Doe rivers are
ing which depended on borrowed
day evening. Nov. 4. at the heme of
money, but it was indifferent to the able to furnish a great amount of Mrs. Kate F. Linnell. when Gen. Knox
rate of interest paid for money, the power and are being harnessed to | Chapter, D. A. R., held its monthly
vast structure of brokers’ loans will supply the American Bemberg Corporation, and Glanstoff Corporation ’ meeting, followed by a most enjoyable
come down to normal proportions and
,
.
credit will be cheaper for every pur power for the artificial silk mills , 1>ropra’n' . ,
At ,the ,busl"e’s ™eting' Presided
pose. The bond market will come which are being built there.
I
.......... .<■ .... f..
. .V
lover by Mrs. Effie J. Seavey, a note
back
cial system, and lower interest rates 'is 1500 feet long, 1200 feet wide, and worthy event was the vote to transfer
to the Knox Memorial Association the
will not only enhance the value of it covers a little more than 40 acres.
.
.
,
.
,
,
,
, .
. . . „
.
desirable lot of land on Main street,
bonds and preferred stocks, but bring This plan will consist of five similarRnown as „The Knox Memorial
all good
locks back to normal: units. The Bemberg- plant is not,
This action, wlth the recent gift
values.’’
quite as large. Both plants when of
comp,etes a noble contribu;----- ,
' ^mpleted w.
employ 30.000 per- (jon from Gen Knox chapter of
Blaming women for prohibition, sons. The nulls are to be competed Th,maston. to the Knox Memorial
Professor Rogers, speaking before , within live years at a cost of at mil- now being erected beside "The Old
the Massachusetts school superin-j bun dollars.
Church on the Hill."
On a tablet on the courthouse | ,,
k-r.,,. Chanter initiated the
tendents association, declared t at lawn marks the first place west of the Knox Memorial movement in 1914,
‘feminine idealism drilled in£o the Alleghenies where men first joined and in 1923 sponsored the Knox Meminds of women teachers” was the together in written compact for pur-imorial Association, which broadened
j tjie scope of this patriotic effort.
chief cause. We agree with the pro poses of Civil Government.
The large sycamore tree under
These Thomaston women have
fessor that women had a lot to do which Andrew Jackson held the first worked long and loyally to procure
with it. As the greatest sufferers court west of the Alleghenies still recognition for Gen. Knox, and now
the County. State and Nation rejoice
throughout the ages from the drink stands on the hank of the Doe river.
The home where Andrew Jackson i with them to see at last the realizaevil, it is natural that they should
lived and in which he died after ijon of a noble dream in the fast
have done all in their power, having <joing so much for that section is still rising walls of the new “Montpelier.1
the opportunity, to give
black eye standing on the bank of the Watauga which their work and the generosity
river.
of Cyrus H. K. Curtis have made pos
to it.
Many other interesting views and sible.
Following the business meeting this
Always a state prison figures in historic facts are centured there.
fine program was much enjoyed by
the public eye as a provider of sen
the Daughters: Solo, "A Little Yaller
FOUND SOME RELATIVES
Dog.'' Miss Eloise Dunn; piano solo.
sational stories. There have been
recently a number of manifestations Mrs. Morse of Michigan Helped By Miss Barbara Derry; Italian Street
the Newspaper Columns
S’r ng (Herbert.) Miss Mildred I>emof it. Prison escapes unattended by
A travel talk. Miss Margaret
Imons;
«
tragedy present the thing in its mild
In an earlier issue of The Courier- Ruggles; “Slumbering Embers,” (Me
est form, such as that recorded in our Gazette Mrs Flora Morse of 1690 Dowell), and “The Sea,” (Palmgren)
Alcada Hall.
previous issue, when two men, sched- ; Smith street. Muskegon. Mich., de-j.Miss
A RiiVer collection was received for
uled on the rolls of the local prison sired information of the whereabouts the Knox Memorial, so it was an eveas trusties, took advantage of the of certain relatives whom she had ning of profit as well as pleasure,
The committee in charge comprised
earned confidence reposed in them to known during a former residence in
Lilia
walk away into the larger regions of Thomaston. Writing to the paper Mrs. Lois M. Creighton, Mrs. Mrs.
under date of Nov. 1, Mrs. Morse Elliot. Mrs. Josephine Walker
freedom. Tlie criminal mind it is not soys:
I Katherine Derry.
possible always to understand. That
"I would like you to know of the
The December meeting of Gen.
the i
one of these men, sentenced for life, results from the notice you printed. Knox Chapter will he held at
I have discovered an own cousin, Mrs. I10"1® ot Mrs- Cassandra Mashburn.
should have chanced escape, is no
Try a bottIe of gt. John's Liniment |
wonder, for there could he no length Jennie Fettle, also a second (cousin,
Mrs. Minnie Hall, daughter of Low- I to]. muscular aches and pains. Corner]
ening of -his period of confinement; ellyn Larrabee. There are other nrug store Rockland.-adv.
_
____ _ i
but that the other, with only a month cousins whom I have not yet heard
longer to serve, should have risked from hut I am very glad your paper
lias btought me in touch with these
by flight the almost certainty of cap near relatives, whom some day I hope
ture and a lengthened term furnishes to visit Rockland and see personally.
a theme for curious speculation. In As I left Maine when a small child
the connection it may be noted that it has been a difficult matter to
straighten out this family tangle.”
the stories of escape from the Maine
Coughs and Sore Throat
State Prison are not numerous and
STATE HIGHWAY BONDS
Relieved Almost Instantly
the number of cases in which a con -1
vict achieved a complete get-away I The state treasurer was authorized
by the governor and council Tuesday ullluCi«.a
....... ........................are almost negligible. In the present to issue and sell to the highest bid- dangerous ills. Thoxine, a doctors
Instance the quick action of Warden' di r $600,000 of serial highway and prescription, now assures relief withBuker and the shrewdness with which brldfte lean bands of the State of ln 15 miPutes to children as well as
VI
Of the surrounding' Maine to bear intpre,t at the rnte
adultswithoutthedangerintheu.se
his co\eiage
■
~ four per cent dated Nov. 1. 1929, and ()f pa<ent medicines containing harmcountry was made, accounts for the payable at the rati^ of $60,000 each
jj.ygg
brief span of liberty vouchsafed the year. 1935 to 1914 inclusive. ,These | yhoxine werks on a different prinI bonds are part of a re-issue of state ciple, goes direct to the source of
fieeing* men.
highway and bridge bonds authorized trouble and relieves the irritation
, by an emergency act of the 1929 legis which causes the coughing and sore
Knox Arboretum has been closed to lature. to provide funds for carrying
: throat. Ideal for children because it
the public for this season, the chains on construction.
'heintr un and the gate locked. The.
- ------------------- ------------------- is safe and does not have
-kt the usual
Norman W. Lcrmond, la) your rug problems can be settled :
Just ask for Thoxine, put up ready ]
working at the Museum of Compara- wRh satisfaction guaranteed by callfor use in 35c, 60e, and $1.00 bottles.
tlve Zoology at Harvard College. ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
Money back if not relieved. . Sold by
probably for the winter, hut for the street, Tel. 170. We shampoo yout
The Corner Drug Store and all other
months of November and December, rugs and return them promptly, like
good drug stores.
, '
new.
124-tf
(it least.
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Children Like This
Safe Preset iplion

"STOCK CRASH DAY"

A Philco Free!

M

E
E

Free Tickets with Every 25c Purchase

T
T
H
E

D. L. McCarty

with Electrola

Micro-Synchronous t

A Smashing
Sale!!!
X

Shoes for Men, Women
and Children at
Give-Away Prices!

FU rtotfoa

la afaao^ to ^toto ■%*>(

he complete rmodern enter*
Now—the
tai ner! In one lovely compact cab
inet. From air or record, volume to
fill the largest room, mated to •
whisper at your touch! >
We’ve already put the New VictoeHadio-Elcctrola in many prominent
homes. Terms to suit. Come in,

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Rockland

40 CLUB PLAY’
High School
Auditorium

NOV. 18-19
Coached by
ADELYN BUSHNELL
135-136

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves SwanJ Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25. North Have* 7.25. Vln.tlhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.39, Ston
ington at 4.40; doe to arrive at Swans Island
about 6.00 1*. M.
a
132-tt

$25 Reward
I will pay the sum of $25.C0 for the
return of a

Hammerless Shot Gun
in a leather case, lost Oct. 31, be
tween Belfast and Portland
Return by express, collect, to

Charles R Henderson
126 Woburn St.,
Reading, Mass.
No questions asked

Little Chats About Your Health
No. 59

DON’T
DELAY!
Hub Shoe Store
•

*

*»•

•>

.

286 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
BARGAINS FOR EVERYBODY!

Two Edged Swords
Cut Both Ways
The electric current which turns the wheels of in
dustry cooks or refrigerates your food, lights your
home or brings to you through the air entertainment
and news from the whole wide world can be just as
great a power for harm if not properly controlled.
In many ways medicines may be likened to it.
They can be factors which contribute to infinite good
or harm in accordance with how or when they are
used and depending upon all manner of circum
stances.
The person without medical training should no
more attempt to diagnose and treat illhess than
should the average person attempt experiments with
a high voltage electric current.
Whenever illness threatens get your physician’s
attention with the least possible delay. That is the
sure way to live longer than you otherwise might.
Make this your prescription headquarters. We
are always prepared to do such work as your phy
sician would have it done.
t

CORNER DRUG STORE
Prescription Druggists
Main and Limerock Streets

Rockland

Every-Othe,-D^y

*

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-17—National Education Week.
Nov. 12—Annual meeting of Rockland Coun
try Club.
Nov. 12—Chapin Class bridge party at Mrs.
E. E. Stoddard’s.
Nov. 12-13—Fruit show, auspices of Knox
and Lincoln Farm Bureau, Glover Building,
Rockland.
Nov. 13—Educational Club picnic with Mrs.
Minnie Miles.
Nov. 13—Republican ward caucuses.
Nov. 14—Republican Mayoral;} caucuses.
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Army
hall.
Nov. 18-19—Forty Club play “Meet the
Wife” at High School auditorium.
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show ln Lewfctqe.
Nov. 20—Baptist Men’s League.
Nov. 21—Annual meeting of Chamber of
Commerce at Hotel Rockland.
Nov. 21—Universalist Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Meguntlcook Grange
fair.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnlvali
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 25—Animal ball of R. V. F. A. at
Snow’s hall. Water street.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 28—-Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation turkey shoot at Oakland Park.
Nov. 29-30—Camden Meguntlcook Grange
Fair.
-Monthly, meeting of City GoveruDec.
ment.
Dec. 4—Christmas Bazaar at St. Teter’s
Church.
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles’ Ald, M. E.
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist church.
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
circle fair.

ARMISTICE DAY
As Monday, Nov. 11, is Armis
tice Day, the anniversary of the
end of the Great War, it seems
fitting that the merchants and
citizens of Rockland take proper
notice and in memory of those
who gave their lives and those
who survive display the national
colors and close their places of
business.
James F. Carver,
Mayor

A burglar smashed a rear window
in S. B. Cohen’s clothing store Wed
nesday night and stole a leather coat
valued at $16.
The members of Ruth Mayhew
Tent are very busy these days get
ting ready for their annual fair and
supper. The date is Monday, Nov. 18.

The expression “okay” or O. K. is
heard very frequently nowadays and
it leads a Southend subscriber to
wonder how many know its origin.
We are listening.
Harold Lloyd in his first aU-talknig
picture, “Welcome Dagger” is the at-»
traction of the Strand Theatre Mon
day, Tuesday and Wednesday. There
will be a special continuous show Ar
mistice Day from 2 to 10.30.

Herbert Philbrook has been trans
ferred to Boston iR- the Eastern
Steamship Lines, and is acting as
pilot on the steamship Wilton, run
ning between Boston and Portland.
He will reside in Newtonville, and
thither Mrs. Philbrook goes today
to join him.
•
These football winners are predict
ed for today by a local expert: Dart
mouth to beat Brown; Wisconsin to
beat Chicago; Colgate to beat Co
lumbia; Illinois to beat the Army;
Harvard to beat Michigan; Pennsyl
vania to beat Penn State; George
town to beat the Navy; Georgia to
beat New York University.
Rev. W. J. Day, former pastor of
the First Baptist Church in this city,
entered the Deaconess Hospital, Bos
ton, yesterday, for a further opera
tion which he contemplated with ex
cellent courage, on the assurance of
a specialist that permanent relief is
thereby offered, and in the full belief
that two months hence will see him
again engaged in his pastoral labors
in Winthrop, Mass."

Executive Councillor Raymond E.
Thurston, in common with other
members of the Council, has received
a large photograph of GoV. Gardiner
holding the prize Cheviot ram pre
sented to him by his Council. The
animal was exhibited at the Eastern
States Exposition in Springfield and
won record prize. It took first prize
there as a lamb. The ram was
raised in Kokomo, Ind.
•
——■• —
Earl Walsh, who describes himself
adtonce Rockland's poorest amateur,
has just finished a very successful
vaudeville tour over a New York cir
cuit and has also played engagements
in several popular New York night
clubs and concert halls. He 1^ fea
tured as “Earl Walsh the Melody
Man,” playing ten musical novel
ties, and as a .song and dance man.
He has just started his first Vitaphone production.

IN THE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Luxuriously Fur Trimmed Coats

Rockland, Maine

in many distinctive models
SERMONETTE

Showing

Hudson Seal Coats
/

(Seal Dyed Muskrat)

We know of no fur coat more dressy
or serviceable or that will give the all
round satisfaction.
We will be most pleased to have you
look them over.

Select yours now for future delivery.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Maine
132-133

Mrs. Donald Kelsey is substituting
in the G.th grade at the McLain school
for Mrs. Sarah Montgomery, who is
ill.
Venison dinners will be the all-day
feature at Sea Grill Cafe Monday, a
rather special Armistice Day atttaction.

The latest addition to night illum
ination of The Brook is the large
Illuminated sign in front of Capitol
Lunch.
Chester Soucek of New York
world's champion amateur typist,
gave a demonstration at the Rockland
Commercial College yesterday.

ARMISTICE
SUNDAY
at the

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
10.30
Sermon by Mr. MacDonald

Jesus and the Attorney
Counsel in the heart of man is
like deep water; but a man of
understanding will draw it out.—
Proverbs 20:5.
Lawyers had much to concern
themselves about in the teachings
of the Saviour. One of them asked
of him this searching question:
“Master, what shall I do to in
herit eternal life?”
Whatever
the purpose of the question, 'Jesus
answered him jseriously and as
another lawyer might have done.
‘ What is written in the law? how
readest thou?” And the lawyer
said, “Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy strength,
and with all thy mind; and thy
neighbor as thy self.”
“Thou
hast answered ri&ht; this do and
thou shalt live^ said the Master.
But the lawyer persisted.” “And
who is my neighbor?”
Are any of us in doubt today as
to who is our neighbor? If so,
let us read again the simple story
of the unfortunate man who feel
among thieves on the Jericho road,
left stripped, wounded and half
dead, note the priest and the
Levite passing on the other side,
and then the coming of the
Samaritan, who had compassion
on him, bound his wounds in oil,
set him on his own beast, took him
to the inn and took care of him,
and left money for his further
care.
Jesus asked the lawyer
which was the neighbor and he
said, “He that showed mercy on
him.” “Go and do thou likewise ”
W. A. H.

“Fragrant Memories”
Special Armistice Day Music
7.15
Sermon:

“The World’s Greatest
Separator”
“Big Sing”
Choir
Double Mixed Quartet
You’ll Be Glad You Came

He dropped a nickel in tlie plate
And meekly raised ids eyes,
Clad llial the weekly rent was t’alil
For mansions in the skies.

• • • •
Gospel Mission services will be
held Sunday at 2.30 and 17 o’clock,
conducted by Herbert Elwell.
* * * *
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject of lesson sermon, "Adam and
Fallen Man.”
Sunday School at
11.45. The reading room Is located
at 400 Main street, over Daniels'
Jewelry store, and is open each week
day from 2 to 5 o'clock.
....
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
morial Church is at 10.30 and l’astoi
L. G. Perry will speak from the topic
"Old Wells' and again at 7.15 from
topic “God's Rubbish Heap.” There
will be special musical numbers at
both services. Bible Schoof meets at
11.45 and B.Y.P.l". at 6.15.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject. "Compensation
For Limitations—an Armistice Day
Sermon.” Church Sdhool at noon.
The Comrades of the Way will meet
in the vestry at 6 o'clock. The pro
gram will take the form of a ques
tionnaire. The members of the order
are invited to bring questions which
Mr. Rounds will endeavor to answer.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the 24th Sunday after Trinity;
Holy communion at 7.30; morning
Lprayer and sermon at 10.30; Church
School at noon; evensong and ser
mon at St. John Baptist Church.
Thomaston, at 7 p. m. There will be
a retreat for women on Monday.
Friday litany aijd eueharistic de
votions at 7.30 p. m.

Among the new equipment recently
added to the Park street Sandwich
Mrs. Grover C. Young of Owl's
Shop are a Kelvinator refrigerator Head sends us an attractive bouquet
and
a
master
broadcast
victrola."
Passenger service by steamers of
of belated summer posies.
the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.,
Blue
Bonnet
Troop
Girl
Scouts
j
The Chamber of Commerce office between Boston and Bangor will end
Mrs. C. M. Blake lias leased build
receives many calls from persons for the season with the trip of the meets Tuesday afternoon in the Uni- j ing and shore property in the rear of
seeking employment and would ap Camden today. On Monday and con versalist vestry at 4 o’clock, with F. W. Farrel’s radio store for five
preciate business establishments call tinuing through the winter, freight Capt. Beverage and Lieut. Bicknell years to Axel Gionros of Vinalhaven.
It will be used for a boat building
ing the office when in need of help.
service only will be’ afforded by the in charge.
establishment.
Eastern between Boston and Bangor.
The new cruiser Salt Lake City, Steamer Cornish, Capt. Rawley, will
An electric light was left burning
Scout Executive John W. Thomp
built by the New York Shipbuilding sail from Boston on Mondays and in F. M. Simmons stable Thursday
Co., will arrive at this port, probably Thursdays, arriving at Rockland (us night, and the illumination was mis- I son has been named secretary of the
tomorrow, for her builders’ accept long as ice permits), on Tuesdays and taken for a fire. Hence a practic run Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation, succeeding Charles G. Hew
ance trial, which will take place Fridays and sailing on return at 9 by the department.
ett, whose resignation wtps coinci
either Monday or Tuesday. U.S.S. а. m. Wednesdays and Saturdays.
dent with his resigation as secretary
Wandauk will act as tender during
The meeting of the auxiliary of
Dr. Jean Weidensall, a skillful phy Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L., sched of the Chamber of Commerce.
the trials.
sician of Chicago, now Joins the im uled for Monday evening has been
“The Womanless Wedding.” pre
The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s posing, list of distant members Join postponed until Tuesday evening at
sented last night and Thursday at the
Association elected these offleecs at it^ ing the Woman's Educational Club 7.30 due to Armistice Day falling on
High School auditorium, netted
annual meeting last night: President, here, the increasing cooperative spirit Monday.
about $250 for the Parent-Teacher
George C. Simmons; vice president, to sustain personal efforts for citizen
Association. Excellentcrowds were on
Eben Hastings; secretary and clerk, ship education being noteworthy “be
There is no set program for Arm- J
Charles M. Lawry; treasurer. Harry cause knowledge on the part of the ist.ee Day, next Monday, but practi hand and especially at last evening’s
French; foreman, George Doak; first people Is the only basis for national cally all of The places of business wil: ' performance, ,were very generous
assistant foreman, Louis Petrie; security.” At the next picnic, Nov. be closed, and Winslow-Holbrook with laughter and applause. Some 40
13 with Mrs. Minnie Miles, Ocean Post will give its annual Armistice of the city's business men partici
third foreman, Fred G. Howard.
street, full reports from managers are ©all in the evening. The presence in pated, clad in silks and feminine
finery, and to them the association
The girls of the 8th grade, domestic requested. Carleton P. Wood, prin the harbor of the new cruiser Salt offers its grateful appreciation, also
cipal
of
Camden
High,
will
be
the
science class, served a breakfast to
Luke City will furnish'an attraction. to Mrs. Evelyn L. Peaslee who did
four members of the class and Miss б. 45 speaker,
with her accustomed skill the big
Ellen J. Cochran, principal of tho
Rev. John Ratcliff of Somerville, task of making up the group. Many
Rehearsals
for
"Meet
The
Wife,
”
junior high school, and Mrs. Nina
Mass., will occupy the pulpit at the friends of the association rallied to
Beverage as captain of the dir! the Forty Club play, which Is to be Church of Immanuel (Universalist) the aid of the association and to them
presented
Nov.
18-19
at
the
High
Scouts, Thursday morning at 9.45.
Sunday morning, an announcement of also, goes thanks.
Constance Snow and Thelma Day School auditorium, are progressing interest as he was pastor Af that
well.
The
play
is
a
delightful
com

church prior to the late Rev. C. A
acted as hostesses, with Dorothy
AN ARCTIC SURVEY
Dimick and Eulalie Stanley as other edy and Adelyn Bpshnell, who is Knickerbocker. He is now pastor of
directing,
expects
it
to
far
exceed
the
the Universalist ChurtJj at Cam
guests. Ruth Hanscom and Lucille
Rankin served. The table was artisti success of "Bulcy.” In the cast are bridge,, Mass., and professor of religi Will Be Made By Scientists
• • • »
cally decorated in orange, chiefly Gertrude Lennox, Miss Bushnell; ous education at Tufts College.
John M. Rateliffe, pastor of
Traveling On the Graf theRev.Universalist
carried* out in calendulas. The menu Harvey, Charles G. Hewett; .Doris
Church at Cam
Master George Kittredge of New
of apple sauce, oatmeal with sugar Bellamy. Miss Lucy Marsh; Victor
bridge, Mass., will preach at the
Zeppelin
and cream, bacon and eggs, hot muf Stanton, Marshall Bradford; Gregory York, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Church of Immanuel, Sunday morn
fins und hot chocolate, was finely Brown, Louis B. Cook; Philip Lord. Kittredge, formerly of this city, made
The Graf Zeppelin, carrying three ing at 10.30. The quartet will sing
cooked and served, and won high ap Alton Parker; Alice, Mrs. Vivian his debut in grand opera Fridax eve
Hewett; and William, Dr. R. L. Strat ning of last week in the opera “Gio- American and nine other scientists on the anthem “A Thousand Shall Fall.”
proval from the guests.
ton. The High School orchestra and conda" at the Metropolitan Opera a polar exploration sponsored by the Ballard, and Mrs. .Morgan, contralto,
House. , It is recalled that Master International Aero-Arctic Society, will give the solo, ''Recessional,”
The auxiliary of the Sons of Union A. A. will be co-beneficiaries with George was one of 18 children chosen may land in an unexplored region of DeKoven. Church School and Knick
the
club.
Veterans held its installation at
from the public schools of New York- the Arctic Sea next spring, in order erbocker Class will meet at noon;
Grand Army hall Wednesday evening,
to train for juvenile roles at -the Met that the passengers may survey at Junior Y.P.C.U. at 3 o'clock, Robert
Mrs. Florence Robinson of Bath, de-j
ropolitan—a signal honor.
their leisure that jmee pertl-frought Miles, leader, and Senior Y.P.C.U. at
partment secretary, acting as the in
6 o’clock, Thelma Blaekington lead
territory.
stalling officer.
The officers are;
The annual fruit show of the KnoxDr. Walter Bleistein, treasurer of er, Virginia Walker soloist. A con
President, Mrs. Stella McRae; vice
Lincoln County Farm Bureau and the society, described the progress of secration service will be held for new
president. Mrs. Evie Perry; trustees,
Extension Service will be held at the preparations for the research journey members.
....
Mrs. Nellie Achorn. Mrs. May Reed
Glover Building next Tuesday and which he said will be made in safety
and Mrs. Bessie Sullivan; chaplain,
Armistice Sunday will be observed
Wednesday. The principal apples ex and in comparative comfort.
He
Mrs. Statia Harmon; treasurer, Mrs.
hibited will be McIntosh. Red Deli described apparatus for transmitting it the First Baptist Church with ap
Mabel Beatbn; secretary. MVs. Mae
cious and Northern Spy. The apples photographs particularly of weather propriate subject and music. Mr.
Cross; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
will be exhibited in bushel baskets charts, by air; for making ocean MarDonald's sermon will be; “Fra
Helen Paladino; guard, Mrs. May
and boxes, and will be for sale, the depth soundings from the air; and grant Memories." The choir will sing.
Reed; assistant guard. Mrs. Fostella
proceeds being used for prizes to be for recording by radio, in the Graf "Lord of Our Life,” Nevin. with tenor
Benner; color guards, Mrs. Ethel
awarded the various exhibitors. The Zepixlin, meteorological data which solo, “There Is No Death.” O'Hara.
Blaekington and Mrs. Allie Blackshow will be oppn to the public at will be gathered without human ma Sunday School^at 12 m., Christian
ington; inside guard, Mrs. Lena Ham
noon Tuesday and will continue nipulation. by automatic recording Endeavor at 6 p. m. Tlie subjgct of
lin;
outside guard, Mrs. Sarah
through Wednesday.
instruments in free balloons that will the 7.15 service is “The World's
Thomas; press correspondent, Mrs.
float In the air of the white frozen Greatest Separator." The choir will
Elizabeth Morey; musician. "Mrs.
Inspection night was observed by country. Ail of this equipment, lie sing, "Onward to Victory,” Morris.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thursday addedl (has (been perfected and (is Selection by double mixed quartet,
Bessie Sullivan, and counselor, Col.
An entertainment
In a successful, manner, there being ready for use.
E. K. Gould.
“Make Bare Thy Mighty Arm,” by
closed the evening’s program, in
an exceptionally large attendance at
Dr. Bleistein said formal requests Gabriel.
which vocal solos were given by Mrs.
....
}>oth supper and the meeting. Mrs. for cooperation afe to be made to the
Statia Harmon accompanied by Mrs.
Harriet Hill of Freeport, State in Navy and Commerce departments
At
Pratt Memorial Methodist
Sullivan, and readings by Mrs. May
spector, had only the highest words of while he is in Washington, particu Church the Armistice Day message
Reed and Mrs. Mae Cross. In the
prdise for the local organization. A larly with a view to receiving weather will occupy two pages of the bulletin.
large audience were several visitors
program featuring Miss Madeline reports by naval radio.
The pastor, Rev. Jesse Kenderdine,
from Camden.
Rogers in readings, F. S. Plflfbrook
“One of the chief goals of the so will preach on “Thyatira: The Church
in violin selections, and a reading on ciety,” explained Dr, Bleistein, “Is to That Yielded To The Social Lure."
A special demonstration of onat and
Armistice Day by Mrs. Ellen Flye determine the feasibility of estab Tills is the fourth of the series of
Naivette
Crocquinole
permanent
was given. Interesting remarks were lishing bases on the ice of the Arctic Seven sermons of "Messages to Mod
waving will be made all next week
also contributed by Comrades Phil- region, for the use of future explor ern Churches.” The choir will sing
at the Ma Belle Beauty Shoppe with
brick, Woodsum. Huntley and Ryder, ers.” The expedition next spring he The Lord Is My Light," Miles, and u
a New York demonstrator in at'tend-1
and Mrs. Hill made a brief address.
said he expected to be helpful in this : duet will be rendered by Robert
a nee.
V
Gregory and Mr. Kenderdine. "My
connection.
"The approximately 500 members Faith Looks Up To Thee,” Lachner.
A special baked bean and brown i
Former Governor Ralph O. Brew of the Aero-Arctic Society, he con Sunday School will convene at 12
bread supper is featured tonight and
Exquisite ster, who spoke at the Installation tinued, “represent 22 nations. They o’clock, noon. Epworth League meets
every Saturday night at the Park
tone. Hand of the Forty and Eight Wednesday believe that previous polar explora at 6 p. m. to discuss "What Is Going
Street Sea Grill. These are home
night, remained in the city Thursday tions In dirigibles were unsuccessful, On In World Affairs?" Alvary Gay Is
complete
some cabi and made a careful survey of his because
baked beans too.—adv.
tlie airships were only semi the leader. The president. Miss
net. Simplified tuning. Today's fences in connection with the U. S. rigid. and too small. That is why Madeline Rogers, always arranges a
WHEN IN NE\$ YORK—Remember that you
Senatorial contest which will be they have contracted with the Graf good opening program. At the eve
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with fastest selling set. Come in
waged in the primaries next June. Zeppelin company for use of its great ning service at 7.15, the pastor will
the home news, at Hotaling’s News Agency. today for a demonstration.
808 West 40th street. ,
While Gov. Brewster has never of vessel, and the ship's commander. preach the secofid.of the biographical
ficially declared himself a candidate, Dr. Eckener. has said lie believes that series of “Men Who Made The
everybody has taken it for granted. the Journey will 4ie made in safety— Church Live,” and “Augustine,” will
EAT
He told a Courier-Gazette reporter far greater safety, in fact, than the lie the subject of the sermon. The
Established 1890 I
| choir will sing Gray's "Light Of The
Thursday that in a week or so he will Graf’s round-the-world trip.”
AT THE
have completed his preliminary visits
Under command of Captain E. A. Woild.” Church Family Night will
SANDWICH SHOP
to the 16 counties and as a result he Lehmann, the Graf Zeppelin with the be held as usual on Tuesday evening
Ml Sorts of Sandwiches and Light
says that'he has had proffers of sup 12 scientists, will carry fresh pro and supper will be served at 6,^vith
ROCKLAND, ME.
Lunches
port from voters whom he had not visions for five days—the longest a singing program at the table. The
period it is expected to remain away [ special feature will be an address by
previously counted on his side.
Lobster Salad Sandwich, 15c
from its bases at Tromsoe, Norway, Mrs. H. V. Tweedie on "Women and
Home Cooking
EMMA R. HARVIE
Try a bottle of St. John's Liniment and Fairbanks, Alaska. Emergency WVirld Redemption." The address,
Brownies, Pies and Cake»
Teacher of
for muscular aches and pains. Corner provisions for 90 days will be carried which tells of the remarkable gather
Ve Offer Service and Delicious
Violin and Saxophone
and full equipment for traveling on ing at the 60th anniversary of the
Drug Store, Rockland.—adv.
Foods Reasonably Priced
W.F.M.S. at Columbus, Ohio, will be
foot on the 1(4".
Through Foundation
Twenty-thrQe Eskimo dogs will go gin at 7 o'clock. The Sunday School
The Hotel Rockland barber shop
TEL. 769-M
THE SANDWICH SHOP 10 BERKELEY ST.
lias opened after being closed for along. The ship will be manned by board will hold their monthly meet
135-137
»ARK ST.
JUST OFF MAIN
ing at the close of the service.
its regular crew of about 35.
threfc weeks.—adv.
133*135
135’lt

The expert rifle shots of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association are
looking forward to that turkey shoot
at Oakland Park Thanksgiving Day.
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Exquisitely Fur-Trimmed In
A Choice Group At

Dame Fashion has put the richest of furs on these

coats.

ew Winter

Added to the beauty of the furs are the lov« ’y fabrics

selected for their rich, velvety surfaces and beaut.ful c lorings.
Offered in this splendid group of serviceable fabrics and 'atest

winter models at this most reasonable price.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
ROCKLAND

346 MAIN STREET

“LIVING SUNBEAMS”

LAW IS CONFUSING

Mr. Crie Tells Us Something About
Goldfish, Popular Everywhere

But Department Says Don't
Issue Hunting Licenses To
Applicants Under 18

(By Edwin H. Crie)
Goldfish are as popular in Rock
land homes today as canary birds for
merly were. Owners ana prospective
owners are widely Interested in the
subject, and read avidly any sugges
tion as to the proper car© of the fish.
Mr. Crie is a well known authority on
the subject, and what he has to say
on it. is sure to command attention.
Mr. Crie will be glad to answer any
questions about these popular pets
through the columns of The CourierGazette. You are invited to shoot 'em
in, address all communications to
Goldfish, care The Courier-Gazette.

The Aquarium and Its Cars

The well kept aquarium Is essen
tial to the health of the Goldfish and
tlie enjoyment of the owner. By the
well kept aquarium 1 do not mean
that the water should be changed
daily, this is not necessary and cer
tainly not desirable ns the frequent
handling of the fish is liable to injure
them and cause disease.
We advise the change of the water
only when it begins to show a milky
appearance.
If the water Is clear and the fish
come to the surface frequently for air
the oxygen may be renewed by dip
ping up the water in a small cup and
pouring it back from a height of six
or eight inches. Qxygen is absorbed
in considerable quantity by the
breathing organs of the living in
mates.
Plants in their growth liberate oxy
gen. This the fish requires. The fish
consunje more oxygen than still wa
ter takes up from the air. and If oxy
gen liberating plants are not intro
duced into the aquarium the fish suf
fer from the lack of It, become rest
less, come to the surface to breathe
air and may finally die.
Not all the aquarium plants are
good generators of oxygen, and it is
requisite to make a selection of those
which fulfill this pfirpose. There are
a number of these plants which per
form tills function, but the best ones
we know of are the Cabomba and
Myrlophyllum.
• • • •
Any vessel will serve as an aquari
um but glass is better as it permits
the observation of Its contents. The
iron framed aquariums are by far the
best and when properly constructed
the glass sides and the bottom are so
neatly joined that very little cement
is required on it Inside.
The aquarium should be set on a
stand, table or shelf, out of the sun
light in the warm summer months
and in the sunlight in the winter
months. Cleanliness Is the law in
the equipment and maintenance of an
aquarium. The interior should be
cleaned with water, the glass rubbed
with table salt on a soft rag, and then
carefully rinsed. No soap or alkaline
substances are to be used, nor any
greasy or soiled vessel employed.
When placed in posltiin the bot
tom should be covered with two
inches of well washed sand or peb
bles; this covered with larger pebbles
or shells; this amount being requi
site for the proper rooting of the wa
ter plants. The planting Is done di
rectly in the sand and pebbles, the
lower ends of the plants covered with
pebbles.
,
When the plants are in position the
aquarium should be filial with clean
water, nearly to tlie top, and by pour
ing in on wrapping paper laid over
the plants, the contents will not be
disturbed and the plants can then tie
raised to their proper positions. In
using the city water It is essential
to the health of the fish that the waer stand over night in an open ves
sel so that the chlorin may pass off..
The aquarium is now already for
the fish.
. • , •

In stocking an aquarium the number of fish and scavengers depends
upon the size of the gold fish. A gen
era^- accepted rule for a permanent
aquarium is not more thkn three or
tour fish to two gallons of water with
a couple of tadpoles or three snails
or both. Care should be exercised
that the water is the same tempera
ture as that to which the fish have
been accustomed, as any sudden ex
cessive changes of temperature are
Injurious to the fish.
In changing the fish to the aquari
um they should be handled carefully,
av dding violence and needless fright,
as careful treatment soon makes
them tame and more fully domesti
cated. A small dip net is the best
for this purpose.
The writer has heard of many cases
where goldfish in globes and aquari
ums will answer to the call of a
whistle and will eat the food offered
them out of your hand. The tele
scopes are particularly friendly and
will nibble at your finger tips.
Success with gold fish greatly de
pends on cleanliness, plant growth
to furnish abundant oxygen, proper
kind of food and not being over fed.
1929
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E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
W.tdobor.
ARVlSTIC

Ro.kl.nd Hifhli.tf, ,
MEMORIALS In
STONE

«Str

On the ground that despite some
confusion in the wording of Section
6, of Chapter 331 of the Public Laws
of 1929, It is quite evident that it is
not the intent of the law to require
residents under 18 years of age to
have licenses to hunt, the Depart
ment of Inland- Fisheries and Game
has notified city and town clerks not
to issue hunting licenses under that
age.
Section 6 of the chapter, which has
caused the confusion and has re
sulted in numerous requests for in
formation from city and tcAvn clerks,
provides that “hunting licenses shall
not be issued to any person under 18
years of age unless the written con
sent of the parent or guardian is at
tached to the application, but any
resident under 18 years of age may
hunt without a license.”
It is pointed out in the department
that the first part of the section evi
dently refers to non-residents, and
it is presumed that the Legislature
at its next session will correct this
confusion by changing the word “per
son” in the first part to “non-resi
dents.”
BORN

MARSH At Rockland, Nov. 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert R. Marsh, a son, Donald Roland.
RANDALL—At Warren, Nov. 4, Isabella J.
tCrlernon), wife of Lyman B. Randall, aged
47 years, 3 months, 1 day.

MARRIED
BVRGEKH-CALDERWOOD At North Haven.
Nov. S. by Rev. H. F. Hnsc. Lewis S. Binge s
and Alta Calderwood, both of North Haven.
AfERCHANT-tSYLVESTER At Jefferson, Oct
27, by Rev. H. O. (Megert. Ernest Woodman
(Merchant and iMIss Calista Elizabeth Syl
vester of Jefferson.

Plan your Christmas magazine
gifts now. Send for 24-page price
list. Any magazine any where publ.shed. Fred E. Harden, the maga
zine man. Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
134-135

EDISON
LIGHT O MATIC

RADIO
You want a station—you
touch a knob—FLASH—
vou have it — in all the
I
beauty of perfect tuning.
That's Edison Light-OMatic Tuning —the mar
velous new device found
only on the new Edison
Radio. And Liglit-O-Matie
Tuning is hut one of the
many improvements this
incomparable radio that
carries the greatest name
in science, brings to you.
Hear it today!

Seay ffrms to suit
your convenience

Prices $167.50 and up

DIED
WORTHING—At Knox. Nov. 2, Mrs Ev.-i
Chadwick Worthing of (I’alernio, aged 47
C^^omab (I
years.
WHITMORE-At North Haven. Xov. 8. Mr,
Flora Whitmore, aged 83 years. Funeral
Sunday at 1.30 o’clock.
MILLER—At WoiTester, Mass, Nov. 6. Dr.
Lester C. Miller, formerly of West Rock
port.
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

House-Sherman, Inc.

^4T
LASTS
’
P
O
ower

etecttbon

with the NEW—4-5 Tubes

offers Exclusively this

Wonderful Improvement

X!

‘'Uniform
Amplification
Automatically
at any point on
the Dial''

Model 91

$137*2

complete

Power Detection and the new -45 tubes plus four tuned stages of
radio frequency enable Majestic to produce the most powerful
and selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no hum and no
oscillation at any wave length. Automatic sensitivity control gives
uniform sensitivity and amplification in both high and low wave
lengths. Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic Speaker. Extra
heavy, sturdy Majestic Power-Pack, with positive voltage-bal
last, insures long life and safety. Early English design cabinet
of American Walnut. Instrument panel overlaid with genuine
imported Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon plate and knobs
finished in genuine silver.

FREE Home Demonstration
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Authorized Dealers
Main Street (next to Ford Station)

Rockland, Me.
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Aunt Dinah Quit' Making Quilts;
Fifth Avenue Designs Them Now

Norse Names Common
in Parts of Scotland

Professor Brogger, of Oslo uni
versity. in a lecture at Edinburgh,
university, commented on the strik
By EDNA PURDY WALSH
ing fuct that the majority of the
place names in the Shetlands and
Orkneys were of Norse character.
Crowing Plantt in a Sponge
A scrutiny of the old Norse farm
HE sponge makes an excellent
names revealed certain types of
soil in which to grow certain
names which had been most used
decorative plants. For a very ef
in the Shetlands, Orkneys, Caith
fective window display soak a large
ness and the Hebrides. Names In
Norway were not only chronolog piece of coarse sponge in water,
squeeze it half dry, then sprinkle
ical, but also Indicative of the so
In the openings red elover seed,
cial position held by the families
in Norway. Further, their geo millet, barley, lawn grass, oats,
rice, etc. Hang this In the window
graphical limit was sharply defined
where the sun shines a portion of
and for that reason it was possible
to conclude from which parts of .the day, and sprinkle It lightly witli
Norway the emigration was great water daily.
The sponge soon livens Into a
est.
mass of living green vegetation
This proved to have been the
Tery refreshing to the eyes.
southwestern coasts of Norway
The seeds used may be varied,
(Agder, Rogaland), and the north
according to fancy, but the abovewestern (More).
In the Agder
named seeds in a hanging sponge
coast districts In recent years a
number of farm sites which bad
been examined proved to have be
longed to an older Iron age, and
seemed to have been deserted in
the Seventh-Eighth centuries. They
were usually situated In dis
tricts which were no longer cul
tivated. In all probability a num
ber of these remains were relics
of the emigrants.

Small Boy Had Found
Perfectly Safe Place

Ner Designs mid Pastel
Shades Revive Interest
In Bed Comfortables

By Virginia Smith'

kUILTING the quilt" was a
horse shoes and axle grease was
transferred to balloon tires and high
test gasoline.
Glee clubs and barber shop quar
tets still harmoniously engage in
“seeing Nellie home” from old
Dinah's quilting party even though It’s a far cry from an old-fashioned quilting bee to a modern, automatic
quilt-stitching machine. The long arm of the machine shown here is
quilting long ago ceased to be a fas
cinating diversion for young ladies. controlled by a gear which follows through the. intricate labyrinth of cogs
And Aunt Dinah now buys her in the mechanical pattern on the floor until the stitching is completed.
quilts at the department store
A revival of interest in quilts has or reason is a fair definition of a
Modern machinery has made it
been brought about by the creation crazy quilt They were easy to make. possible to complete with greater
of new designs as well as the grow So were the simple “post-card” ease and economy many kinds of
ing appreciation that they now can quilts.
work which men and women once
be made very light in weight and
accomplished on an exchange basis.
However,
not
every
quilter
could
still afford adequate and comfor
As to quilts, which are coming to
design
or
even
take
a
hand
in
the
table protection from cold on win
be popularly known as comfortables,
making
of
a
fancy
quilt
Their
ter nights. So. it will be interesting
fashioning required genuine skill a gross of them—fancy stitching and
to reminisce a bit
and patience on the part of ex limited patching included—can be
Quilting bees, once popular in town perts. Instead of odds and ends made in a fraction of the time a
and country, provided a practical ex from the scrap bag, the basic mate dozen women once consumed to fin
cuse for women to gather and en rials for fancy quilts were party ish one simple quilt.
gage in an exchange of community- dresses, wedding gowns, gay waist
New designs, both in stitching and
news. Often they were followed by coats, broad cravats, or other arti unconventional combinations of pas
a "groaning board” type of supper cles of fine apparel which had out tel shades, strike a high note in the
and an evening party in which the lived their usefulness. These were bedding displays now on view in
men folk and children of the quilt cut up into the desired sizes and many of the leading shops and de
ers participated. The quilting party shapes for a definite pattern.
partment stores. One manufacturer
was a close competitor of the corn
has come out this year with com
husking bee for honors in starting
Quilts Were Named
fortables that were designed by one
courtships.
Descriptive names of some of of New York’s leading Fifth Avenue
The fact that times came when these fancy quilts were Mariner’s stylists who specializes in exclusive
everybody in the neighborhood had Compass, Folded Love Letter, In designs for nationally-known manu
a sufficient quota of quilts was no dian Arrow. Double Irish Cross, facturers. Hand-stitched through
deterrent to the congenital quilters. Toad in Puddle, Mexican Star, out, some of these are modern
There were always plenty of poor Flower Pot and Lover’s Ramble. symphonies of pastel colors in
heathen, as well as shivering mis Many of them were long labors of moire, satin, celanese, rayon and
sionaries, who needed crazy quilts. love. They represented the means twilled silk. Others are of one color
And every time a Nellie was about whereby women of the “costly cali but stitched in interesting and elab
to be led to the altar the quilters co” era were able to express their orate designs never seen before.
went into action. Quilts for brides love for beautiful things. Today
Filled with a high grade of lamb’s
were often very fancy affairs.
women can compete with men in all wool, the new comfortables insure
A heterogeneous assemblage of artistic endeavors, but once a fancy warmth without excessive weight and
hieroglyphic patches stitched into a quilt was about the highest expres contribute an important note in the
color schemes of modern bedrooms.
kaleidoscopic whole without rhyme sion of feminine art.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

f!y Jjjrope an

Excursions

By Edwin Rolrrt Petra
QUEEN OF THE HERD

HORIZONTAL

1-Stlnglng Insect
6-Conslder
9-Ocean
10-Hurried
12-Accompllce
14-The upper air
16- Every one of
17- Equallty of value
19-Nocturnal bird
21-Prlnter’s unit
23-Protectlve
26- Leave
27- Plot of ground
29- A metal
30- Before
31- A relative
(familiar)
32- 0 men
33- Helper
34-Wall covering
3B-Staggerlng
42- Be sick
43- Man's name
44- Glrl’a name
45- Glrl’s name

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

46-Toward the top
47- Schemers
49-Parent (short)
60-Put on
51-Cry
53-ln what manner
64-Hot
56-Splder’s nest
67- Joke
68- Decade
60- Reverberate
61- Cease

VERTICAL

2- Llke
3- Percelve
4- Long suffering
B-Trlms
6- Heed
7- Half an em
8- To plan in detail
11-Slek

13-Boy
15- Fear
16-Ald

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18- Act of holding
19- Hears by accident
20-Greatest number
22-Cow'e call
24- Part of a fish
25-Anger
26- Alcoholic drink
28-Test
31-Dress goods
34- Man’s name
35- Part of the face
36- Eagle
37-Varying
38- Turns back
39- Evening
40- Short slee\>
41- lnsect
47- Bovine animal
48- Plant
50-Perlod
62-Wager
64-Amusement
55-Stlll
67-Jumbled type
69-Negatlve

Copyright, The International Syndicate

SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
to still others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at tho
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

1 have just had the unique experi
ence of seeing the annual cow fight at
Martigny, in the Rhone valley of
Switzerland. Before the herds of cat
tle are taken up into the high moun
tain pastures for the summer each
herd must have a “Queen" to wear the
great bMl of leadership. Each pro
prietor selects two or three young
cows to fight last year's Queen, and
then the leader of all herds are
brought together for the final combat
for the cantonal championship and
title of "Queen of Queens.” The cows
decorated with flowers and fed on a
special diet, are led to the ring. It is
a holiday for the country 'round, and
betting goes on on a. small scale. As
many as twelve combatants are often
seen in the ring at one time. With a
collision of heads and horns the
struggle for supremacy starts, and
each cow tries to push her rival off
the field. The excitement of the spec
tators reaches a frantic pitch when
tiie final struggle has to be fought
between two unbeaten Queens. It fe a
proud day for the all victorious cow
when she is finally led away By her
owner, but a defeated cow is a sad
sight. This year the winner was a
particularly spirited and handsome
cow from the monastery of the Great
St. Bernard herd who had won for
several years.

/-THE. SOUTH
AA-AERlCAN conIimenT
RANKS a™ in SIZE.
AlAONCr THE.
fONTlNENTS OF
THE WORlO

It was the evening rush hour.
An Intensive throng, regardless of
everything but their desire to get
home as soon and as best they
could, stormed the various en
trances to the subway elevated
trains as they pulled Into the cen
tral city stations.
The stroller was standing in the
vestibule of the last car of the
train. All seats, aisles and corners
were crammed with humanity, a
seething mass. At Eighth street
the door opened to permit a fewmore to crowd in. A transit em
ployee helped by shoveling them
along.
“Cut that pushing! There’s a lit
tle boy here. Ain’t you got any
better sense?” This from, an Irate
father, who was trying to shield
his boy from the struggling muss.
The child, undismayed by all
this anxiety and turbulence, smiled
at his parent.
“Don’t worry, daddy; they can’t
hurt me.”

He had crawled under the over
flow of his father's stomach.—Phil
adelphia Public Ledger.
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are prettier than a sponge set in
a dish or plate, though excellent
results may also be obtained by
planting other seeds, grapefruit
seeds, carrots, etc.
The seeds which produce deli
cate feathery leaves are the pret
tiest for Indoor plants. Golden mil
let brings a surprisingly quick re
sult In leaves and decorative
“fruit” Sweet clover seed also
brings quick results, and has - a
hardiness not so easily effected by
change In temperature as many
seeds have. Creeping bent grass
seed produces a dense growth and
is also very hardy.
(©, 1S27. Western Newspaper Union.)

Outdid Louis Philippe
Samoan Tattooing

The art of tattooing still flour
ishes In the Samoan islands where
the natives tattoo their bodies from
the hips to the knees. A tattooer's
profession Is very lucrative. His
Instruments resemble combs, and
are made of human bones of dif
ferent sizes. Tiie operation takes
from two to three months, during
which time a patient remains in
the same retired place. All this
time the relatives of the young
person bring mats, money and food,
but if the quantity does not suit
the tatooer, he “goes on strike,”
refusing to proceed until sufficient
liberality is displayed. The requis
ite gifts are sure to be brought,
for no Samoan could endure going
half tattooed.

Concerning the unhappy King
Louis Philippe of France, Mr. Ralph
Nevlll, In “Echoes Old and New,”
tells a good tale.
Revisiting Twickenham, where
his old home was, he was accosted
by a man who, pulling off his hat.
respectfully hoped that his royal
highness was well.
“What’s your name?” Inquired
the ex-king. He was told.
“I do not recollect It,” said the
royal exile. “What were you when
I lived here?”
“Please, .your royal highness."
replied the man, ”1 kept the Crown
—an inn close to the entrance of
Orleans house.”
“Did you?” said Louis Philippe,
smiling grimly.
'Well, my good
fellow, you did what I was unable
to do."

AU the Difference

Optimisits and Pessimists

The clock had Just struck twelve
when Henpeck inserted his latihr
key and let himself Into his sub
urban villa.
Ills wife was ready for him.
“Where have you been. I’d like
to know?” she snapped.
“I—er—er—” began Henpeck
hesitatingly, when he was inter
rupted.
“Yes, go on. I suppose you’ll tell
me you’ve been to see a sick friend
—bolding his hand all the eve
ning?”
“Oh, no, my dear,” replied the
erring husband sadly. ”If I’d been
holding his band, I would have
made some money."—Pittsburgh
Sun Telegraph.

Optimists and pessimists have
each their uses. We know how
often the minor difficulties of life
may be defeated by mere cheerful
ness. But when the difficulty Is
big, a bigger effort Is needed; you
have to get down to causes and ef
fects. and recognize what Is wrong
before starting to cure It. Nothing
Is more foolish than to shirk swal
lowing an unpleasant medicine, be
cause two or three trifling and su
perficial symptoms seem for a mo
ment to belle your disease.

Odd Methods of Fiihing
There are many ways of catch
ing fish, but one of the quaintest
methods is that revealed by na
tives to the administrator of New
Guinea, on a tour of the territory.
At Hetan the natives gave an ex
hibition of kite fishing for gars.
The kites, constructed of pandanus leaf, and shaped like buge
birds, are flown from canoes, the
motion of which makes the kites’
tails skip along the surface of the
water. A “spider’s” web Is at
tached in which the fish become
entangled. Often 50 fish are caught
with one kite in a day. The natives
also stupefy fish with drugs.
Oldest Dated Statuette
A Jade figure In the Smithsonian
institution is said to be the oldest
object found in America.
It Is
known as the Tuxtla statuette.
This object was found In the state
of Vera Cruz, Mexico. It is carved
from jadeite, and represents a
birdlike deity with human head.
On the front and sides are Maya
hieroglyphics, including one cor
responding to the date 98 B. C.,
which makes the Tuxtla statuette
the oldest dated monument thus
far found In America. The institu
tion has thousands without date
which are much older.
Italian Auto Roads

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

TRY THIS

T

*

Every-Oiher-Day
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Automobile roads In Itqly are
known as “autostrada.” Autostrada
are not a part of the state highway
system, but are owned, controlled
and operated by private concerns.
The state pays an annuity to the
operating companies and they are
permitted to impose and collect
tolls.
Eventually the state will
own the roads.
If it is necessary to make silage
from corn fodder, it may be done
successfully if enough water is added
to make it pack well in the silo.
Water may be added by letting a
stream from a hose flow into the
blower or the top of the blower pipe
while filling.
It is also well to
sprinkle the surface of the cut ma
terial as it is distributed in the silo.

Traitorous Words
It appears there are 1.100 “trai
torous words” In the dictionaries
of the French and English lan
guage which are essentially alike,
but with shades of difference In
meaning. A French lexicographer
compiled a list of 400 such words,
and then a collaborator, at his request, found 700 more. They had
a lawsuit as to whose name should
appear first on the title page of the
book, and the court ruled they
should appear side by side, the
originator’s on the left

Fortunes to Writers
Thomas Hardy's fortune of over
$450,000 does not seem so large
after all, if we remember that
George Eliot made S200.000 from
“Adam Bede” alone, and that more
than one best seller within recent
years has eclipsed that figure.
Present-day novelists, however,
usually have cinema payments to
add to their book royalties, and
their cinema totals sometimes ex
ceed those from the sale of tbelr
books.—Passing Show, London.

Written for Poetic Drama
, The song “Sweet and Low" wns
written by Alfred Lord Tennyson
as one of the songs for his poetic
drama, “The Princess.” Two songs
were written with the same title,
but the one published was chosen
hy his friends, to whom he submit
ted them. No special story has been
recorded about It, other than that
the thought was taken from notes
made by the poet when he was
spending some time at the seashore
several months previous.

Keep Balance Even
Pleasure is a matter of contrasts.
What the other fellow has always
looks better than what we possess.
Variety Is the spice of life, yet we
should realize that a little spice goes
a long way In a well-ordered career.
—Grit

IN FIGHTING AGAINST

FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowala open and taka

BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norway Madieipy £0,

MOLASSES HAS
EDGE ON CORN

Good Results at Ohio Sta
tion Have Been Obtained.
Cane molasses in the poultry rntlon possesses certain distinct ad
vantages over corn, when substi
tuted for that grain in quantities
up to 10 per cent of the ration.
This has been established by two
years of experimental work by the
poultry husbandry department of
the Ohio State university. The mo
lasses has replaced corn on a
pound-for-pound basis. "It lias
given equally good results in ra
tions for starting and growing
chickens, laying hens and fatten
ing birds," says Prof. A. R. Win
ter of the poultry department, in
discussing results of the tests.
In a test with laying hens, those
fed on a ration containing 5 per
cent of molasses laid 10.93 percent
more eggs than a group fed with
corn and no molasses. At the same
time the mortality among them was
only 5 per cent ns compared to 12.5
per cent among tiie hens which
got no molasses. The test was car
ried on during the fall and win
ter months.
Growing chicks, at eight weeks
of age, weighed 17.7 per cent more
when fed a 5 per cent molasses ra
tion, and suffered a mortality of
only 7.32 per cent as against 12.39
per cent for ehicks which received
com instead of molasses. When
fed 10 per cent molasses the chicks
weighed only 16.5 per cent more,
but the mortality had been reduced
4.88 per cent.
"The cane molasses carries some
vltamine B and furnishes carbohy
drates in easily available form,”
says Professor Winter. “The po
tassium salts in the product serve
as a mild laxative. It is believed
that the carbohydrates create a
condition In the intestine unfavor
able to the development of coccldiosis and other harmful bacteria.
This theory is under Investigation
at the present time."

Sprouted Oat* Needed
by the Laying Hens
"Sprouted oats for laying hens.”
Is a formula that should be in
every poultryman's feeding guide,
says G. L. Stevenson of the South
Dakota state college. It's not
very expensive, either. However,
It does require a warm room or
basement.
Equipment needed for sprouting
oats may be homemade. The boxes
should lie shallow, not over three
or four inches deep. In preparing
the oats for sprouting it should be
soaked overnight in a bucket or
tub. A few drops of formaldehyde
added to the water in which the
oats Is soaked will prevent mold
from developing.
Moldy grain is
often fatal to poultry.
After the oats has been soaked
and drained It may be spread out
in the boxes and kept in a warm
room or In a heated sprouting de
vice. In a few days when the oats
sprouts have attained a length of
two or three inches, they will be
ready for feeding.

■HERBERT
Runetvi

THERE ARE 9 MISTAKES IN THIS PICTURE

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
mode several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others rqay be hard. See how long it will^take
YOU to find them.

WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS
STOP! 1 I GRADE CROSSING!
When you come to a railroad
crossing, STOP. This means not
merely to hesitate but really to stop
your car, and wait until you are
sure that no train is near by. Be
your own STOP sign, ringing bell,
red light and flagman.
No avenue is left open to recover
damages from railroads for lives
lost in crossing accidents as a result
of a decision of the United States
Supreme Court which places the
entire responsibility on the motorist.
Furtljcrmore, this decision holds
that “the motorist is expected to
take every care to learn whether
the way is clear, even, when neces
sary, to the extent of getting out of
his car for a look up and down
the track."
According to the reports of the
Interstate Commerce Commission,
there were 2,165 auto railroad cross-,
ing fatalities in 1928. There are
207,231 unprotected highway-rail
way grade crossings in the United

States. They are heittg done away
with as fast as the states can find
tiie resources with which to build
bridges and tunnels, but in the
meantime it is up to the motorist
to be careful.
Saturday and Sunday are the
most fatal days of the week. The
highest number of fatalities result
from trains traveling, not 60 miles
an hour,- but at a speed of ten To
nineteen miles an hour. Three times
the number of accidents of this
character occur during the daytime
than at night.
Ten times as many accidents occur
when men are driving than when
women are driving.
Women invariably use greater
care 'than men, who will take a
chance.
Never take a chance in a moving
vehicle, least of all at a grade cross
ing.
,.
—j
It may be your last

Much-Mated Com

Coccidiotis Is Very
Destructive to Chicks
Cdbcidlosis Is a disease of the
Intestines and while it affects all
birds It Is especially destructive to
chicks up to two months old. The
cause is a microscopic organism. 1
The transmission of infection from
diseased to healthy birds occurs by
contamination of the feed, water
and ground. The coccldia multiply
with great rapidity In the intes
tines and enormous numbers are
discharged In the droppings.
The most prominent and charac- I
teristic symptoms in nearly al!
cases are white diarrheal dis
charges and the rapid wasting away
of the affected birds. Adult birds
have considerable resistance to this
germ and the disease-is frequently
seen in the chronic form.
There is no satisfactory cure for
this disease in young chickens.
Broody Hea Caro

When several broody hens are sit
ting in coops close against one an
other, it may save much potential
trouble If each bird is tethered by
a long, thin cord from one leg to
her nest box. This will insure that,
after her spell off duty, she Joins
her own nest and not a neighbor’s,
as she Is otherwise liable to do.
A hen may settle down for a short
time on a strange nest, but soon she
finds out her mistake, jumps up,
and so allows the eggs to be
chilled.

<jff F corn were human we would

JJ call him a polygamist, for he
/ has a longing for the compan
ionship of many and varied asso
ciates. Corn and beans make the
world-renowned succotash. Canned
com sauteed in bacon fat and mixed
with the chopped, fried bacon makes
a delectable dish. Canned corn with
sauteed green peppers and onions is
anotls-r popular way to serve it.
And there is no end to the soups in
which corn figures.

New Soul-Mates
Superior Green Bono

Green bone contains the natural
juices as well as the adhering sub
stances. This makes It superior
to the bones that have ldid on the
ground for years, and lost all the
natural juices or animal matter.
Green bone, having the animal mat
ter In it, is quite soluble and easily
assimilated by the digestive organs
of the fowl. It is an easy matter,
since the Introduction of the bone
cutter, to prepare green bone and
meat for the hens.

Cause of Fowl Typhoid
Thank your lucky stars If you've
never met up with Eberthella sanguinarlum. She’s a germ that causes
fowl typhoid, a most destructive
disease. It acts like fowl cholera,
the birds becoming dull, droopy,
with pale combs and a greenish or
yellowish diarrhea. Death usually
isn’t as rapid as with cholera. One
mark of typhoid Is that the liver
enlarges and becomes a brownish
or greenish color, while the kidneys
look faded, as If cooked.
Live poultry for market should he
shipped so that it reaches the market
early enough to be weighed the day
it arrives, as some shrinkage is
bound to occur. The amount varies
from 2 to 15 per cent depending on
conditions. Shipments received late
on Saturday usually hive a heavyshrinkage as they axe held over untW
Monday to he weighed,

But not satisfied with his present
mates, corn has recently added still
others. Some of these combinations
are:
Breakfast CornChop two large
cold boiled potatoes fine and saute
until brown in two tablespoons of

bacon fat. Add one cup of canned
corn and brown again. Season well.
Break two eggs into the mixture
and scramble lightly together.
Serve with broiled bacon.
Corn and Carrot Pudding: Mix
the contents of an eight-ounce can
of corn, an eight-ounce can of diced
carrots, two tablespoons of chopped
green pepper, and one cup of white
sauce. Add two eggs, and pour into
a buttered casserole. Bake in a
moderate oven, 350° F„ until set or
a knife comes out clean. It will
take about forty-five minutes.
Baked potatoes may be cut in
half and the centers scooped out and
mashed. Mix with half as much
canned corn, season highly, and pile
bark in the potato shells. Put a dab
of butter on the top and brown in
the oven.*

WONDERFUL WOOD PIPELESS
Heaters of enormous
power with no upkeep
expense for years to
come.
Tested out under many of the
most-severe requirements in Maine,

this furnace has proven its merit.

Established 1839

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Bangor, Maine
Sold By
yFAZIF HARDWARE CO., Reekland; A T, NORWOOD, Warren

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands
(

u

PLYMOUTH ROPE”

WELL DRESSED?

Careful Grooming and Prop
er Clothes Are Essential To
Success

Distributors

Rockland, Maine
Facial Maaaaga
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time’*

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland Tel. 780

Telephone 170
ROCKLAND

17 LIMEROCK ST.

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill

Products
W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer Tickets To All Parts of the World
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
>
Agent Far
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE a GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. MeCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J
ROCKLAND, ME.

606 MAIN STREET

Butter Week

•POLICE USE RADIO-EQUIPPED PLYMOUTHSJ

DAIRY, pound............................................................. 47c
TUB, pound ................................................................ 46c
CREAMERY, pound...........................
48c

Well dressed—with the appear
ance of a successful man and the
clothes of one! That is the thing
for which every man, young or old,
should aim. Because if you feel
successful you will be, and the right
kind of clothes is the best thing in
the world to breed the successful
feeling.
S. Ruhenstein has been estab
lished in business 15 years. May 1,
1928 he moved from 19 Rockland
street to the present address 63%
Park street. He handles all kinds of
men’s wear from shirt and collar to .
socks. He carries a complete stock
of Leopold & Morse clothes, Stet
son Hats, and all men’s furnishings
such as shirts, ties, scarfs, and all
men’s wear goods.
These Plymouth sedans equipped with radio receiving sets, are being used by patrolmen ot the Highland Park,
This shop is noted for the fine
Michigan, police force. By means of the radio they are constantly in touch with the police station from where they can
quickly receive orders. •‘With the addition of these new Plymouths Highland Park, Michigan is now the first rily in
s»ock which they have for the use
the world to completely motorize its police force with radio-equipped cars ” according to Chief of Police William
of the men in Rockland. Whatever
t Cross (lower left) At the right is a view of the broadcasting room in the police station.
it is that the men desire in the line
of clothing it can be purchased at the
prices have all combined to make
shop of S. Rubenstein, 63% Park solid is considerably more than it
AUTUMN FRUITS
this store a mighty popular place ai
street.
j will he for the next few weeks.
One man asked a customer of | The Rockland Marble & Granite Naum & Adams Make Free which to trade.
If unable to stop at the store,
Rubenstein’s who has been trading Works designs and executes monu
Delivery of Very Choice telephone your order to Rockland
ments
of
all
sizes,
in
a
manner
tha'
with him for years, if their clothe;
Products
627.
and stock in general was any good. marks them as different, dttractiv<
He received this answer: “Well, and exclusive. Mr. Glendenning i
Autumn marks the beginning of
COMMON WOES
they have been serving the well available at all times to give sug
dressed men in Rockland and gestions and work out suitable d> ihe real fruit season. At no other
vicinity for years and the trade is signs, giving the purchaser the bene time of the year is there such abund The Feet Often Give Trouble
constantly increasing. They’ve got fit of his many years experience ance or variety of all those succulent
and Injure Efficiency
anything you want, just the kind The cutting plant and workshop products that nature so lavishly
Foot troubles are common among
tf?at you want, and they are will are modern in the last degree, with showers upon the world as the result
ing to help you in any way they all of the necessary equipment to of the combined efforts of spring and many people, probably the most
produce stones quickly and effi summer. The best of these fruits common of all ailments. The pedal
can.” Answer enough to be sure.
are always on sale at Naum & extremities are one of the most im
ciently.
portant parts of one’s body, and
Adams, 220 South Main street.
Designs
selected
now,
will
be
pro
BEFORE THE FREEZE
Apples, pears, peaches, plums, when they are painful they spoil
duced in time for erection before thr
Monuments Should Be Set teal cold weather of winter sets in I grapes, bananas, oranges and lemons one’s enjoyment of life. Ill-fitting
To delay that memorial to loved are always attractively displayed at shoes, high heels, and improper pos
At Once To Avoid Frost ones now, is to regret it later. Write j this establishment and in addition ture are responsible for many of the
or telephone Mr. Glendenning to j to the prevalence of reasonable cases of foot difficulties, which
Action
day. The telephone number is prices, special emphasis is laid upon should be properly corrected before
W. H. Glendenning of the Rock Rockland 502-W .
the quality of service given the it is too late.
land Marble & Granite Works, 20 i
During the period of the late war
i customers.
Lindsey street, has made a timely ■ Livestock that are fed rations con
One of the features of this serv a decade ago Americans were as
suggestion to readers of The Cou sisting principally of straw, roots, ice is the free delivery of purchases tonished at the apalling number of
rier-Gazette who may have in mind and the cereal grains and their by to the home of the purchaser, lr cases of so-called “flat feet,” which
the erection of a memorial to some j products often do not set the lime addition to the complete line of provided rejectment for military
departed dear one. It is this. Cold they need. Lime in some such form fruits this company always has in service in many cases. It was then
weather will soon be here, and No as calcium phosphate or sifted wood stock, they also deal in confection the people of this country looked to
vember weather means, in most ashes may be added to the ration if it ery and tobacco. The quality of the their feet to find out what was
years, freezing ground. The cost is lacking in this mineral. Milk, skim goods, the courtesy shown all wrong with them with a view to
milk, and buttermilk contain plenty
and difficulties of the erection of a of lime, while legume hays exceed all customers by Spiro Adams and providing proper relief from such
stone piece when the ground is other farm-grown feeds in lime con- Vasker L. Naum and the moderate ailments.

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.

10 LIMEROCK STREET

Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

Shopping Around the Bay

After experimenting two years the Plymouth
Cordage Co. have successfully perfected a spe
cial treatment for their rope “pot warp" and
twine to sell at no extra cost.

•
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WILLOW STREET MARKtT
Prompt Telephone i. rvice

Free Delivery

Telephone* 1230—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, i ’e.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributors

Tel. 51

Rockland, Me.

SUITS PRESSED 75c
A. P. RICHARDSON

Alfred P. Condon

fc&Wj Battery Service

TAILOR
* Telephono 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

MACHINISTS ON

Agents:
Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Telephone 694

A. P. LORD
FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS'
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

TENTS

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER

Telephone 333

CAMDEN, ME.

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders’ Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS
Talophono 839

20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3

578 MAIN ST.

THOMASTON

FOOT TROUBLES
Should be tho least of your
worrit, if you .e. aomaono who
knows how to cars for thorn
Consult

R. E. COLTART

ROCKLAND, ME.

REG. NURSE
Talophono 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 2P

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Talophono 627

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

220 So. Main Street

Rockland

Forest Tibbetts and family are en- ,
joying a new radio recently installed
Leta and Lois Turner were home j
over the weekend.
Lewis Day is suffering with blood
lwisoning in his hand.
School was closed Tuesday on ac- j
count of the death of a cousin of our
teacher.
,
Mrs. Roy Lenfest was in South
Liberty Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Saban and j
Mrs. Carrie Morang and daughter ]
Theresa spent Sunday in Augusta.
Mrs. Thompson of Montville, who
has been assisting Mrs. I. N. Quigg
with her work, has returned home.
Mrs. George Griffith and Fred Best
were business visitors in town Mon
day.
Earl Day has returned home from
Portland where he has had employ
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lenfest and Mr.
and Mrs. Stanford Brown attended
church Sunday evening in Appleton.
Mrs. Percy Saban was in Augusta
last week to have dental work done.
Miss Margie Sca»es who has been
working in .Augusta has returned
home.
Much sympathy is extended to
PALERMO
Harry Worthing and daughter in the
The hunters have not been very death of Mrs. Worthing which oc
curred 'Nov. 2.
lucky here yet.
Mrs. Olive Nash who recently had an
Tber eis no contradiction in beinfg
ill turn is improving and now able to
a radical in ideas and being somewhat
sit up a little euch day.
i
of
a conservative jn action.—John
Mrs. Stanford Brown visited her
Dewey.
mother Mrs. A. .1. Tibbetts Tuesday.

SEARSMONT

Harry Cottrell and family of Parkman have moved into the house
owned hy Ruth Packard now of Rock
land.
The boys are all making haste to
get their new hunting license which
costs 65 cents now instead of 25 cents
as formerly.
Charles Bryant is building a piazza
or. his house.
R. L, Coose and family have moved
to their new home recently owned by
George Kelso.
Robert Boxvlcy and friend of Fram
ingham, Mass., are guests for a few
days of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Rowley,
while on their annual hunting trip up
river. Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton
were visitors Sunday at the Bow ley
home.
Pomona Grange met at Victor
Grange hall Tuesday with a large
attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt have
Ixjught and moved into the house for
merly ownc* by Henry Skinner.
George Kelso who has been quite
ill at the home of John Levensaler Is
improving and will soon make a trip
to Boston to visit his brother.

“The Best Selling Cough Medicine”
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
PrMcription.

in MORE DEMAND THAN ever is

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Penatritat. Loasent, Haala, Ilka nalhini alia—Nathlnf Battar lor Cauihi,
Colda. Colic. Crimea—Tha Family StaadBy far Achaa and Ilia. Sold Evarywhara.

P. O. Box 40*
Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
Leather Belt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.
TEL 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227->N
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

were read by tiie pupils, besides the ing of Damariscotta was installing ias electrical engineer with the ConNORTH HOPE
officer. Supper was served at the J necticut River Development Co.
Will Hull and nephew Maurice business program of the league.
Miss Mdrilla Bennett held a tack close of the ceremony.
i Those present at the wedding were
Richards of Bremen were dinner
Richard Choate observed his eighth ■ Mrs. Lucy Sylvester, mother of the
guests Bunday of Mr. and Mrs. George ing bee Saturday afternoon at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. birthday on Halloween by entertain I bride, Donald Sylvester, her brother,
Hall.
L. W. Bennett. Two comforters were
j Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Jackson of AuMr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease were Sat knotted and a general social time j ing a few of his young friends at bis
home. Among bis presents were four igusta, Mrs. Calista Sprowl, Dr.
urday evening visitors at the home of enjoyed and lunch and refreshments)
j Ramsay, Mrs. Mabel Nash Mr. and
birthday cakes.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry.
were served.
Miss Ethel Bennett
A few friends surprised Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rond and family of JefThe correspondent has been re entertained with a song which was
Mrs. Allen Tibbetts on Halloween to ’ ferson, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Merchant,
quested to send in some school notes, appreciated and the crowd disband celebrate their 33d wedding anniver parents of the groom, Mr. and Mrs.
which she will he very glad to do. as ed to tiie strains of “God Be With sary. Refreshments were served and Pulsifer. Elroy Pulsifer of North
anything that wig give an added in- | You Til Wc Meet Again." The tack the bride’s cake was especially at Yarmouth. Mr. and Mrs. George Bur
terestato the school life of our chil- | ing bee held hy Mrs John Marriner tractive. It was made by Mrs. Nellie gess of Highmoor Earm, Mr. and Mrs.
dren is certainly worth while. This Oct. 23 was also a happy meeting in Richardson. Those present were Mr. George Turner, Haddam. Conn., Miss
school is small but competition is ' spite of the rain of that day. Two and Mrs. Erank Richardson, Mr. and Inez Merchant. Thiells. N. Y., and Dr.
keen. Iz-ts go!
• comfor ters were tacked.
Refresh- Mrs. John Shrader. Mr. and Mrs. Wil Daniel Woodman of North Haven.
William Brown, an aged resident ments were served. These two con- liam Johnson and Mrs. Erank Tib
living just over the Hope line in [ elude a series of Hilltop quiltings,
betts.
WALDOBORO
.......
, . .
, I Tiie Hilltop sewing circle will meet
North Appleton, was severely injured .
. .1
,
r
,
Mrs.
Eudora
Miller has returned
, Nov. 23 at the home of Mrs. Leslie
from a visit in Massachusetts.
Sunday being knocked down by a [ Hall, Appleton.
Mercha nt-Sylvester
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Sanborn are in
truck driven by Horace Ripiey of I
--------------------Miss Calista Elizabeth Sylvester Portland for a few days.
Searsmont. The truck passed com- !
and Ernest Woodman Merchant were
JEFFERSON
Mrs. May Richardson of Camden
pletely over him, breaking several
married Oct. 27 at the home of the
ribs and otherwise bruising his body, | . 1 ,K third and fourth dogr^vs were hride. The room was handsomely is the guest of her sister Mrs. Caro
the following candidates at decorated and under an autumnal lyn Standish.
but no other bones were broken, j
James A. Duane Is making a trip
which is almost miraculous consid Willow Grange hall last Saturday arch of fir and colored leaves the
years, and what he!evenlnK: L<),lls<> Pitcher. Blanch Tib- couple stood. Rev. Mr. Megert of to New Brunswick in the interest of
ering his age,
passed through. The truck was betts, Clifford Cunningham. Harry Waldoboro performed the double ring his Christmas tree business.
Miss Annie (>. Welt went to Port
o\<Aied by Albert I’erry of North Ap Fish.
ceremony. Ermond Lewis sang ‘One
Margaret Kennedy and daughter
land Tuesday.
pleton. son of Charles Perry, at whose
Alone.”
Georgia
I>ee
started
last
Wednesday
William Keith and Robert Law
home Mr. Brown is being cared for
The bride's dress was of flat white rence of West Enfield, E. Hayes of
D. C. Another daughand is attended by Dr. Plumer. Much for Washington,
....
crepe and she carried a bouquet of Boston, II. C. Shattuck of Bangor and
sympathy is expressed for Mr. Brown
pale pink roses. The bridesmaid Miss
and also for the family of Mr. Perry together they will visit Mrs. Ken Rozella Clapp, sorority sister of the Joseph de Napoli of Revere, Mass.,
nedy’s son Milo.
are registered at the Medomak House
who keenly regret the accident. Ac
S. A. Richardson and daughter hride, wore blue chiffon and carried this week.
cidents of this kind are causing much
Mary left for Southern I’ines, N. C., deep pink roses. Ermond Lewis, a
Mrs. Ella L. White is visiting her
suffering and costing many lives—one
last week. Friends here are always college friend of the groom was best sister Mrs. Edwin 'Nash in Warren.
wonders if something cannot be done
glad to welcome them back to their man. The Lohengrin wedding march
William J-Jelshky of New York is
to prevent it. It is hoped some way
old home in the spring, and sorry was played with Miss Natalie Achorn in town.
will be provided.
at the piano and Gabriel Winchen
when they leave.
A Child Health Conference will he
• • • •
Refreshments were held in the Baptist vestry Monday
Myron Martin is constructing a bach, violin.
1 sunporch on the front of his house, served by Miss Dorothy .Sylvester the afternoon for children under six years
School Notes
i A Halloween entertainment and box bride’s sister, Miss Katherine Gindal of age.
Mrs. J. D. Pease visited school Fri [social was held at the Murphy a sorority sister and Miss Marjorie
The annual inspection of Wiwurna
Nash.
day afternoon.
.
I schoolhouse Thursday evening.
Chapter, O.E.S., occurred Tuesday
School closed Get. 23 for the reNot many small towns have had
The bride graduated from the Uni evening with D. Saunders Patterson
mainder of the week and the teacher the pleasure of entertaining an air- versity of Maine, class of ’29, and the of Augusta, grand patron, as inspect
Miss Ellen Thurlow attended Teach- plane over night but one landed over groom the class of ’28.. Mr. and Mrs. ing officer. A banquet was served at
ers’ Convention In Portland.
near Clarry Luke last week. It was Merchant will take a short motor trip 6 o’clock with the following menu:
Carolyn Pease and Donovan recent- on the way to Bangor; and daylight through southern New England re Fruit cocktail, roast chicken, potato
turning to St. Johnsbury, Vt.. where salad, squash, turnip, celery, ice
ly won pencils for perfect spelling.
was chosen to finish the journey.
Friday, Nov. 1, the school held a ’ Masonic installation was held .last they will for the present make their cream, cake, coffee. Mrs. Mary Kaler
league meeting. Halloween pieces j Friday evening at the hall Mi . Cow- home, Mr. Merchant being employed and Mrs. Rena Crowell were chair

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST

Steam, Gas and Diesel Engine Repairs and Installations.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding, Marine Exhaust* and Hoists.
Outboard Engine Repairs, Mill Supplies, Pipe and Fittings.

79 MECHANIC STREET

ROCKLAND

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

I. L. SNOW COMPANY
WE SPECIALIZE AS

Penobscot Fish Co.

and Sales

XiiiiZ

Body and Fender Shop
Talophono 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 918

Arrow Collars and Shirts

Stetson Hats

S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes

,

83/a PARK STREET
men of the banquet committee and
Mrs. Saco Weston and Mrs. Isabelle
La-be of the program which followed
the inspection and consisted of mu
sic. an amusing sxetch /‘How the
Story Grew,” and readings by Mrs.
Roy Genthner and Mrs. Ruby Walter
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hyson and
children of Windsor were Sunday
guests of their cousin. Mrs. Jennie
Benner at Kaler’s Corner.
• ♦ • »

A delightful meeting of the Wom
an’s Club was held at the home of
Mrs. A. P. Jackson, a member of tho
calendar committee, and who had
charge of the program which was
termed “An Afternoon of Music.” The
quotations and current events relat
ed to musical subjects and the piano
and vocal selections by the hostess
and her daughter, Mrs. Roy Ludwig,
were greatly enjoyed. Mrs. Jackson
read selections from “Musicians of
Maine” interspersing her talk with
musical selections. Her skilled touch
and fine expression called forth
hearty applause. Mrs. Ludwig was in
excellent voice and her selections
showed clear tone and dramatic
power.
There were nine mem
bers and five guests present. At the
business meeting plans were made
for the Lincoln Home drive to be
conducted this week.
The entertainment given sev?erail
weeks ago in the Baptist vestry was
repeated Thursday evening with
great success. The sketch, ‘‘How the
Ladies Earned Their Dollar.” was
received with applause. The charac
ters were taken hy Mesdames S-ace
Weston. Rena Crowell, Ethel Ben
ner, Cora Winchenbach, Helen Perry.
Gertrude Benner, Emma Bailey. Eve
lyn Simmons, Annie Genthner. Esther
[ Shorey, Cora McLain, Luella Mason
' and Miss Edna Young, each part a
1 study in itself and admirably porl trayed. Rev. L. D. Graves sang in
excellent voice and responded to an
encore with a little scotch song that
I was much enjoyed,
Mrs. Annie
[Genthner gave a recitation and Mrs.
I Maude Clark Gay a reading.

Armstrong Sweaters
ROCKLAND, ME.
NEW PHONE SYSTEM

'

A new automatic telephone, whose
dial speaks its call numbers to cen
tral, was announced Thursday by
.^ergius P. Grace, assistant vice presi
dent of the Bell Telephone labora[ torles.
To make a call vfith this phone the
subscriber maintains silence.
He
turns the desired phone number of
the ordinary dial .and the new device
speaks the number to central almost
i the same as if the subscriber himself
had voiced it. Tiie sound, however,
' is audible only to central.
So well has it been perfected that
it will probably go into use in New
York City before the end of the year.
The revelation came at the end of an
evening of astonishing demonstration
before a meeting of the Telephone
Pioneers Society in the engineering
societies building auditorium.
Mr. Grace also showed another new
thing, proji'eting speech directly into
the human brain electrically.»
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Every-Other-Day

deepest sympathyVtf the community
Probate Notices
To Let
CAMDEN
either silently or by word. ’
Mr..and Mrs. Oscar Bridges and
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements In this column not
exceed I TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light:
r-» j
r xvr
Mrs. Randall was 'born in St.,
T
have returned three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times housekeeping on first floor. E. X. S3 L- q»0 ajj persOns interested in either of the !
. Arcana Lodge. K. of P . had a pub- Rev. C. D. Paul of b arren George. Aug. 3. 1882, daughter of RobLlewellyn Bildg'
ctf.ts. Additional lir.es 5 cents each VESTEK. Tel. 864 1, 2-i < edar St.
13-.*137 [ fs(ates hereinafter named:
from a gunning trip at Dennvsvi’le. for
jic dunce at their castle hall ThursCongregational CHurcK Is ert an<^ ®use^^a (Dennison) Grierson. They shot two deer.
, __ '
" # ._
“ . .__ , I At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in
for one time, lO^cents for three times, Six
TO LET Tenement ot 4 rooms, rent low
.
Knox nr th.> flftponth
day evening with Robbins’ Orchestra
As a young girl she went in charge of
words make a line.
Apply MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 11471.1. 133-13' I w,,‘ fdr ,he <OUnl> °f A,,OX’ °D ,he
Mrs. Evie Curtis left this week for
furnishing music. If sufficiently well
day of October, in the year of our Lord, one 1
her
aunt.
Miss
Evie
Dennison,
to
Called To So. Portland
patronized these dances will be con
TO LET Three room furnished apartment thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine, and
work in Mrs. Thurlow's ice cream St. Petersburg. Fla., where she will
Lost and Found
by adjournment from day to day from the |
spend the winter.
auults only. Inquire 47 'PLEASANT ST.
tinued. Another one next Thursday
parlor
in
Rockland
where
she
re

133* 137 fifteenth day of said October, the following
Rev. Charles D. Paul, the popular
evening.
LOST S’lk umbrella : will person who took
Miss
Anne
Boynton
has
returned
matters having been presented for the action I
mained several years, making many
from Park Theatre Monday evening leave at
Lewis Smalley, of Swift & Co. em young pastor of the Warren CongreTO LET Very cozy 2-room kitchenette thereupon hereinafter indicated it is hereby |
' from a visit in Skowhegan and has it( OURIER-GAZETTK
Office, as there Is no apartment,
ployees, who was recently transferred j national Church will be called to the friend
furnished, at THE 1XNSS HOUSE, Ordered:
Her marriage to Lyman B. Randall
her »oal,lon in the Knox other otic like it.
134-136 77 Park St.
133-137
That notice thereof be given to all persons
to Bath, is expected tb spend the holi- pulpit of the North Congregational
LOST Small purse marked Security Trust
place in November. ' 1 0
, .1
day with his aunt Mrs. George Robin- | Church in South Portland, it was de- of Warren took
TO LET (iarage. 33 Purchase St. Apply interested, by causing 1 copy of this order
, i- 1
...
i Mrs. A. L. Bryant entertained .the Co., containing keys and money. Finder COURIER-GAZETTE.
to be published three weeks successively in
133*146
I
1904.
and
had
she
lived
until
the
17th
...
,
„
,
...
,
,
I cided at a meeting of the church and ..
134-136
...
, , . .
. ..... Twilight Twelve this week at henJi base TEL. 367-M.
. The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
,
-» ,
♦ avenue.
■ TO LET Apartment ir. Bicknell block al Rockland in said County that they may
Miss Kay Turner and Mrs. Howard parish Wednesday evening. Mr. Paul they would have
_. celebrated
.
. ,their
... 2»th home
on TBelmont
LOST Bill folder las; evening. Nov. 4,
Apply
MBS.
B.
B.
SMITH,
16
Lincoln
St.
appear at a Probate Court tb be held at said
anniversary.
Their
married
life
was
|
Mrg
.
Calrle
A
,
dug
fntertain
Newhard made an automobile Pip I has preached twice since the pulpit
somewhere on Main, Union or Park St.
WHEN IN
Finder please bring to ’his Office and keep Tel. 264______________________________ 134-tf j Rockland, on the nineteenth day of November. I
Wednesday to Portland for the day. i became vacant with the resignation spent in Warren with the exception (he WCTU next Tueadav
TO LET Furnished and heated front bed A. D., 1929, at nine o’clock in the forenoon.!
• niey.
Th<? Farm Bureau
wjth Mrg
Mrs. Bradstreet and friends were ; of the Rev. William H. Lannin, D.D., of a short time when they were both
•
BOSTON
and
be
heard
thereon
if
they
see
cause
room Deice reasonable. MRS. ROBBINS. 20
employed in Gardiner, and Mrs. Ran- Fred EhveI1 at Lakc City yesterday
recent visitors of Mrs. Marshall Brad- 'ast August.
Maple St. Tel. 143-R.
134*136
SARAH L. FARRINGTON late of Warren,
If quiet liome-like surroundings
Wanted
ford.
| Mr. Paul is a graduate of Bates dall will be missed by a wide circle afternoon. The subjects under dis
TO LET—Garage, Cor, Main and Jan,-s deceased. Will »"d IWIIIO.. for Probate therewith good food at moderate
asWn£ l,iat
111 may
Proved anc
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bucklin and Mr ' College and Bangor Theological Semi- of friends. For many years she was cussion were Christmas candy and
WANTEBE-^liive poultry.
Trucks call Sts., 30x30, three big doors. C. A HAMIL- ! of
prices appeal to you.
134-tf allowed and that Letters Testamentary he!
TON
etvrvwhere. paying top prices. Spot cash.
and Mrs. Harold Bucklin and family ' nary and was ordained in the Congre- a member of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S., but Christmas suggestions.
issued to Sidney A. Fairlngton and Leslie E. I
Stop at
HILL LIVE POULTRY CO., 312 Blue
of Livermore Falls visited Mrs. Isaac gational Church in Mechanic Falls about a year ago severed her conTO LET Four room ai arUuent in fine con Farrington both of Warren, they being the
Mrs. Mildred Horton is enjoying a BLUE
Hill Ave . Boston. Mass.
133-146 dition with garage. Kent $6 per week. Adults Executors named in said will without bond.
N. Young Sunday.
in 1921. In 1923 he accepted the pas- nection with that order. Her chief vacation from her duties at the Knox
THE
HOTEL
WANTED -Immediately, two maids for only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific Ft. Tel.
ZKIAfA R. COLE late of Rockland, de
The Maine Central Railroad has torate of the church in Warren, interest was in her home to which Mill office.
134 tf ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
133-137 436-M.
f . 1 work at KNOX IHOHI’ITAL
HEMENWAY
done a large amount of work on their 1 where he has been for the past six she was ever devoted. For recreation
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hopkins are
TO LET Tenement of five rooms on South asking that said Will may be proved and j
WANTED Experienced unman for house
track near the Wadsworth Street years
she kept in touch with an unusually moving into ithe Charles Cleveland work at the Stanley House, Spring St. MRS. .Main St., flush toilet, electric lights ,MRS. C. allowed and that* Letters Testamentary he I
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
133-13'. issued to Carroll L. Cole of Rockland, he being i
bridge. In addition to lowering the
He was horn in Springfield, Mass., large circle of friends with whom she rent on Mechanic street. Mr. Hop WALKER.__________________________ 133-137 !• MILLER Tel. 410-R.
Rates from;
the Executor named in said will without i
track they have buttressed the banks | and apent most of h,g parly dayg visited at intervals.
kins has sold his house on Pearl street
TO LET For light housekeeping, three fur bond.
WANTED- Position as hiftisekeeper by wom
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
on each >ide.
there. His preparatory college work
an with daughter.12 years old. Tel 1161-1 or nished rooms with private bath, hot was.i
Besides her husband. Mrs. Randall to Hartley Nash.
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
ROSETTA A. PRICE late of Rockport, de
133*137 heat. Bent reasonable. 69 NO. MAIN ST
Dr. Samuel Russell, a noted preach- , waa don<? at Mt H(>rmon gehooI Mr. is survived by her mother, Mrs.
Robert W. Jamieson. Frank E. Mor write R S W , Owl’s Head. Me.
Telephone KENMORE 4330 v
Til 1KVA
133-1’-. ceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof |
er and at present the general secre Paul is married and has two children. Eusebia Grierson; a sister Mrs. Ches row. Alton French and Herbert
WANTED—About 23 ft. lobster boat with
__ o
1 asking that said Will may be proved and el- j
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
TO LET—Furnished tin room flat • 32 Miiin 1 iOWed and that Letters Testamentary be istary of the Evangelistic Association
out motor. E. R. RACKLIFF, Spruce Head.
At the church meeting Wednesday ter Harrington, both of South Thom Mann have returned from a gunning
1 14*136 St., electric lights, gas, flush closet, ret* 1 1 sue<l
William H. Price of Rockport, lie
of New England, will conduct a series
trip
at
Capens.
Moosehead
Lake.
They
aston;
five
brothers,
John,
Chester,
preferred.
Inquire
on
premises.
1’-'1 | being the Executor named in said will wltiiWANTED Immediately, bright, ambitious
of meetings at the Baptist Church, night it was voted to make repairs Howard and Raymond of that town, each brought back a deer. \
TO LET In Thomaston 2 or 3 rooms for out bond,
boy or girl to learn the newspaper game.
Thomaston. Nov. 10-17 inclusive. Dr. and renovations on the parsonage. and Robert of Washington. Funeral
Mrs.
E.
II.
Tinker
entertained
the
light
housekeeping.
$16
per
month
.
3
rooms,
JAMES M. ('1IAPLES late of Rockland,
Must
In
High
School
graduate.
Good
salary
Russell ranks high in the Baptist de Several other minor matters of busi
13 per month: most central location. Tel deceased. Will aTrd Petition for Probate there-!
services were held from her late home Philathea class of the Baptist Church to <tart. Apply to DICK REED, 320 Main St. 5Rockland
1261.
H.
H.
STOVER,
111
Limerock
o
f
asking that said Will may be proved a.id I
nomination as an able and successful ness were discussed.
01 Tel. 830. 917 or 27-R. *
134-tf
The approaching departure of Mr. Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock Jast evening at her home on.Highland
13 .-137 | allowed and that Letters Testamentary be)
preacher and pastor.
|
avenue.
WANTEDGirt
for
general
work
in
lunch
TO LET New house. .3 rooms, all modern.4 Issued t0 Minnie’E. Hoff es of Rockland, she;
Levi Ulmer of Cushing is assisting p au^ u M
universally regretted in conducted <by Rev. C. D. Paul of the
..ni Apply MYRTLE STREET LUNCH.
There will be a dance in the Opera
th ‘ Executrix named in said will wlthCongregational Church. A profusion
134-136 I. inl won.1 floors throughout, hot and cl I
in making repairs upon Mrs. James ^arrer>.
xf rtzx...™
House Monday night under ithe auswater.
set Jubs, in cement basement, in-wall j out bond.
of flowers testified to the love ana .
_ .
T» «»-.,< t
m
WANTED
Second
hand
attachments
f<»r
Timer’s building on Erin street.
ironing board, bath and shower, heats on less ;
WILBERT C. ULMER late of Rockland,
pices of Arey-Heal Post. A. L. Music
Charge Account If Desired
esteem in which she was held. The
onverting Ford engine to marine service, also than five tons coal: nice sunny location. II. ; deceased, Will and Petition for Probate there-1
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Loucks who
will be furnished by Kirkpatricw’s
WARREN
afisnii.'slon ea. es for 1923-24 Buick Six. .1 II. STOVER 111 Limerock St. Tel. 1261.
Away Out Front in Value
bearers were F. E. Mathews, Clarence
;
of
asking
that
said
Will
may
be
proved
and
have been visiting relatives and I
orchestra. There will be favors for
HARMON Tel. 393-J.
134-136
133-137 j allowed and that Letters Testamentary b“
Giving!
Spear, Dana Smith and Pearl Hilton. everyone and a spot dance with prizes
friends in New York State have re
‘ The Christian Life” is the topic
WANTED- Sales supervisor desired by
More and more people are telling
TO LET—6-room epartment with hath, Issued to Harold P. Ulmer of Rockland, he
Interment was made in Farview cem in gold.
turned home.
being
the
Executor
named
in
said
will
withi
Refreshments will be large New England firm in. vicinity of Rock heat and garage: stove all connected. MIKE
for the midweek service, Nov. 13, at
us that our Extremely Low Prices
etery.
Mrs. James E. Creighton has re the Baptist Church.
land. No selling or canvassing. Permanent ARMATA. Tel. 1147-J.
served.
l30-(f I out bond.
covered from her recent illness.
MABEL F. LANE late of Vinalhaven de- I are a Revelation to them.
Mrs. P. G. Willey will entertain the position. Good wages. Exceptional oppor
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and
TO
LET
Four
rooms,
unfurnished
$.3
week.
tunity for man having business ability. For
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate there
We have some wonderful values
The return of the escaped convicts daughter with their guests, Mr. and
Monday Club next week.
ROCKPORT
1 appointment
all Mr. .1ENKS, Thorndike V. F. STUDLEV. 69 Park St. Tel. 1686.
of asking that said Will maV be proved and
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
to the State Prison by Warden Bilker Mrs. Chauncey House of Connecticut,
122-tf | allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff „,,h.|_ j,.| <;2» today or Monday.
iM
Harold Churchill is employed as
some equipped with Lvnn Oil
was pleasing news to many people in
TO LET—6-room house on (truce Street, issued to Nathan F. Perry of Presque Isle,
are at the Smith home at Malcolm’s clerk in the store of Enos E. Ingra Rebekah Lodge will be held Wednes
WANTED—Would like to rent a small farm
Heaters, some with uas Attach
town.
ham & Co. during the absence of ^Ir. day evening. Supper served at 6.30. near Rockland or Thomaston. Call CITY modern. Furnished apartment on Oak Street, he being the Executor named in said will,
rurnlflml apartment mi Grove
CiaRA M. KARWKLL late of Rockland, de- ! ment, a splendid selection.
Prof. Alfred Newcombe, a Thomas Corner for a week's stay.
134*136 muiiirn.
The Friends-In-Council will meet 113-M.
Ingraham.
Supt.
F.
D.
Rowe
left
Thursday
Street.
6-room
house,
corner
I.lrnlsey
amt
ceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
thoie
if
ton boy, presided at exercises on the
A complete line of Furniture, VicWANTED - Ambitious woman, each town I'nlon St., modern, with carnge. 1 room houac asklna that said Will niuv he proved and alFred Holbrook is on a gunning trip Tuesday with Mrs. Clara French at
campus of Knox College at Galesburg. morning for Boston where he attend
to demon'irate lowest priced line of high- wilh clctric Halils on Fern St. Large house iow„i and that Letters Testamentary he Is
trolas, Sewing Machines, Office
for three days in the vicinity of Lincolnville Beach.
ed
the
New
England
Superintendents
’
lingerie known. With or without expe on Camden St. 4 room house -n Slain 81 5Ued Io iMarela W. Farwell of Rockland, she
Ill., at which time a large tree was
Furniture, Show Cases, China
Tonight at the Comique Theatre grade
Hope.
rience.
Write
E.
S.
CURTIS,
47
North
Main
Conference.
He
expected
to
return
tl.Nb.ST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Itavis.
beinit the Executrix nanico In said will withdedicated to Gen. Henry Knox. Ex
‘The Shakedown” will be the attrac St . Rockland.
Closets and numerous miscellane
134*136
Mrs.
G.
K.
Manson
and
Mrs.
G.
W.
128-tf
out
bond.
[
Saturday
night.
*
ercises were held by the college in
ous articles.
tion and on Monday and Tuesday.
WANTED— Housekeeper's position in small
With Armistice Day in mind. Rev. Spence of Boston have been guests for Charles Rogers and Nancy Carroll
T() LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
ALDEN H. COPELAND late of Warren
which Dr. Henry Thatcher Fowler,
family or care for elderly lady. Address Box Also three furnished rooms with
of
bath
a
few
days
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
deceased,
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
of
ROCKLAND
C.
D.
Paul
will
speak
on
“
The
Three
great-grandson of General Knox was
67. Tenant's Harbor, Me.
134*136 at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS W. S. KEN- Will and for Administration with the Will Anwill be seen in "Illusion.”
the .chief speaker. The story of the Things” Sunday morning. In the eve- Coates. Mr. Manson was also their
NISTON 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
124-tf J nexed Asking that said Will may be proved
FURNITURE
CO.
“
Lest
We
Forget.
”
will
be
the
sub

WANTED
4
or
3
room
furnished
apartnv.m
occasion was told in the previous ning his topic will be "Preparedness guest Wednesday.
TO LET 81\ rnum .iurtnunl .1 511 M.sonk '
“,,d
will, the
ject of Rev. F. Ernest Smith’s ad all modern for two adults, in good central
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Ingraham
left
on
if
iPin
i
t
..
i
■"
191
tf
annexed
be
granted
to
Manila
F.
Cope

76
and Emergency” as seen in the par
issue of The Courier-Gazette.
dress at the Methodist Church Sun ; atlon With gtrag e. Call feOOQI
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
land of Warren, or some other suitable per133*13 .
Edward O’B. Burgess is building a able of the wise and foolish brides the train Friday morning for Poston day morning. Evening subject, "Why Thorndike Hotel.
TO LET House at 18 Gay St. Apply to I son with bond.
where
they
will
be
registered
at
Hotel
WANTED
—
Ambitious
women
can
earn
66c
new driveway to his garage. Crushed maids.
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 943-R
your zeal should never flag.”
_ESTATE OF IHARLES B. FRENCH late of
per hour or more selling Christmas ties and
lime stone is the chief material.
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington. Statler for several days.
------------ Warren, deceased. Petition for Adminlstr.iThe Seaside Club fair will open at hosiery. Apply by letter to E. S. CURTIS,
Herbert
Mann
who
has
been
on
a
. tion asking that Lester A. French of Warren,
The cement sidewalk for which the Mrs. Mary Richmond. Mrs. Edward
For Sale
133*1: 3
Masonic hall Thursday at 2 o’clock. 47 No. Main St.. Rockland.
or some other suitable person be appointed
town received the gift of $1,000 fr< m Seavey. Mrs. Mansfield Robinson. Mr. hunting trip in the Moosehead Lake Fancy articles, ice cream, cake and
WANTED—Washings and ironings called
FDR SALE—Dry hard wood fitted, $13 per
Maurice Metcalf, has been completed. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Thomas region, with • parties from Camden, candy will be on sale. Baby show at r’.-i and delivered at 23 CRESC1LNT ST. Tel cord delivered MAPLE CREST FARM. War Adnir. without bond.
ESTATE OF ALK'E M. PEABODY late of
.
133-133 ren. Tel. 6-31.
It was built from Hyler street to Simpson and Maurice Wyllie attend returned Wednesday bringing home 3 o’clock. Grab bags and fortunes 1 83-R.
133-146 Warren, deceased. Petition foi Administra
REPAIRED AND RELAID
Main street on Green street.
WANTED—Housekeeper 46 to .36 years old
ed the Evangelistic Conference in a fine deer.
FDR 'SALE Rabbit hound and 3 hound tion asking that Flora C. Peabody of Warren,
told. Oyster stew supper from 5.30
Inside
and out, digging Included,
lor m.in and boy. Good place for one witho.it pups. F M. EIDER. Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nutt have to 7. Price 50 cents.
Stanley Kalloch will arrive home Rockland Monday.
or
some
other
suitable
person
be
appointed
133*146
. Ivme Address MELVIN CON ARY. Sun
Admx. without bond.
also pipes wired out.
fiom Bangor today to spend a vaca
FOR SALE Cadillac coupe, first class con
Dana Smith and W. F. Overlock moved into Minnie Weed's house on
Mrs. Marie Glover entertained the shine. Me.
133*133
USTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN late nf
tion with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. leave early Sunday morning f<^r a Limerock street.
dition. Come and see it. Inquire EUROPEAN
Sewers dug on new and old build
Friday Reading Club this week at her
WANTED—Position as Bookkeeper and BAKERY, 39 Tillson Ave.
133*137 Rockport, deceased, Pethlon for Administra
Arthur Kalloch.
Harold Robbins and family are oc home on Trim street.
tion asking that James J. Sullivan of Rock
,
gunning trip t Northern Maine,
. . wjoinstenographer. Experienced.' Bfest of referings and cleared when plugged.
FOR
SALE
—
Hard
wood,
fitted.
$14
cord
de

Mr. Gilmore left Friday morning for ing
*\I()ore and Ro]anft gtar. cupying an apartment in the Robert
port or some other suitable person be ap
Work of razing the old building on . ! ces. Address X.X.M , Courier-Gazette.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
Wilton where he will spend the holi rett who went up above Moquo, No block. Camden. Mrs. Elizabeth Spear the Odd Fellows’ lot Chestnut street,
133*133 livered. Leave orders at .366 Main St., Rock pointed Admr. without bond
land. Tel. t:s2 W or K SALMINEN. West
day with friends.
ESTATE OF MABEL V. THOMAS late <f
is staying with them for a few weeks. began this week. Work on the new t WANTED By Western gentleman ro m Rockport.
Prompt Service
13.7*146
vember 2.
Isle an Haut, deceased, Petition for Adminis-*
Henry Davis is at present making hajj
commence as soon as pos- ami board In private family, city or country :
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague are
FOR SALE Barred Rock pullets, grocery tration D.B.N.. asking that AValter H Butler
references exchanged.
Give particulars ir
SPRUCE HEAD
S. E. EATON
housekeeping in Addison Oliver’s his ho.me with his daughter, Mrs. s|bie. The lodge intends to raise letter: also children if any and number of wagon, 2 jiggers, pung, cultivator, new n^/w- of Rockland, or som? othnr suitable person be
Belle MacGregor.
money for the construction of the l I: a. A. M. De FOOTE, Gen. Dt.lv.. Rock ing machine, hay rake. plow, hay rack and appointed Admr. d.b.n with bond
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is in Rockland house on Main street.
tip
cart.
Tel.
10-21
Union
or
address
LUCY
Tel.
534-J.
505 Old County Road
'and. Me.
133*13:
Mrs. Leola Mann and Mrs. Louise han
a bond issue.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM T. ROUST late of
where she has employment at the
Leslie Stud'.ey. who has been very
C SHIMON'S, Union. Me.
133*137 Camden, deceased. Petition for Administra
col. William Sawtelle of PhiladelWANTED—Care of invrlld or child or house
ROCKLAND,
ME.
60Stf |
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross.
ill the past week, left Thursday Holbrook attended a meeting of the
FOR SALE —Pair heavy work horses, weight tion asking that Alvah L Andepon of Cam
, phia will he the speaker at the next keeper for lone man or woman by Dr. widow i860. MAPLE ( REST FARM, Warren. Me. den or some other suitable person be ap
Mr. and Mrs. William Todd of Bos morning accompanied 'by his sister,' Farm Bureau Tuesday at Hope.
■
of
recommendations.
A.s.P.,
16
Gurdy
st.
A
very enjoyable session
is meeting of the Board of Trade at the .. land.
Tel. 6-31.
133*140 pointed Admr. with bond.
ton and New York are at their sum- Miss Mattie Studlev for a Lewiston
ESTATE OF JAMES E THOMAS late of
mer home here for the month of No- , hospital where he wm receive treat- planlfed by Ronald Billings, principal Y.M.C.A. Wednesday evening. Nov. 13.
FOR SALE—White collie pups, male, $13:
WANTED—Two or three aged people to
Me Rockland.. deceased. Petition for Allowance
vemher.
ment.
— f the grammar school for Tuesday ! Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore enter- b-.trd; warm sunny rooms, best of food and females. $16. W. H I RI SER, Waldoboro.
filed
by Frances Thomas, widow.
133*140
morning at 8.30 when an Armistice tained friends at bridge last evening nice.; reasonable. Call 39S-M or write MRS
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons an
Maynard Genthner who was so
ESTATE OF FRANCIS M. SNOW of RockL. B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn Rockland.
FOR SALE—Stewart - Warner battery
nounced the engagement of their seriously ill in a Boston Hospital radio program will be broadcast at at Ellsmere.
i
tnd.
Petition for License to Sell Real estate
131*142 radio, 3 tubes and loud speaker. Good con
Frederick Jagels of Portland is
daughter Ruth to George Ames of after a bad fall is much better and the grammar school room. Parents
dition. ( heap. TEL. 381.
134-139 filed by The Rockland National Bank of Rock
WANTED
—
Housekeeper,
one
who
can
go
land, Conservator, asking that it may be li
and friends of the pupils are invited spending his vacation with his mother
Rockland, at a Halloween party Fri
expected to be able to go to his home
home nights preferred. Call Rear 12 KNOX
FoR SALE Now is the time to order your censed to sell at private sale certain realesFarms, City Homes,
day evening of last week. Congratu
to attend and it is also hoped that i Mrs. Emily B. Jagels.
ST. or TEL. 578-W.
129-tf banking brush. For good big loads call L. B. tate belonging to said ward situated in Rock
the first of the week.
Mrs.
Albertie
George,
High
street
lations are extended.
they
v\*ill
remain
during
the
lesson
SMITH
Tel.
398-M.
134-139
land,
and
described
in
rrld
Petition.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs and
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Connors, and
Cottages, House
periods which will follow the pro will entertain the ladies of the Metho
FOR SALE- Buick 7 passenger sedan body,
ESTATE OF WILBERT R NORTON late of
Miscellaneous
J. Merrill Connors and Miss Giles of Mr. and Mr-. Harold Weeks of Marl gram.
1 . rtc t condition, like new.
Very cheap. North Haven, deceased. Petition for License
Mr. Billings is also very dist society Wednesday.
boro,
Mass.,
were
guests
Sunday
of
William
Bassick
has
returned
t
Wheels
and
engine
smashed
in
wreck.
J..C.
to
Sell
Ileal
estate
filed
by
Fremont
Beveracv
Boothbay were recent guests of Mr.
$760.GETS 136 ACRES, 16 cattle, horses,
anxious to have introduced into the
and Cottage Lots
134-136 of North Haven. Admr. a sking that he may be
Miss Edna Boggs and of Mr. and
hogs, poultry, sugar outfit, gas engine, ini- HARMON. Tel 393.j
and Mrs. Charles Burke.
school the Victor Music Apprecia Boston after spending a few days
licensed to sell at public auction certain re d
accompanied
I
pleraents.
feed.
etc.,
will
be
left
for
quick
Mrs.
Parker
McKellar.
FOR
SALE
Butter
kist
pop
corn
machine,
Miss Marjorie Post has completed
tion Records, and in order to secure town.
Mrs. Bassick
buyer: '23-cow pasture, good hay land. est. also National cash register, will sell cheap. estate belonging to said deceased and de
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sheldon moved
her duties as clerk for Frank Wall.
1666 cords’wood, timber, fruit. Income aver PAN MUNRO. 6 Park St.
funds necessary for this work plans him and will remain in the city p
EARLE LUDWICK
134-136 scribed in said petition.
Monday
to
Thomaston
for
the
winter.
aged $206 month: close village: large barn,
Mrs. Lulu Williamson of Union was
ESTATE OF JOSEPH QUEAR late of
are being made to stage an operetta a while.
FOR SALE—Two hot water heaters at rea Thomaston, deceased. Petition of an Omitted
running water, silo, etc. All $3366, only'$766
* * * «
38
CHESTNUT
ST. ROCKLAND
overnight guest Tuesday of Mrs. Ella
in the near future. Should anyone
down. Picture 9-room house pg. 29 Strout’s sonable price, one family size, and one larger; Child, filed by Fred N. quear of Chicago, II!
Cook. *
Reason for selling, asking that the Exx. pay to him the share of
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Isabelle J. Randall
have a victrola which they would like
catalog.
Copy free.
STROUT AGENCY, in excellent condition.
Telephone 723oil installation with one heater. COPPER said estate he is entitled to b£ law .
Mrs. Eben Elwell is visiting friends
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns are J 813-DG Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass..
The sudden death of Isabelle J. to contribute to the school it certain
84Stf
KETTLE. Rockland.
134-136
in Rockland over the weekend.
----------------->
________________________
ESTATE
OF
JOSEPH
1
’
.
SHORTELL
late
.
f
ly
would
be
very
greatly
appreciated.
drivers
of
a
new
Ford
sedan.
FOR SALE—Oak dining table and 4 chairs, Manchester, N. H., deceased. Petition for Ad
The Community Circle will hold an (Grierson) wife of Lyman B. Randall,
NOTICE—This is to warn «t:’ ’ ersons
Mrs.
F.
R.
McCullough
has
returned
Mrs.
Alice
Oliver'is
in
State
Street
against hunting, jacking or shoot! .g ; ter on good condition, good tiade. 1341 MAIN ST. ministration asking that lames H Shortell of
all-day session in the hall next which occurred late Sunday after from Camden Community Hospital
Hospital, Port’.and, were she under property owned by ELLSWORTH THOMAS Tel. 1181-Y.
134*136 Manchester, N. H . or some other suitab!
Thursday with a dox lunch. There noon, Nov. 4, at the State Streei Hos and is recuperating at her home on
a* Head Harbor, Isle au Haut. Nov. .3, 192*».
went
an
operation.
FOR SALE--McIntosh Red apples, also cab person be appointed Admr. with bond.
are two comforters to be tacked so pital, Portland, was a severe shock Sea street.
134-136 bage. J. F. CALDERWOOD, Union, Me.
ESTATE OF ADELIA MUNROE late cf
The
ladies'
aid
of
the
M.
E.
Church
members please attend prepared to to the community in which she lived
134*136 Camden, Petition to Determine Inheritance
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
LIVE BAIT and smelting minnows. Can be
Miss Olive Coates of Camden was a w(u meet with Mrs. Serena Winchenas almost no one knew of her inten
Tax
filed by David W. French Exr.
work.
shipped anywhere. 'RALPH TYLER. South
FOR SALE—Parlor stove, good condition,
133*133 price right. GEORGE RYAN at Fuller-CobbMrs. Eugenie Godfrey entertained tion of entering that institution for guest Wednesday of her uncle and bach and Mrs. Doris Smalley next Thomaston, Maine.
ESTATE OF WALTER M. SPEAR late of
Wednesday.
134-136 Rockland, deceased. Petition to determine In
Mrs. Annie Thompson and Mrs. treatment. Although in ill health aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Coates.
SPEAR S ( IDER MILL at West .Warren will Davls store.
Mrs. C. D. Jones who has been In
Albion Genthner <f Gross Neck close Saturday. Nov. 16. Bring in your «sp
heritance Tax filed by Elizabeth L. Spear Exx.
Cassie McLeod Wednesday at din for the yiast two years Mrs. Randall
FOR SALE—Cabbage. $1.25 per 166 lbs. and
133*1.8 Ui
ESTATE OF ANGIE SHERMAN WAT'i S
Will pay highest price
MWN KEiNAMA. B l. Bog l"2. War
was of an uncomplaining nature, Thomaston for several months is vis- , waa at Albert Genthner's a few day- pies and don’t get left.
ner.
late of Thomaston, deceased, first and final
iting
her
daughter
Mrs.
Minnie
thig
week
ren.
Me.
134*139
No lot too large; none too email.
MADAME STANLEY, gifted clairvoyant
often malcing lightfot her troubles
account filed for allowance by Franklin E.
-ystal
gazer
will
give
readings
by
mail
.»nWeed, Limerock street.
' Mr and Mra w G Wallace visFOR SA4..E Twenty young sheep, extra Watts, F.xr.
NORTH WALDOBORO and alwaws insisting on going about The following officers of St. Pauls jted Mr aad Mrs John Lawler in swering ten questions, $1, birth date. Let iiei good
ones. Also pips and shoats. FRED A.
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
ESTATE OF GEORGE F. FOGG late of Ap
convince you.
130 HAMMOND ST.. Ban GLEASON, Union. Main?.
134*133
Mrs. Gladys Coughlin and Mar her wr rk as usual. Her oft repeated Lodge, F.&A.M., were publicly in- gouth Portland last week.
pleton, deceased, first and final account filed
gor.
133*133
answer
to
lovipg
ones
who
urged
her
jorie Burgess of Medford. Mass.,
FOR
SALE
—
Cottage
rented
pianos
and
for
allowance
by
Cora
S.
Fogg
Exx.
stalled at Masonic hall Wednesday
or write, care of
Archie Wallace is driving a new
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order player pianos, used a little this summer, in a
passed the weekend with their sister | to rest, was “I’m just as well off here evening by Rt. Wor. Brother William
ESTATE OF FRED H CALDERWOOD life
from $25 up.
Lcidies’ or Men's clothing clean-up sale, tome.good upright pianos $106.
Ford sedan.
1 as anywhere,” with which they had
of
Vinalhaven,
deceased,
first
and
final
ac

Olive Shuman.
Murphy, assisted by Brother Louis
pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit Easy terms, come now, don't wait. See
AI Rines, Warren, Me.
Hollis Pitcher is building a new cleaned,
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank with ij to be intent. To the bereaved hus- Walker, as grand marshal and Broth
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN THOMAS PIANO MAN peisbnally. Camden count filed for' allowance by Julia C. John
son Admx.
St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
132-tf phene 52.
133-135
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank were guests ii band and to her mother of whom er Rev. F. F. Fowle, as grand chap hen-house, 30x60.
Reference; Any Poultry Raiser
ESTATE OF JOHN F. CONARY late of
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wot- she thought so much, goes out the lain; W. M.. Frederick Richards;
FOR SALE—156 late hatched It.I. Red pul- Rockland, deceased, first and final account
iiul estates; up-to-date property, in the gar lets, price $1 to $1.56. V. C. WEAVER. Wal filed for allowance by Edith C. Campbell
ton in Friendship.
NORTH
HAVEN
llj-tf
S W.. Guy Annis; J. W., Lawrence
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write __________________
Me.
133*13" Admx.
_______________________
A party consisting of J. C. Bogues, j
At the Baptist parsonage Friday us what you want. ORRIN J. DK KEY. Bel doboro,
Richards; Treas., Wor. Charles Jen
FOR
SALE
—
4-door
Ford
sedan,
good
co
i-|
ESTATE
OF
CARL
RI(
HARD
OLSEN
late
Mrs. Calderwood. Emma Burnheimer. I
132-ff
kins; Sec.. Edwin H. Bowers; Chap., Lewis S. Burgess and Miss Alta fast. Me
nition, price reasonable. Call 12 GURDY ST., ' of St. George, deceased, first and final account
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman and son !
GENERAL TRUC KING, Oyster River bridge Rockland.
| Burton Richards; Mar.. Wor. J. Carle Calderwood were united in marriage
133*1351 filed for allowance by Frank II. Ingraham
Roger recently motored to Boothbay 1
Thomaston.
Tel
orders
ROCKLAND
1060-M
by
Rev.
Henry
F.
Huse.
ton Davis; S. D., Forrest Spear; J. D.,
FOR SALE—Vegetables for winter:--------Hard "ublic Admr.
132-tf
Harbor and went aboard the Charles
Mrs.
Flora
E.
Whittemore
died
Fri

medium size cabbage $1.50 per 166 lbs.:
ESTATE OF WILLIAM H W1XKW0RTH
Harold Buzzell; S. S.. Robert Oxton;
DENTAL NOTICE—Durlug the summer I sweet, tender carrots $1.56 per bu.: fine late of Rockland, deceased, Petition for Per
Clink where they passed the after
J. S., Benjamin Talenhloom; Tyler, day morning. Funeral services will will
be at my Rockland office Fridays and gralr.ed turnips $1 bu.: nice flavored beets petual Care of Burial Lot filed by Frank H.
noon and dined with Capt. and Mrs.
he
held
Sunday
at
1.30
from
her
late
Orris Burns At the close of the in
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H $l..>0 per bu.; blue hubbard squash $1.59 Ingraham Public Admr.
Arthur Thomas. The trip was very
DAMON, Dentist, Rockland.
132-tf per 166 lbs. We deliver. Call or write
stallation ceremony the retiring wor- home.
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Esquire,
much enjoyed.
Services
at
the
church
will
be
held
Since 1840 this firm has
shipful master. Robert Gregory, was
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws auu SAGE & (’HATER, 116 Elm St.. Camden. Tel Judge of Probate Court for Knox County.
Mrs. Levander Newbert visited her
Camden 274.
133*135 Rockland. Maiue.
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LLMEKOCK
St
at
the
usual
hours.
Effort
is
being
faithfully served the families
presented
with
a
past
master
’
s
jewel
daughter Geneva Eugley Thursday.
Attest:
132-tf
FOR SALE—-New milch Holstein cow. new
of Knox County
by Wor. Harry MacDonald with very made to increase the attendance at Tel. 1016.
CHARLES L. \ EAZ1E, Register.
Emma Burnheimer of Lynn was the
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the milch Guernsey cow, yearling heifer. H. H.
the church school to 75 next Sunday
LADY ATTENDANT
fitting
remarks
to
which
Wor.
Greg

WALDRON,
42
Holmes
St.
Tel
757-W.
132-8-138
guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs. George
dockland
Flair
Store
236
Main
St.
Hall
orden
Tel. Day 450;Night 7S1-1
ory feelingly responded. Refresh- and before Christmas to 100.
135-137
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
132-tf
Eugley.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
: ments were served and dancing was
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—house lots in
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
'Several members of Maple Grange
Notices
of
Appointment
i enjoyed until a late hour. A large
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two several desirable sections of tide city at good
UNION
motored to Camden Wednesday night
large orders cheaper. Lobster traps trades. Have some nice lots near Rockland’s
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Probate
number were present and all proto visit Camden Grange and report a
All schools will have speaking con sides,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber new $166,666 airport, \allies bound to in for the County of Knox. It; the Slate of Maine
nounced
it
a
very
enjoyable
occasion.
tests Education Week. The primary JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 132-tf crease in this section. Buy now. H. H. hereby certify that in the following estate,
very pleasant time.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash were the and grammar school -contests will be
STOVER ill Llmerutk St. Tel. 1261.
the persons were apiminteil Ailralnlstr'aton or
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Wbidden are in
FOR SALE -Four foot min slabs, $6.56.
. 135-137 Executors and on the dates hereinafter invictims of a happy surprise Thursday held Nov. 15. Final contests for a’.l >rove
Brunswick for the week.
length, $8 per cord ; also building lum
dicated
:
FOR SALE—Blacksmith shop atid land,
evening at their new home on Com schools will be held at Town hall, ber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.. Thomaston.
Mrs. Charles Odell and son Phil nf
FRED ip. KOSTER late of Owl's Head, de
13 2-tf South Main St., $350. Six room house on
mercial street when the members of Nov. 16, at 7.30 p. m.
Portland passed the weekend with
Bccchwoods St., Thomaston, $850. V. F. ceased, October 15, 1929. Ethel L. Koster of
the Saturday Club and their hus
Sadie Davis. On their return to Port
STUDLEV, 69 Park St Tel. 1686.
122-tf Owls Head was appointed Admx. without
DR. BLAKE B. ANN1B
WHAT IS WHALEBONE?
bands walked quietly in. laden with
land Mrs. Davis is to accompany
FOR SAKE— Lobster trap stock, oak laths, bond
GETTING RICH QUICK
Ghiropreoter
gifts
and
“
goodies
to
eat.
”
After
a
LAWRENCE'A.
HOPKINS
late
of
North
etc.
Tel.
3-4.
C.
E.
OVERLOCK.
R.F.D
them.
111 Limerock Street
Whalebone is not bone and it has 2. IVnrren, Me.
136*135 Haven, deceased, October 15, 1929. Eva Hop
few moments in which to recover Liquor Smugglers Down In Nova Sco
Zolvina Mank and George Flanders
(Corner Llnoeln)
of North Haven was appointed Admx
none (f the properties of bone. The
FOR SALE Nine room house with bath tnd kins
their composure Mr. and Mrs. Cash
motored to Jay Sunday where they
without bond.
tia Are Feathering Their Nests.
Lady In attendance
rtore, large lot of »and. A bargain to quick
proved themselves equal to the occa
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. George
term
is
merely
a
popular
but
inac

Prosperity resulting from liquor
LAMONT A. WELLMAN late of Roeklmil.
sale, at 56 Grace St. JOHN GU1ST1N.
Phone tt<3
sion and entertained their guests in smuggling was said by the Justice? curate name for an elastic, fibrous
B. Davis.
132*137 deceased, October 15, 1929, George A. Well
Painleea 8yetem
man of Thomaston was appointed Admr. and
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Whidden. and
a most enjoyable manner. Mr. and Department^fo have revived rum run
FOR SALE—Brunswick .Mahogany cabinet qualified by filing bond on the same date.
substance
that
grows
on
the
roof
of
of
Adjusting
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walters were in
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham, parents of ning activities out of Halifax, Nova
phonograph witli record albums and fifty-six
the mouth of certain whaies in place recordg. MRS. K. s. SHERMAN. 21 Grove
MARY E. HADDOCKS late of Vnlon, de
Damariscotta Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Cash, were also among those Scotia.
St. Tel. 103-W.
130-tf ceased. October 15, 1929, Elbridge I). LinWill Hahn of Warren was a busi
present.
The department has received re of teeth. Whalebone, properly called
scott of Rockland waa appointed Admr. and
ness visitor in this place Tuesday.
FOR SALE Double tenement house on qualified by filing bond on the same date.
At the Methodist Church Sunday ports that a number of vessels are baleen, consists of a series of thin
DR. E. L SCAftLOTT
Si., Rockport. ..IRS, F. L. HART- '
VDiWiRO
« i> n
Lida Overlock who has employment
parallel plates on the palate and is Pleasant
morning the pastor will preaeh on the being constructed to be used 1
FORD HI Hand Si Rneknurt
12B*13S
KDMARD ROBINSON late of Burlington.
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBee th).
l.lanu Ml.. IlntK.hTt.
I.S l.» , Vermont, derease.1. October 13. 1929. Clara S
at the home of Charles Jackson at
subject "Higher Preparedness." The smuggling liquor into this country. a horny exaggeration of the ridge r»w
FOR SALE- Black walnut bed, dressy- and Robinson of Burlington, Vermont wa3 ep
Orffs Corner, passed a few days at
Osteopathic Physician
Church School will meet at 11.45; So far ‘‘this season” it said only three found on the roof of the mouth of the stand. $26. Wihe "G" Courier-.la/ette "fflee. | pointed Exx. and qualified T>y filing bond •»
her home here the past
Epworth League at 6 p. m., leader, rum running vessels had been seized mammals. The baleen plates, which
By Appointment—Tel. 18e
FOR SAI,E-Wood lo| or about 20 acres ini
’a"cparies Creighton 8r. of Thom
haVe been known 4o reach a length of 'own of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
Irvin Heald and Harold Smith have
1 " J •PP<’.n«e<l Aaeni In Maine,
Maxine Spofford and the evening by American authorities.
38 Limerock St.
Rockland
employment on the State road in Jef- ,
service at 7. The Johnson Society
The department did not go into the 15 feet, serve to strain the water that old growth. For information call ROCKLAND; ELIZABETH A. NICHOLS late of Woburn,
Graduate ef American School o<
127-138 j Massachusetts, decease 1. October 15, 1923,
ferson.
meets Wednesday at the M. E. vestry. source of its information, merely say- the creature takes up in large mouth 44-2.
Osteopathy
Sr mm 0v|c.rl,,,r"lnt,OUV'!o C“r' ,n"’del i#1’
E*rR”.dquaHfl«irby flhng "bond* wUhMrs. Flora Mank who has been vis
fuls. Because of its lightness, flexi n
The Ladies' Aid meets Wedensday for inv :
iting in Holbrook. Mass., has returned
"Information also reached the de bility and toughness whalebone is nilkati I'.1'1 Ik l.uaranleed In. good running „u, 8Ure||M „„ ,|le sanil. date (Jtlford H
an all-day session end there will be
condition. Tires a 1 new cords, side curtains Butler of 8<uth ThoIn.„ton Kas af.poi,,:,,,!
home.
a Young People's business meeting partment from Halifax. N. S., that a used in the manufacture of corsets, and tools included. Battery new this year. ; Agent In Maine
**
DR. LINWOODT. ROGERS
We have some very fine chrys and social Friday.
number of vessels intended for liquor stays and other articles for stiffening Price reasonable for cash.
1
P’3M{ i EDWIN J. HEAL late of Camden, deceasoJ
WHEELER’S BAY
anthemum pot plants coming into
Baptist Church: Sunday morning running are being constructed. The women’s dresses, although it is being FULTON ST.. Rockland.
October 15, 1929,* Sadie E. Heal of Camden
Osteopathic Physician
supplanted by other materials. It is
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R I was appointed Exx. without bond.
Mrs Arthur Dennison, Mrs. Keuhen
bloom and we want to put them at 10.45 Rev .Philip C. Hughey will report states that there is a renewal prepared for the market by boiling it
U.
COLLIN'S or C. E. GOULDING, 54 Pacific
rI
„ BARM
fibwimi , .
• Rockland,
„ ,,
.
of
activity
in
liquor
running
out
of
have
for
his
sermon,
“
The
Cost.x>f
st
i
(LARA
M.
ELL
late
of
into your homes n;w so that you
898 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
Maker and Mrs. A. M. Pierson nt--------------------------------------------------- ~
deceased. October 19, 1929, Marcia W. F.irPeace." The choir will sing. "The that port, the liquor trade on the high until it is quite soft and then cutting
tendhd the funeral of the late Mrs.
may have the extra pleasure of
into strips.
Our forefathers often
FOR SALE—Hurd wood, fitted, $14; long well of Rockland was appointed Special Admx
seas
has
been
very
remunerative
and
YeUohone
120B: Realdenoe tl8-H
Lord
of
Hosts
Is
With
Us,"
H.
von
Lvman Kandall, Wednesday
seeing them develop. The price
confused the whale with the walrus $10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbei ■ without bond,
tt-aa
Mrs Gertie Dolinick who has
is $2.00. Buy now and get more Berge; there will also be a duet: Sun so far this sefTSon only the Malbo, the and other sea animals, and the ex delivered. T. J. t AKKOLL. Tel. 263-21
ANNIE It. MOORE late of Rockport,
kport, de0. Thomaston.
day School at noon; B.Y.P.U. meets at Vinces and the Mareuilendole have
been visiting her aunt. Mrs. Reuben
E. Perry
than full value for your money.
pression
"white
as
whale
’
s
bone
”
ori

6. leader Miss Mona Stahl; don't for been seized by the American authori
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long, j "f Brookllue. Mass., was appointed Exr. wlthMaker has returned to New Volk.
ginally meant white as walrus ivory.
EDWARD K. GOULD
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted. $9; junks. out hond- Frank R Miller of Rockland, was
get the Reds and the Blues. Eve ties.”
Mr and Mrs. Edgar Rackliff mo
$8,
delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
appointed Agent in Malng^
ning praise service at 7: male quarno.tf
Attest:
tored' Sunday evening t„ Prospect.
It
posts
each
man,
woman
and
child
Attorney at Law
Conductor (after stumbling over
tot from the Knox County Men’s
1
CHARLES L. VEAZIF, Register.
Ml-, and Mrs. Clarence Ingerson
(Formerly Judge of Probate) FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
132-8-138
Chorus will sing, also Rockport's obstacle in the aisle): "Madame, you in the United States less than one
visited her sister. Mrs. Walter Rackthe protection from i acres of land situated in Warren on Stats
Special Attention to Probate Matter.
Male Chorus: the violinists will play must not leave your valise in the cent a year for
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
between Warren and Thomaston. Also
•■SILSBVS"
adulterated and misbranded foods road
and Real Estate Titles
and Cleveland Whittier will play the aisle.”
farm
wagons
and
farming
Implements
for
J
<
’
an
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette
with
H. E.
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Colored Lady: “Fo’ de tan’ sakes, and drugs afforded under the Federal snje por fur(,ler information write to MRS. | the home news, at the Old South News Agency, Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
trumpet; sermon by Mrs. Grace W.
Merman Rackliff motor..! Thursday
Te'eplione 318-W
uat ain’t no valise; dot’s mah foot.”
pure food law.
W. E. BOBNHMAN, Warreu.
132-tf Washington St., next Old South Church.
IStf
Hughey.
to Union.

THOMASTON

PASTOR TO LEAVE

In Everybody’s Column

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

WATER PIPES

REAL ESTATE

M

LIVE POULTRY

Say it with

Flowers

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE'S

MUM

TIME

Special! Now!

Very Special

The
Little Flower Shop

Every-Other-Day
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Pa e S-ven

We Buy

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Raw
Furs

Smart New Hats
TELEPHONE .......... ......................................... 770

David H. Buffum, vice consul at
Leghorn, accompanied by Mrs. Bufium, was passenger on the Italian
liner Conte Biancanamo, which ar
rived in New York Tuesday. After a
two-day visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur L. Foster (Katharine Buffum)
the travelers proceeded to this city
where they will visit until after the
holidays with Mr. and Xlrs. Harry A,
Buffum. Mr. Buffum will be cordially
greeted by old-time home friends,
as will also Mrs. Buffum, who on
her visit two years ago won a large
group of friends in social circles.
.

’ Reserve Bank.
panies him.

i-

Mrs. George W. Gay is confined to
her home on Chestnut street by ill
ness.

Colors:

Our Special Germania Chinchilla Coats at $25.00 in colors
of deer, rouge and Navy; 14 to 20 sizes.
Girls’ sizes 7 to 1 4 years, $8.75 to $18.50.
»

Regular $2.00 Hats at $1.39

CULTER-COOK CO.

j
j Mr. atid Mrs. Porter Lawry of Vi
| nalhaven have returned home from a
month’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ste
Miss Adelaide Trafton is in Ma- I phen Gould in Washington, D. C.
cbinsport over the weekend.
Master Joseph Le Blanc of Union
Supper will be served by the ladies spent the weekend as guest of his
of the Vniversalist Church Wednes grandmother, Mrs. John Anderson.

I 00 Children’s Coats—for boys and girls, aged I to 6 years.
Colors of rouge, deer, tan, navy, red, pink, light blue ai d
white. Priced from $5.00 to $15.00.

BALCONY
ROCKLAND 346 MAIN STREET

day at S with Mrs. Faith G. Berry ns
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Henrietta
tottrell. Mrs. Katherine Diamond,
Mrs. Rida Fuller, Miss Hope.Greenhalgh, Mrs. Frahces Bicknell, Mrs.
Dorothy Smalley, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mrs. Ada Hewett, Miss Gladys
Mrs. G. M. Simmons entertained the
Blethen, Mrs. Helen Wentworth and Outing Club at luncheon and sewing
Mrs. Leola Noyes. ,
Wednesday at her home on Talbot
avenue.
Mrs. Evelyn Snow and Miss Mary
F.. Burbank left for Boston last night
Mrs. Walter J. Fernald is visiting
to spend the weekend.
in Portland over the weekend and
Armistice Day.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce and Mrs.
George Luce who have been at the
Mr. and# Mrs. A. E. Morton were
Luce Homestead, Camden road., left
yesterday for their home in Dorches guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flinton
at Pleasant Point.
ter, Mass.

Superior
Permanent
Waves

Mrs. Harold E. Jackson of 96 Beech
street is visiting in Portland for a
few days.

Mrs. Ellis Simpson and son Fred i
are visiting Mrs. John Anderson for a
week.

Mrs. Harry P. Bickmore left by
train Friday for Beading, Mass., to I
visit her son Earl, who is ifttending
Wentworth Institute. Boston.
John Anderson of Criehaven and
ftoi kland has returned from Springfield. Mass., where lie has entered his
youngest son. Harold, at the Shriners
Hospital for surgical treatment.
Harold will be at the hospital about
two months and would be pleased to
hear from his little playmates and
friends.
The address is Shriners
flosfiital. Springfield’. Mass. He was
acompanied by Mrs. Mary Barton of
Port Clyde and Mrs. Helen I.e Blanc
of Union.
Miss Harriet Bowen is 111 at the
home of her nephew. 21 Trinity street.

Mrs. Abbie Connors who has been
ill at her home on South Main street
is improving. Mrs. Eliza Cousins,
nurse, is attepding her.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gardner are
on a vacation trip to Arlington and
Boston, guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Doris Clifford.

Mrs. Eimest Gamagc and Mrs.
Harry I,’ ’Waterman entertained
Thursday evening at luncheon and
bridge at Mrs. Waterman's home.
The color scheme of red, white and
blue in keeping with Armistice Day
handsomely carried out the deco
I rations. Honors in cards were taken
‘ by Mrs. Allan Murray. Miss Adelaide
Trafton, and Mrs. Harvey Hanton.

salist iiisslon Circle met
The Vniversalist
Mrs. A. D. Morey entertained the
at the home of Mrs. E .F. Glover. P.&T. Club Tuesday afternoon, with
Claremont street. Wednesday, with Mrs. Frahcis Louraine as a special
Mrs. L. R. Campbell, Mrs. J. F. Knight guest. Honors in cards were taken
and Miss Myrtle Herrick as assist by Mrs. Ernest Knight.
ing hostesses. Thirty members and
one guest were present at the lunch
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons of South ‘
eon and the devotional and business Thomarton entertained at luncheon
meeting. Many Interesting responses 1 yesterday witli Mrs. George Green as
were made to the roll call of religi 1 honor guest.
ous current events.
Philanthropic
committee reported a gift of 110
The bridge party sponsored by the
to a needy family. Mrs. E. W. Berry, Willing Avprkers committee of the
chairman of the sewing committee
Vniversalist fair, held at the Copper
outlined the plans for relief work for
the winter, and other means of en Kettle Thursday afternoon, had 15
tables, ?25 being netted. There was
larging the work of the organization
were discussed. Mrs. Glover read the a favor for each table, Mrs. Wilbur
first chapter of Bruce Barton’s book • Senter carrying oft the highest hon•’W*hat Can a Man Believe?’’ and led jors. Grateful appreciation is ex
in the discussion which was entered pressed to Mrs. Lawry, who donated
into by practically every member. the porch for the occasion.
Three new names were added to the
Mrs. Effie Davis of Vinalhaven is
membership list. Mrs. Katherine St.
Ciair, Mrs. Nan Higgs and Mrs. Emily the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Castera
Stewart.’ The next meeting will be on Fries; Camden street.
Wednesday. Dec. 11. with Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Harry W. French entertained
Ayers Black, Talbot avenue.
the E.F.A. Club Wednesday at picnic
The Sunshine Society will meet dinner and cards. Honors were taken
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Georgia by Mrs. A. R. Havener, Mrs. C. E.
Rollins and Mrs. George T. Wade.
Aylward. 16 Clarendem street.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Holt have moved
from Binghamton, N. Y. to Rochester
where Mr. Holt is attending Me
chanics Institute, specializing in elec
tricity. Their address is 591 Magee
avenue.
Fales Circle Ladies of the G.A.R.
meets Wednesday at 7.30 with Mrs.
Ellen Flye, Elm street.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown and Mr.
and Mrs. l^arry Chase and son How
ard left by motor Friday for Boston
and New York where they will be for
a few days.

Mrs. W. S. Rounds entertained the
sewing committee of the Congrega
tional church at luncheon Thursday.

We have a very beautiful assortment of materials, combined
with finest grade furs from American and English manufac
turers.
Special orders at no extra expense, also extra
lengths, etc., at no extra expense. This is an opportunity
for the trade who want garments a little different from the
regular slock.

REQUIRE NO FINGER
WAVING
New York Demonstrators will
be at this shopp eall next week
introducing two new methods
of permanent waving. Spe
cial introductory offer for re
waving your old permanent.

Miss Mabel Cxton who has been
visiting relatives in Milton, Mass.*, for
a few weeks, returned Wednesday
evening and is now at her home in
Rockville.

William Dean, Jr., had a pleasant
Mrs. Charles Fales is visiting rela
surprise when Miss Myra* Simmons
tives in Boston.
had a party of 18 girls and boys
Roland Seavey of New York is a awaiting him Tuesday evening at his
guest at Raymond Rohishaw's, Co home on Warren street. Games and
music .were enjoyed. Prizes were won
lumbia avenue.
by Blanche Gray and Kenneth Dailey.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley of
Miss Ruth Stanton has returned to
North Haven who have been guests
of Mrs. H. B. Waltz, are now spend Westerly, R. I., after a fortnight’s
visit with Mrs. Samuel Levy.
ing a few days in Buxton.

On this floor you .will find only our high priced coats, and
when we say lrlgh priced we mean Tailored Coats by expert
workmen, and trimmed with the-finest of furs. These coats
are priced from $85.00 to $350.00.

SECOND FLOOR

Dr. and Mrs. John T. Stanton and
The Clara Barton Guild meets daughters motored Friday from Dan
Tuesday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock at vers, Mass., to spend the holiday with
the home of Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley, South
Thomaston.
232 Broadway.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Johpson
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Glover of Allston, Mass., arrive today for a week of Westfield. N. Y.. who have been
end visit with Mrs. Glover's parents. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Snow.
Jr., left today accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Hemingway.
Snow for Albany. From there Mrs.
The regular meeting of the Pro Johnson and Mrs. Snow will go to
gressive Literary Club will lie held New York to visit the family of An
with Mrs. Mary Coc.per Tuesday aft drew Coffey.
ernoon at 2.30. Exercises in rela
Dwight F. Virgin has gone to St.
tion to the celebration of Armistice
Day will form the program for the Petersburg, Fla., called by the death
afternoon. Answer to roll call: De of his step-mother.
scribe your feelings when you heard
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., of Waterville
the bells ringing notifying the world
that an armistice had been declared has been the guest of her mother,
between Germany and the allied Mrs. Lillian McRae, for the week.
armies on the 11th of November, 1918.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fales are guests
Act 3 of Siiakespeare’s Mid Summer
of Mr. and Mrs. G. XI. Barney, in
Night’s Dream will be read.
Portland, over the weekend.
Mrs. W. C. Noyes returns home to
day from a week in Boston.
A bridge party is to be held at
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening
District Manager Eugene R. Spear under the auspices of the auxiliary of
■was in Portland •‘Phursday to attend Sons of Union Veterans, with Mrs.
a conference of telephone officials.
Helen Paladino as hostess.

Cqats on our Street Floor to please and fit. ’ sizes up to 50.
Priced $25.00 to $85.00, The largest and best assortment
we have ever shown at this season of the year.

STREET FLOOR

Red, Blue, Tan, Brown and Elack.

Mrs. L. A. Crockett was hostess to j
the Thursday Auction Club.

i

The best that can be found at these prices, fine assortment
of sizes, $22.50, $15.00, and as low as $10.'0

$1.39

Rev. and Mrs. John M. Ratcliffe of
Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
J David Talbot over the weekend.

Furs

SPECIAL

T T

Mrs. Robison acorn-

R«.w

Three Kinds of Winter Coats In Our Bisement

In Different Modes

In addition to personal notes regarding ( Homer E. Robinson, president nt the
departures'and arrbals, tills department espe , Rockland National Bank is in Boston
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sftnt by mall or for a week in attendance upon a
1 stockholders meeting of the Federal
telephone will be gladly received.

We Buy

MISSES’ and LADIES’
RACCOON COATS

PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
368 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 996

We have just h‘”e in cur stock to close, and list them as follows:

RETREAT FOR WOMEN
Will Be Held At St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church Armis
tice Day

I
I
]

time: 7.15 to 7,45, meditation and
hymns. Rector; - adoration of the
bi <ed sacrament.

J. R. Flye suffered an ill turn yes
Frank F. Trafton and Harold terday at his home on Crescent street
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Snow entertained
at the Snow cottage recently, the oc Coombs are in Machiasport on a hunt and is in a serious condition.
casion being in keeping with Hal ing trip.
The Ladles' Aid of the Littlefield
loween. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow,
Mrs, Mary Brown who has been in Memorial Church gave a successful
Mr. and Mrs. John Snow, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Montgomery, Mr. and North Haven for several weeks is at supper and entertainment Wednes
day evening. • Every seat was taken
,
Mrs. Carlton Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. her home at The Highlands.
at supper, and the entertainment was
Rollo Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Richard Hodson of Rochester, Vt., especially good. A short play was
Leach, Misses Pearl Leach and Anita
Wyllie and Walter Dodge and Ronald is the weekend guest .of Mr. and Mrs. given by Mrs. E. Mosher, Mrs. Mae
Gray, Mrs. Mattie Barter. Mrs. Lil
Messer were guests. A regular Hal- C. A. Emery, Pacific street.
lian Lord and Miss Charlotte Jones
lowen supper was served—roasted
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage, and Miss Berla Lord. The program
hot dogs, pumpkin pies, doughnuts,
' sweet cider and apples. The usual acccmpanied by Walter Gay, Alice included piano selections by Mrs.
Halloween games were played and Gay and Frederick Hall, arc attend Lord and Miss Jones, vocal solos by
ing the Bowdoln-Maine game today Mis’- Sybil Jones, and readings by
stunts performed.
at Orono, after which they will be Miss Sara Hall, also some readings
Miss Kathryn Emery cf Brighton. housg guests of X|r and Mrs. Albert and song stories by Mrs. Beulah I
Mass., is the guest of Miss Edith Gardner over the weekend. On their Ames. The hit of the evening was
return they will be accompanied by the male quartet composed of female j
Bicknell. 12 Kpcx street.
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Gardner who impersonators—Harry Chase. Edgar [
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills of Warren was have been with their son for two Barter, Dwight Mosher and Carroll :
Wixon.
the guest of Mrs. Annie Douglas I weeks.
Thursday and attended the ifeliel I
MOTORS HIRED BY STATE
Mr. and Mrs. George Green leave
Corps meeting.
Monday for Rochester, Vt., where
A revision of the system under
The Missionary Society connected they will spend the winter with their
which persons in the employ of the
with the Baptist Church met Wednes daughter, Mrs. Richard Hodson.
State receive reimbursement for the
day with Mrs. Carl Cassens as leader.
Miss Gladys Oliver left Friday for use of their privately owned automo
The program of information, includ
biles while on official business has
’
ing a survey, was carried out. Short a visit in Boston.
been made by the governor and coun
sketches albout "Our Denomination."
Opportunity Class held a very en cil and becomes effective Jan. 1. 1930.
"American Baptist Foreign Mission
At the present time reimbursement
ary Society" and "Baptist Woman’s joyable meeting Thursday evening in is at the flat rate of ten cents a mile.
Foreign Missionary Society” were |the First Baptist parlors, with Mrs. Under the new plan reimbursement
read; also two chapters of the book Evelyn Crockett and Mrs. Hattie will be made as follows for mileage
"Overseas." Mrs. Frohock read a , Richards ns hostessej. There were during the calendar year. For the
most interesting letter from Miss 15 members present. Plans for the first 5000 miles at the rate of ten cents
Flora G. Ernst of Union Mission Hos .annual banquet, to be held Thursday per mile: between 5.000 and 10,000
evening, Nov. 21. were discussed, and
pital.
Iloilo,
Panay,
Philippine
these officers announced for the en niileo, at the rate of nine cents per
islands, sent in appreciation of hospisuing year: President. Mrs. Hattie mile: between 10,000 and 15.000 miles
tai supplies which she had received
Richards; 1st vice president, Mrs. at the rate of eight cents a mile: over
from the Rockland church. The let ' Alice Kaler ;2d vice president. Mrs. 15,000 miles at the rate of seven cents
ter contained the story of a little boy F. O. Keach; secretary, Mrs. Cath per mile.
who had been ill in the hospital and erine Collins; treasurer. Mrs. Ada
upon his recovery came to Miss Ernst Prescott; missionary treasurer. Mrs.
Try a bottle of St. John's Liniment
asking if he could have a towel to Charles Small; welfare committee for muscular aches and pains. Corner
take home, that he might be clean. 'chairman, Mrs. Maud Grant: publi Drug Store, Rockland.—adv.
His request was granted and he went city chairman, Mrs. Clara Gregory.
away happy with his towel tucked Much fun was derived from guessing
A special baked bean and brown
under his arm. Stories of incidents games, in which honors were won by bread supper is featured tonight and
like this make the letters from the Mrs. Pauline Saunders and Mrs. every Saturday night at the Park
missionaries so attractive and enter Clara Gregory. Refreshments were Street Sea Grill. These are home
baked beans too.—adv.
taining.
served.

$295.00.

Price to close,

$250.00

1 Coat size 1 6, marked

325.00.

Price to close,

275.00

1 Coat size 1 8, marked

295.00.

Price to close,

195.00

1 Coat size 1 8, marked

325.00.

Price to close,

250.C0

1 Coat size 1 8, marked

350.00.

Price to close,

295.00

1 Coat size 38, marked

495.00.

Price to close,

395.CO

3 Coats size: 42, marked

395.00.

Price to close,

325.00

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Nora Clark is at Mrs. Maud
Anthony’s for a few weeks. x
Frank Hopkins is spending a few
weeks in Augusta with his daughter
Mrs. Chester Fowles.
Herbert Elwell conducted the serv
ices in the Advent Church Sunday
evening and George f£rown conducted
the morning service.
Norris Seavey is in Rockland where
he will spend the winter.
Mis. Maggie Raymond of Vinal
haven is a guest of Mrs. Maud An
thony.
The schools are closed this week
on account of whooping cough, as
there are several cases among the
children.
The Baptist* circle held a food sale
Wednesday afterhoon in the library.
Mrs. Maud Stone visited her par
ents in Cushing Wednesday.

A retreat for women will he held
at St. Peter’s Church Monday. "It
will begin with a celebration of the
Holy Eucharist at 9 o'clock and last
until evening1. There will be five
meditations given by the Rector and
iwo conferences led by Miss Mar
guerite Ogden of Portland, who is a
member of tiic department of Religi
ous Education in the Diocese of
Maine. She will have as her subject
"The applying of the Christian life
in the home and in the world.” Miss
Ogden is a woman of considerable ex
perience in church work and espe
cially in the Diocese of Maine. A
full prtgram for the day has been
worked out. taking every hour from 9
until* evening.
The dav will he
brought to a close with Eucharistic
Devotions at 7.45 p. m.
Breakfast, luncheon and supper will
OWL’S HEAD
be served to the retrsatants and it is
hoped that every woman in the parish
A. B. Borg. rson. who bought the
will avail herself of this opportunity. Charles Dyer property, has been
The full program follows:
making extensive repairs on the
9 a. m. holy eucharist with hymns; place the past summer, and now has
9.30 to 9.45, breakfast; reading dur , moved his family .into 'their hew
ing breakfast hour; 9.45 to 10, direc ! home.
tions on how to keep a retreat; 10 to
Rev. Samuel Russell of Milton
10.15, visit to the Blessed sacrament
Mass.arrived in town Wednesday.
in chapel of Our Lady; 10.1a to 10.45
He will remain until Saturday when
free for rest and reading (see reading
list); 10.45 to 11.15. meditation, hymns he goes to Thomaston to conduct
etc.. Rector; 11.15 to 11.30. rest and evangelistic services the ^coming
reading (see reading list): 11.30 to week.
Mrs. Ethel Farrow who has Teen
12.45, conference led by Miss Ogden:
12.45 to 1.15 luncheon .reading; 1.15 employed in Camden th? past sum
to 1.30, visit to the blessed sacra mer, has returned home.
Mrs. Ethel Burkett of Camden
ment; 1.30 to 2. meditation, hymns,
etc.. Rector; 2 to 2.15. rest and read [called on friends in town Tuesday.
Capt. Allen Holt of Rockland was
ing (see reading list); 2.15 to 4.15.
conference led by Miss Ogden; 4.15 in town Thursday.
to 4.30, short walk out of doors; 4.30
A special baked bean and brown
to 5. hymns, meditation. Recti r; 5
to 5.45, meditation, hymns, etc . Rec bread mipper is featured tonight and
tor: 5.45 to (1. reading and private every Saturday night at the Park
meditation: 0 to 0.30, vespers 'with Street Sea Grill. These are home
hymns; 6.30 to 7.15, suppei. social baked beans too.—adv.

Dwight Virgin left yesterday for St.
Petersburg. Fla., called by the death
of his stepmother. Mrs. George A.
A. Virgin.

1 Coat size 16, marked

Second Floor—Fur Department
laese coats are our regular high grade stock coats, and our only reason for
closing them out is that good Raccoon coats are exceedingly high and we are
not stocking any except special orders. If you are at all interested in a high
grade coon coat, look these over as this offer will -not appear again this season.
Please Bear in Mind these are Not sale coats but our cwn regular stock.

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
Rockland, Maine.
NOV? SHOWING

“HALF

MARRIAGE”
with

OLIVE

BORDEN

All Talking

TEL. 892

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNE3DAY

j4Y$TEE<Yr

NOW PLAYING

JAMES
GLEASON

“All VFAHI”
VII, IEHni

SSI

ROBERT
ARMSTRONG

1C0% Talking
A Breezy Comedy Drama of Railroad Men

«

#■ /x

MONDAY-TUESDAY

—V

A

I. \

For her you would fcetray!

A woman setting brother against
brother, for vengeance
w

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

>

f/

Woman Trap

Three great players in the year’s most

M

thrilling drama of a woman’s he.rayal
WITH

HAL SKELLY
EVELYN

BRENT

CHESTER

MORRIS

“

ALSO
new:

Home of
Paramount
Talking
Pictures

ALL TALKING COMEDY
VITAPHONE PRESENTATIONS
Tel. 409
A
Publix

Theatre

i'

SHOWS AT
2.00,
6.30,
8.30
Continuous
Armistice Day and Saturday
2.03 to 10.33

Lloyd

talks !
.Welcome Dander

Page Eight
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PUPIL RHYMESTERS

Quality at a Price!

THE NATIONAL GUARD

Young Folks of Grade Five What Organization Means
Locally—Some Things It
Adventure Into the Realm
Has
Done
of the Muse

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilson and
tamily Left Tuesday for New York,
where they will salll Nov. 9. for
Stockholm. Sweden.
Miss Lizzie
Wilson was a sophomore in Vinal
haven High School and Iter class
mates were at the steamboat wharf
| to give her a party cheer.
Mrs. Ralph Brown was hostess to
the Mothers' Club Monday evening at
I her home on Chestnut street.
Mrs. A. M. Cassie entertained at
bridge Wedneday night at her home.
Supper was served.
L. A. Coomb returned Tuesday from
j Rockland.
Mrs. Everett Libby entertained her
Sunday School class at her home
Monday afternoon in honor of Lizzie
Wilson a member of the class who left
Tuesday for Sweden. A radio con
cert and dancing were enjoyed, re
freshments served and Miss Wilson
Evelyn Brent in “Woman Trap”
was presented a gift by Mrs. Libby
and the class. Those present were
A Paramount Picture
Lizzie Wilson. Helen Erickson. Al
thea
Small, Josephine Sanborn.
Evelyn Brent
Blanche Wadsworth, Bessie MiddleIf you like the real, true-to-life , ton. Audrey Ames, Miona Loyde.
melodrama such as might he taking Kathleen Cotter, Ruth Wahlman.
place right around you at the present Dorothy Cobb, Enna Vinal.
J. H. Carver returned Friday from a
time you'il mure than enjoy "Woman stay of Several days in Portland.
Trap,” the fast moving all talking
Housekeepers at Union Church
picture which will he shown Monday ' e|rPjeThursday were Jeanette Carver.
and Tuesday
Maude Peasley. Emma Winslow and
In the Civil War. brother fought Faustina Mullen.
against brothep. In life today you
Telephones have recently been in
lind brother fighting against brother. stalled in the homes of Mrs. Lida
One in the ranks of the guardians of White. Miss Gwendolyn Green ar
the law and the other in some Harlan Gregory.
Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall
"racket." Rut crooks and crookdom
do not occupy the entire stage, there the first of a series of bridge parlies
is the dear < Id mother whose very life was held by the Odd Fellows Club.
is entwined in the action! of her two Lunch was served.
Mrs. Hollis Burgess was hostess to
sons. When one leaves home as
hunted man tiie other becomes cm- the Economy Club Tuesday evening
bittered witli life and wrecks havoc at her home.
Mrs. Alfred Creed Mrs. Elmer Sim
n the foes of the law. A girl enters
in battling for the life of her broth- I mers and Mrs. A. M. Cassi returned
or yet loving her foes in a primitive , Friday from Rockland.
manner. The climax is one of intense I 'Mrs. Arthur Pierce went Thursday
emotional appeal that thrills you to 1 to Warren where she will visit friends
before returning to Marlboro, Mass.
the very core.—adv.
Lafayette Carver Corps was in
spected Tuesday night by D.D.P. Mrs.
STRAND THEATRE
Harriet Hill of Freeport. The cere
monies were preceded by a six oclock
After an absi nee (if nearly a year su|)pPr served by Mrs. Joseph Hutch
and a half. Harold Lloyd is returning inson. Mrs. H. W. Fifield and Mrs.
to the screen, making the occasion "an G. C. Peasley.
<
auspicious one hy presenting his first
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Curtis and
all-talking picture. “Welcome Dan- daughter Regena. who have been
guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. P.
J. Clifford went Thurday to Winthrop.
John Fuller of Rockland was the
guest Thursday of his cousin Mrs.
Albert Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Roberts have re
turned to Quincy. Mass.
Mrs. Fred Malcolm went to New
York Friday.
Armistice Day will be observed
Sunday at Union Church and all pa
triotic orders are invited to attend.
Special music by the chbir and there
will be an anthem by the mixed quar
tet. Lida Greenlaw*. Blanche Kit
tredge. H. L. Coombs, O. C. Lane.

LISTEN IN
on the

Professionals

The National Defense Act of 1920
organized the Armv of the United
every Monday night
The children of Orude 5 have fin
States with tljree parts, tne Regular
ished their Columbus sand tables,
Station WTIC
v.T.ich was admired by everyone. The Army, the National Guard, and the
boats were rigged by the boys and organized reserves. Under its pro
the girls dressed the dolls as queens visions the federal government pro
at 7:30
and ladies-in-waiting (or as the chil vides the National Guard with cloth
dren called them waiters). There ing and equipment, text books and
The Silent Glow Oil Burner Corporation presents these up| were four scenes—Scene I., the instructors, and pay. In return the
roariouslv funny detectives over Station WTIC every Monday
j Queen Isabella, with her jewels on States provides the officers, men. and
ni"ht between 7:30 and 8:00. The Silent Glow Oil Burner Cor
i a white satin draped table, with her armories. The National Guard is
poration is the manufacturer of the popular Silent Glow Oil
"waiters." and Columbus asking for therefore a body of organized and
State
Militia,
trained,
the money for ships; Scene II.. the armed
Range and Silent Glow Kitchen Range Burner, as well as a
j ships crossing the ocean, with a equipped, and paid by the United
complete
line of oil burners for every home heating need.
, realistic dragon waiting for them; States, while the basis of the whole
| Scene III., the shore of the "Unknown country's protection, maintains its
_
.ftUbed in
---------- -------Land." with Indian wigwams, fires, first duty to the State in time of
kettles, palm-trees and Indians, etc.: peace. The Governor of the State is
—7.30 to 8 o’clock
"ut on
\ ino'ne ‘•’J’ gpe»M»
Scene IV.. landing of Columbus, with its commander in chief. It is avail
«nte.n^t%’-ovn»;;cbaiuln
the erection of the cross and flag. able »o the city, county, and State au
The children are now busily engaged thorities for almost any em.rgencv
Wave length, 2U2.8 Meter*
•n4_ . _
__
-'4*
in preparing for their Pilgrim and where a trained, organized and
equipped body of men is needed. Ex
Thanksgiving table.
R.
C.
SMALL
A. T. NORWOOD
amples of its past use are many—
FREE HOME
From money hoarded for several guarding of property in time of flood,
f.EMONSTflATION
years, the children have bought four fire or disorder, police duty at conStonington, Me.
Warren, Maine
new shades, making the room much \ ent ions and other large gatherings
And than yourt on
brighter.
easy‘/'•ymenfz if you
of people.
Pursuit of criminals,
decide io buy.
Raymond Colonari of Bridgeport. search for lost persons, distributilon
12ofMy Famous Simplified Cake, Pastry and Hot Bread
Conn., a friend of Kenneth Morgan, of food and supplies during and fol
“
■ -4 ■ j Recipes, Inside Every Sack of Gold Medal “Kitchenhas been a welcome visitor this last lowing floods, large fires and earth
week. His account of his trip to quakes. and many others. The State
tested” Flour. GetFullSetatYourGrocer’sToday. Qgfljy
TONE - SELECTIVITY - DISTANCE
Washington and his visit to the of Maine has a share in the National
Smithsonian Institute was much en Guard and it consists of one regi
Tonal fidelity that is note-perfect— tone of revolutionary clearness,
joyed by the children in their geogra ment each of Infantry. Field Artil
phy class.
hair-line selectivity— tremendous richness and fullness. Every
lery and Coast Artillery, together
Nina and Addie Townsend have with the necessary services, medical,
distance range- all these are at last Philco set is balanced to use two
moved to Marine street. Grade 5 was ordnance, quartermaster, etc.
made possible in a single radio. 245 power tubes, push-pull, and
very sorry to lose them.
In Knox County there are three
By extraordinary engineering, is equipped with a genuine, bif
Helen Mills is still the florist for units of the 240tih Coast Artillery.
Philco hrs attained a precise elec size Electro- Dynamic Speaker
this grade, having brought marigolds. Maine National Guard—Battery E
trical balance that results in radio —latest moving coil type.
(Camden), commanded hy Capt.
Carlton H. Hammond. Lieut. Shirley
Thirty-four children are on the
Shute and Lieut. George Hardy be
dental honor roll—Carl Achorn, ing the ether officers: Battery G
Willis Anderson, Basil Bowen. David (Rockland), commanded by Capt.
Curtis, Virginia D'Agostino, Arthur Richard F. Saville, with Lieut. John
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
77iaf
”
Eaton, Marion Fernald. Genevieve F. Brubaker and Lieut. Lloyd E.
TEL 661
ROCKLAND, ME.
G43 MAIN ETRuC’i
GGray. Florence Grover. Gladys Daniels, the junior officers: Battery
Was Raked
Gray.Samuel Gray. Ada Hamilton, F (Thomaston). Capt. Russell D.
Sure to Hear the New Philco Before You Buy
132
Of
Richard Harden. Eleanor Harper, Gray commanding and Lieut. Warren
Mary Havener. Lawrence Candage, O. Feyler the junior officer.
Any Radio
With Perfect Success
Dominic Cuccinello, Vernon Kenney,
At Bath to the south, is Battery H.
slice Kent,
Genevieve
Lindsey, 240th C. A.| and to the narth at Bel
First
Time. Actual Mix
Jmma Lindsey, Margaret McMillan, fast is Co. K. 103rd Infantry, as the
Helen Mills, KcKnneth Morgan. nearest organizations.
ing Time
Minutes.
=■ At the Si f
Frank Newhall. Catherine Polise, Neil
These units have a strength of
gggiNorth Nation!
Roberts, Margaret Rogers. Thelma about 60 men each. They are fully
Russell, Thomas
Sheehy. Addie equipped and ready for any call when
Townsend. Nina Townsend. Fred and where needed. Examples of the
Winchenbach and Julia Cross.
use for the local units are many.
We are very grateful to the Rock Battery E has been called upon to
land Awning Co. for odds and ends of help find a lost child in the Camden
material to make into bean bags.
Mountains, to assist in the capture of
Every underweight child has shown an insane man loose about the town
an increase in weight in three weeks and for fire fighting. Battery G has
from one to five pounds. The chil been called to assist in the capture of
dren seem interested in “playing the escaped prisoners, from the county
game" with Miss Steel, and at the jail as well as the State Prison, as
end of the month hope to turn all the has Battery F. These few examples
prove the value of the National Guard
red marks to blue. Their slogan is:
as a local protective unit, and the
If I build aright, when lam grown.
At r minimum cf expense for the protection of deI shall hare a house I am proud to own.
many turnouts for parade and cere
p.sitors and to the maximum advantage of stock
No need for breakdown or repairs.
ROCKVILLE
monies show thattfhe National Guard
For good material wears and wears.
holders, using the resources of the bank for the
Charles A. Sherer, soil of Dana A.
For I'm building my Health House day by day is an aid in civic pride and advertis
ing.
Sherer, from the Putnam Machine
As I eat and sleep and work and play.
requi: enenfs of the community whose good will is
Some build for Happiness, some for Wealth.
Among the well known local men
Co., Fitchburg, Mass., is passing a
such a vital factor to the bank and in which the
But I shall find both In my House of Health.
who have been connected with the
week of his vacation in Maine. H s
banker has a personal interest.
Carl Achorn. in playing the har National Guard are Mayor J. F.
time is divided between visiting his
monica during writing lessons adds Carver, Col. Walter Butler. Postmas
father and deer hunting with friends
much to the interest and speed of the ter E. R. Veazie. A. F. MacAlary, Dr. j
in Milford. EJnroule to Milford he
lesson, especially when ‘‘Turkey in F. F. Brown and many others.
spent a few hours renewing old ac
* • « •
the Straw” is played.
quaintances at U. of M^from whici
fied recipes for unusual cakes,
omen everywhere are
After reading a part of “The I,ast
Capt. Carlton H. Hammond. Bat
he was graduated twit and one-hal
HAROLD LLOYD
of the Mohicans,” the children had tery E (Camden) was not present for
talking
of this new, far cookies, pastries and hot breads,
t
.................................
years
ago.
tn ‘‘Welcome Danger”
the regular drill Monday night due
great fun dramatizing it.
Fannie Brewster has returned home
simpler way in baking—Gold including that for Blitz Torte,
The following poems (our first at to illness. Lieut. Shirley Shute was ger Monday. Tuesday and Wednes- from Thimaston and Is having son e
Medal “Kitchen-tested" Flour illustrated above.
day
tempts) have'been written by the in command for the drill period.
repair work done on her house
The comedian spent many months
children, each contributing a line or
and Special “ Kitchen - tested"
Mrs. Oscar Carroll who has 1 cen
Get a full set of these remark
There will be no drill on Nov. 11 mastering the new screen technique. in South Hope, returned home Sun - '
more:
David
Curtis.
Margaret
Recipes.
able recipes from your grocer
Rogers. Kenneth Morgan. Winslow (Armistice Night) for Battery E as and in “Welcome Danger” is said to day.
Town Hall (Armory) will be in have developed what will prove the
Hutchinson. Richard Harden. Alice |
today inside every sack of Gold
Miss
Lottie
Ewell
retuned
home
j
Just
to
find
out
how
it
works,
Jackson. Frederick Bartlett. Nina use ^or l^e American Legion ball. fastest production shown since the Tuesday Irom Portland.
Medal " Kitchen-tested" Flour.
accept
F
ree
12
famous
simpli|
advent
of
talking
pictures.
The
next
regular
drill
will
be
held
long
spruce
logs
and
finally
yielded,
Townsend. Helen Mills.
MAINE NATURALIST
Clinton Young and George Tolman
•
Nov. 18.
Many of the scenes of ’ Welcome
subdued, when in the march of in
■ Listen in to Betty Crocker, 10.45 to 11.00 A. M. Tuesday and Thursday.
One day in lovely August
arc
working
at
Boothbay
Harbor.
, Danger’’ are laid in San Francisco’s
dustry the long logs gave way to the
Three ships sailed away from -Spain :
Eastern Standard Tme, Station WCSH
The Nina. Pinta. and Santa Maria,
Lieu-t. George Hardy is in Portland I underground Chinatown, and combine
Articles of Interest To Nature pulpwood drives. The Wassataquock
All
headed
for
the
main.
Cockroaches, fortunately, are easy
over this weekend taking his final I action, romance, and mystery with a
of today is entirely deserted. The
Lovers In Current Issue
Columbus was the captain,
to kill. Liberal use of sodium fluo- [
examination for Federal recognition | whirlwind series of laugh episodes.
growth of Millinocket to an imposing
A hero brave was he :
as 2d lieutenant of Battery E.
Lloyd is one of the last of the ride or sodium fluosilicate, dusted
outpost of civilization and the develHe feared not the sea of darkness.
•
•
•
♦
the __ cockroaches
arc
The latest member of the .Maine < pment of the Great Northern Paper
! premiere actors of the silent screen wherever
Or dragons that might be.
Battery G (Rockland) spent its to yield to talking pictures, holding | troublesome will quickly eradicate
Naturalist, edited by Arthur H. Nor Company’s toteroad from Millinocket
They ran in to a sea of grass
And could no bottom see:
regular drill night* in search of Thr out against the new art until he was them. Only rarely and in extreme j
ton of Portland contains the story of to the Basin Ponds has heightened its
The compass it spun round and round.
convicts that escaped from the State thoroughly convinced of its merit. cases where instant relief is essen- ,
the Wassataquock River hy Myron H. isolation. The pine and spruce of its
And they were scared as scared could be.
Prison. After three hours’ patrol Once sold on dialogue and sound, tial. is it necessary to resort to fumi- I
Avery of Lubec. Notes of the Wild glorious lumbering past are gone.
Columbus was a hero brave,
duty on the West Rockport-Uniqn however, he plunged into the work of gation.
According to the notes gathered by
•He fought the mighty sea :
Pigeon by Stella M. Davis of Port
•oad the battery returned to the Arm using it to the fullest degree. A new
And finally found America,
land: some plants of Orr’s Island by Stella M. Davis, the wild pigeon,
A home for you and me.
ory and was served hot coffee, sand leading lady is presented by Lloyd.
Evadel M. Pitman of South Portland: cnce so numerous in Maine, began
wiches. and doughnuts supplied by Barbara Kent, who is a sure fire
Columbus, he had three small ships.
meeting of the Josselyn Society at to disappear rapidly by 18-61, and
In
which
he
crossed
the
sea
.
Trainers’ Restaurant.
screen partn r for the bespectacled
Kezar Falls in 1929 by Abbie H. wholly abandoned this region by 1874.
And after many, many days
comedian.—adv.
Mr. Norton’s article on Dana Wi-lis
He found this new country.
Minott of Phippsburg and a tribute to
Oliver
E.
Stevens
has
re-enlisted
Margaret Rogers, age 8
the memory of the late Dana Wilbur Fellows is a just appreciation of the
ior one year in Battery G . He is an
man who for many years was one of
Columbus sailed the bright blue sea.
FROM PORT TO PORT
Fellows by A. II Norton.
ex-sergeant of the battery, having
To
find
the
lands
of silk and tea.
the
most
popular
dentists
in
Port

The Wassataquock River is a brawl
Arthur
Eaton,
age
10
been discharged last spring .at the 1
1 i
li •
rv*
ing mountain stream tumbling along land. He was a valued member of
There was a drop of water,
expiration of his enlistment. Roy G. A New I able of Marine I)lSPortland Society of Natural His
a bed choked with large granite boul
That went sailing down the sea :
Mank
and
Harold
Emery
reenlisted
And this little drop of water,
ders. The river rises in the wilder tory. the Maine^listorieal Society and
tances Issued By Geodetic
for one year. Roth have had prior
Will sail right back to me.
ness north of Mount Katahdin and of the Josselyn Botanical Society of
service in G Battery. Earl R. (’hand
Margaret Rogers, age 8
Survey
Mows generally southeast, breaking Maine. He died at Port Richmond, N.
led who enlisted for three years has
There was a little tree,
through the mountain range com Y.. December 23. 1828.
It grew on my front lawn :
had prior service in the regular army.
posed of Lunksoos. Hathorne. Daev
‘Distances Between United States
A fat man tried to climb it
The wise modern housewife shares
And it broke down in the morn.
and Hunt Mountains, to enter the
Ports'' is the name of a new and ex
Battery
G
has
received
the
new
Lewis Small, age 9
Penobscot east branch, near the Hunt her burdens and lets The People’s
issue uniforms. This is the newest ceptionally comprehensive marine
There was a little airplane,
farm, west of Stacyville. The Wassa Laundry. Tel. 170, do her family wash
type
with the roll collar and gold distance tabic just issued *in book
It
fish-tailed
up
and
down
.
taquock has known all phases*of lum • ogs and nuilts. The cost is low. the
But when It tried for a laanding
buttons,
well tailored and fitted—a , form as one of its Coast Pilot series
bering. It has floated the drives of service prompt, the work excellent
It crashed into the ground.
real
uniform
that the members of the i by the United States Coast and Geo124-tf
David Curtis, age 9
the old pine days, has battled the
I detie Survey, according to an anbattery can be proud of.
The leaves are turning yellow,
i nouncement made by the inspectoi
The corn is turning brown :
Capt. HammoAd and Lieut. Shute of in charge of the Coast Survey.’s BosHe Is a jolly good fellow.
Battery
E
were
visitors
at
the
drill
of
! ton office at 9
He lives in Camden town.
tate street.
Addie Townsend, age 10
Battery F. Thomaston. Wednesday ' Of special interest locally are
There was a little bluebird.
i tables giving distances between 37
night.
He flew right on the ground :
New England coast points. 22 of
I tried and tried to catch him,
which are n< rth of Cape Cod, and
It was very hard I found.
CLARK ISLAND
-Frederick Bartlett, age 10
Horace Bray of Milford, N. H . is j distances to the various offshore
The airplane soared high in the air,
very ill at the home of Charles Row i fishing hanks. Distances from points
It was a pretty sight:
| north of Cape (’od to all points south
But when It landed on the ground
land.
It gave us quite a fright.
Mrs. James Harrison who has been 'i are given for the three important
Richard Harden, age 9
confined to her bed the past two j routes—through the Cape (’od Canal,
Lindy Is a smart young man,
months, is now able to sit up a short j around (’ape Cod and in through
He is full of pep and vim ;
Pollock Rip Channel, and around
while each day.
When I grow up to be a man.
I want to be like him.
At a meeting of the Utockholders of • Cape Cod and Nantucket Shoals
Richard Harden, age 9
C.L.U. hall John R. Williams was j Light vessel.
In all there arc readily available the
Merry little sparrow :
elected president. C. E. Baum vice ;
At my kitchen door.
president, Winifred Williams score- , distances between more than 30,000
Picking up the bread crumbs,
Here on my floor.
tary and Mrs. C. E. Baum treasurer. ) ports, and points on inland water
Happy little sparrow.
Charles Johnson of Rockland has ways. in the United States and its
Always somewhere near ;
Printing must have a “wallop’’ to it to gain a favorable impression
just completed a new cottage at the | possessions, including a number ot
Pretty little sparrow,
northern end of the village. This is ;
Your heart is full of cheer.
these days. It must be qualitytthrough and through—the sort that
the 17th new house built in (’lark tance between two ports is along
Helen Mills, age 9
Island since J. Mehan & Son opened . the shortest route marked by aids to I
Pusy willow in the tree,
commands attention at all times.
Pussy willow can’t catch me:
their quarry here nine years ago. 1 navigation and affording a safe
' depth for th:- maximum draft that can
Ha! ha! pussy can’t get down,
Paving
business
continues
good.
Can’t even follow me to town.
Around 300 men being employed at |! enter both ports. The volume of 44
Saucy little robin in the cherry tree,
pages is illustrated with five chart?
We know printing—for that’s our business—and it’s your business
present.
Once upon a time he stole my key.
graphically explaihing miscellane
Noisy little chlck-a-dec.
ous routes.
to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such
Happy all the day;
HEN your child is headachy, clogged system; make a child happy.
Other features of this publication
Calling chick-a-dee-dee,
There
isn
’
t
a
child
who
doesn
’
t
bilious, feverish, half-sick, with
quality.
All along my way.
are a distance time-table, giving the
love its rich, fruity flavor. Improved
Alice Jackson, age 10
np appetite or energy, nine times out
times required to run various dis
appetite,
digestion
and
assimilation
T
made
a
plane
so
small.
of ten, just one thing is to blame;
tances at different speeds, plates
It would not fly mt all;
follow its use. A child’s entire system
Whenever you’re in the market let us figure with you.
constipation!
showing the ports listed, and gener
Yet It did Its bit.
“For 20 years I took soda for indi- j
Cleanse the little digestive tract is toned and strengthened.
alized routes.
For with some child.
gestion
and
stomach
gas.
Then
I
Mrs. Jos. Hachey, 136 Combwith California Fig Syrup and see
It made a hit.
Tluuna, Sheeliy, Jr.
tried Adlerika. One bottle brought |
how breath is sweetened; coated land Ave,, Portland, says: “Since I
MOTOR VEHICLE FEES
tongue cleared; eyes brightened. found out how good California Fig
Class officers have been elected complete relief.”—Jno. B. Hardy.
Adlerika relieves GAS and sour
More than two doses are seldom Syrup is, I have kept some in the
thus; President. David Curtis, Jr.;
Motor vehicle fees in the first 10
necessary to drive away all signs of a house. It never fails to help my
first vice president. Russell Nash; stomach in TEN minutes! Acts on months of this year almost reached
kiddies. I give it at the first
second vice president. Willis Ander BOTH upper and lower bowel, re the $3,000,000 mark. The figures were
CALIFORNIA sign of upsets or colds. Their
son; secretary, Genevieve Gray: moving poisons you never knew were $2.967.295 as compared to $2,720,648
wonderful condition proves this
treasurer. Helen Mills; program com there. Don't fool with medicine which for the same period last year. Regis
a good plan.” Cauiion: The
mittee, Thomas Shcehy, Jr., chair cleans only PART of the 'bowels, but trations for 144 882 private passenger
genuine always bears the name
man; Kenneth Morgan and Mary let Adlerika give stomach and bow cars. 1.931 passenger cars for hire and
THE MICH. FRUITY LAXATIVE California.
Harvey. The class colors are orange els a REAL cleaning and see how 30.247 trucks and licenses for 207,519
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN
good you feel! ■(,’. II M<.or A- Co., operators and 1(5,117 chauffeurs were
and dark blue. The class motto
Druggists.
issued.
"Be a good scout.”
Grade 5, Tyler School

all-electric

Balanced-Unit

HIGHBOY

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

We Are
Operating
Our Bank

North National Bank

Remember

Station WTIC

a,1, H*

An Example of Sim plified Baking

BLITZ TORTE
Usually “Difficult
Dessert
By
Out
135 Women
10

W

Rockland, Main©

M

Gold edal
“ Kitchen-tested”
Flour

MAINE Mother’s

Plan is succeeding...

W

TOOK SODA FOR STOM
ACH FOR 20 YEARS

The Courier-Gazette

FIG SYRUP

Printing Dept.

